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MESSAGE FROM THE INTERIM CHANCELLOR

Welcome to your 2024 Spring Commencement! We are all honored to celebrate your success today.

You — our undergraduate, graduate, and professional students — have earned your way to this celebratory day. Our world-class faculty and dedicated staff have guided you as you’ve navigated the marketplace of ideas with diligence and curiosity. The hard work and creativity that have served you well during your time at Carolina will no doubt continue to support you as you step into the next chapter.

To the family and friends who have supported these graduates throughout their Carolina journey, thank you for valuing their education — you have instilled lifelong lessons of dedication and perseverance. Your encouragement and assistance helped our students reach this milestone.

To our graduates, I hope you never forget what you’ve learned during your time at Carolina. As a passionately public university, service to North Carolina and beyond is the heart of our work and our legacy. As you leave here today, you will be stepping into a world that needs you to solve problems and overcome obstacles.

Remember to stay in touch with Carolina — you’ve built connections here that will support you throughout the years. Today, you join a far-reaching family of Tar Heels who stand ready to help you rise to the call of becoming another servant leader in our communities near and far.

We all look forward to watching you accomplish great things in the years to come.

Congratulations and Go Heels!

LEE H. ROBERTS
Interim Chancellor
ALMA MATER

The words of “Hark the Sound,” UNC-Chapel Hill’s alma mater, were written in 1897 by William Starr Myers, a graduating senior. The Glee Club director asked Myers to put words to the tune “Amici,” and the song was first performed on June 2, 1897, as part of the Glee Club’s Commencement performance in Gerrard Hall.

Soon the song was almost forgotten. When a University quartet tried a few years later to remember the words, they could recollect only the first verse and the chorus of Myers’ original version. Two members of the quartet, Charles S. Mangum and Charles T. Woollen, added two verses to the one they remembered. Mangum later became a professor in the School of Medicine, and Woollen worked as the University’s business manager and comptroller.

HARK THE SOUND

Hark, the sound of Tar Heel voices  
Ringing clear and true,  
Singing Carolina’s praises,  
Shouting N.C.U.!

Hail to the brightest star of all!  
Clear its radiance shine!  
Carolina, priceless gem,  
Receive all praises thine.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION

The Commencement ceremony will be captioned on the video screens.*

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this program’s content. Any omissions or errors are unintentional. The graduates’ names listed in this Commencement program were submitted prior to administering final examinations. Therefore, the inclusion of degree candidates’ names in this program does not represent certification that candidates have satisfactorily completed degree requirements.

Unless special arrangements have been made by departments, diplomas for all May degrees will be printed after graduation and mailed to graduates. For further information, visit the Registrar’s website at registrar.unc.edu/academic-services/diplomas.

* Captioning by Caption Perfect.

STAY CONNECTED WITH CAROLINA

Use #UNCgrad to share your Commencement tweets and photos.

@UNC  
facebook.com/uncchapelhill  
@uncchapelhill  
@uncchapelhill

Subscribe to our newsletter at unc.edu/thewell
# THE COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Procession</td>
<td>The Faculty Marshal&lt;br&gt; Jay Aikat, Vice Dean, School of Data Science and Society&lt;br&gt; Class of 2024 Officers&lt;br&gt; The Deans&lt;br&gt; The Official Party&lt;br&gt; The Faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presiding</td>
<td>Lee H. Roberts, Interim Chancellor, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation of the Colors</td>
<td>Cadets and Midshipmen of the Army, Air Force, and Navy Reserve Officers&lt;br&gt; Training Corps, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Anthem</td>
<td>Isabelle Kosempa, Bachelor of Music in Vocal Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome and Recognition of the Platform Party</td>
<td>Lee H. Roberts, Interim Chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the Board of Governors of The University of North Carolina System</td>
<td>R. Gene Davis, Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the Board of Trustees of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>John P. Preyer, Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Carolina Alumni</td>
<td>Veronica M. Flaspoehler, President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the Faculty</td>
<td>Kathryn (Beth) E. Moracco, Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commencement Address</td>
<td>Zena Cardman, NASA Astronaut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honorary Degree Presentation</td>
<td>Lee H. Roberts, Interim Chancellor&lt;br&gt; John P. Preyer, Chair, Board of Trustees&lt;br&gt; Jill Moore, Secretary of the Faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conferring of Degrees</td>
<td>J. Christopher Clemens, Provost&lt;br&gt; The Deans&lt;br&gt; Lee H. Roberts, Interim Chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chancellor’s Charge to the Graduates</td>
<td>Lee H. Roberts, Interim Chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representing the Class of 2024</td>
<td>Lauryn T. Lovett, President of the Class of 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribute to the Class of 2024</td>
<td>“Carolina In My Mind,” Performed by The Clef Hangers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official Tassel Turn and Cap Toss</td>
<td>Phillip Vo, Vice President of the Class of 2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

John P. Preyer, Chair
Malcolm K. Turner, Vice Chair
Ramsey R. White, Secretary
Patrick Ballentine
James Blaine II

David L. Boliek Jr.
Bradford B. Briner
Robert P. Bryan III
Jennifer Halsey Evans
Perrin W. Jones

Vimal P. Kolappa
W. M. “Marty” Kotis III
Ralph W. Meekins Sr.
Vinay B. Patel
Christopher Everett, Ex-Officio

MARSHALS OF THE CLASS OF 2024

Elizabeth G. Andrews
Joshua K. Beaman
Pauline G. Bemah
Evan M. Berkowitch
Nicholas S. Brannan
Mackenna F. Brown
Carlynn Alexandra Calayan
Arielle L. Darden
Adrian G. Donatelli

Kate E. Fread
Jasmin A. Gutierrez
Maryt A. Haney
Sarah F. Haurey
Cheyenne L. High
Cierra J. Hill
Jessica S. Holloway
Caroline A. Hoover
Emily H. Huang

Makayla A. Key
Oyinola A. Lawal
Amanda Lopez-Hernandez
Andrew H. Mattson
Taylor D. Nguyen
Cyria R. Olingou
Addison G. Parrish
Alyssa L. Pittman
Meredith M. Pritchard

Elizabeth J. Rotchford
Ann Marie S. Sawires
Erin N. Schlachter
Chava J. Shade
Blair J. Smith
Andrew L. Spratley
Charisma J. Sumpter
Jada C. Young

OFFICERS OF THE CLASS OF 2024

Lauren T. Lovett, Senior Class President
Phil Vo, Senior Class Vice President
Olivia R. Askew, Chief Marshal

2023–2024 GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENT GOVERNMENT EXECUTIVE BOARD

Lauren Hawkinson, President
Katie Heath, Senior Vice President
Abhigna Rao, Chief of Staff
Andrew Worrell, Vice President for Advocacy and Government Affairs

Andrew Wright, Vice President for Finance
Luke Conners, Vice President for Communications
Ashley Addison, Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion

ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

David Adalsteinsson
Daihiana Alfonseca
Rob Capra
Adrienne Cox
Jennifer D’Auria
Shelley Golden
Heidi Henning-Kaminski

Carmen Hsu
Adam Jacks
Sarah Jacobson
Willow Jacobson
Michael Jarstfer
Mark Katz
Jasleen Kaur

Nikhil Kaza
Marisa Marraccini
Evelyn Taylor
Beth Mayer-Davis
Kate McAnulty
Brian McManus
Don Nonini

Paige Ouimet
Cieb Phillips
Brian Rybarczyk
Stephanie Schmitt
Kimberly Stern
Frank Tsui
Lee H. Roberts became interim chancellor for the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill on Jan. 12, 2024. A dedicated public servant and a strong believer in the importance of a liberal arts education, Roberts is focused on initiatives that set graduates up for success and provide support to researchers, faculty, and staff.

Roberts is a longtime advocate for higher education and for the state of North Carolina. He served as a member of the UNC System Board of Governors and as the chair of its budget committee. He has held positions on the State Board of Community Colleges, North Carolina’s Banking Commission, and the Board of Visitors at Duke University’s Sanford School of Public Policy, where, for the last five years, he has taught public budgeting to graduate students. Roberts has also served as a board member at the Golden LEAF Foundation, which invests in educational and economic opportunities for North Carolina’s rural communities. He was honored to serve as state budget director under Gov. Pat McCrory from 2014 to 2016.

Before serving as interim chancellor, he was the co-founder and managing partner of SharpVue Capital, a North Carolina investment firm that specializes in stewarding institutional funds and growing local economies.

STAY CONNECTED
Follow Lee Roberts on social media.

@uncchancellor
Carolina alumna Zena Cardman was selected as a NASA astronaut in 2017. Since completing initial training, she has supported real-time station operations and development for lunar surface exploration.

For her first space flight, she is the commander of NASA’s Crew-9 mission, a recently announced four-person crew that will launch on a SpaceX Dragon to the International Space Station later this year. The group will join an international crew onboard ISS as part of Expeditions 71 and 72. They will conduct a wide range of operational and research activities during their long-duration mission.

Cardman earned a bachelor of science in biology in 2010 and a master of science in marine sciences in 2014 from UNC-Chapel Hill. During her time at Carolina, she was heavily involved in research of microbial systems, particularly in extreme environments like hydrothermal vents and hydrocarbon seeps. Her research took her all over the world, including the Arctic and Antarctic.

Cardman returned to campus in 2019 for University Research Week, where she reflected on her student and NASA experiences. She is grateful to join the Carolina community again in celebration of the next generation of leaders. When thinking about the future for the Class of 2024, Cardman hopes graduating students are able to hang on to the present for a bit longer and focus on the experiences and relationships they’ve built during their time as Tar Heels.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

MICHELLE CHANTAL DORRANCE

Doctor of Arts

Michelle Dorrance is a world-renowned dancer and choreographer. A MacArthur Foundation “genius grant” recipient, she has been described by The New Yorker as “one of the most imaginative tap choreographers working today.”

Dorrance’s New York-based tap company, Dorrance Dance, aims to honor tap dance’s uniquely beautiful history and tradition while pushing the boundaries of the art form technically, rhythmically, and conceptually. The company is committed to honoring the American roots of tap and its history in the enslaved and immigrant communities of this country. In Dorrance’s own words, “to be a professional tap dancer is to be a historian.”

A native of Chapel Hill and alumna of the North Carolina Youth Tap Ensemble, Dorrance has maintained strong connections with the Triangle community. Her company has been featured in Carolina Performing Arts seasons multiple times, including in the award-winning The Blues Project with artist-in-residence Toshi Reagon. In 2022, Dorrance spoke and danced as part of the University’s Eve Marie Carson Lecture Series.

Dorrance is a graduate of New York University and has performed in STOMP, taught at Broadway Dance Center, and guest lectured at universities and dance festivals around the world. Her many awards and honors include the New York Dance and Performance Award (“The Bessie”), Princess Grace Award, Jacob’s Pillow Dance Award, Ford Foundation Art of Change Fellowship, and Doris Duke Artist Award.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

DEITRE ALLEN EPPS

Doctor of Laws

Deitre Epps is a longtime champion of pursuing equity and community well-being through education, training, and technical assistance for health, human services, and education leaders. Epps is founder and CEO of R.A.C.E. (Results Achieved through Community Engagement) for Equity, a Durham-based organization that helps nonprofits, government agencies, and other groups center equity in their work and strengthen their leadership capacity and cultural responsiveness.

A graduate of Howard University and Coppin State University, Epps began her career as a co-founder, director, and assistant dean of education for Vision Christian Academy and Child Development Center, a Baltimore-based school for infants to school-age students. She also served as director of Baltimore’s highly successful School Readiness Initiative.

Epps has facilitated numerous cross-cultural conversations in the development of multi-sector community and organizational plans, and she has provided capacity-building for federal and state government agencies, universities, philanthropic, faith-based, and nonprofit organizations to support measurable improvement for people and communities.

Epps is known as an adroit, dynamic, and culturally responsive leader whose work spans the globe. Her current efforts focus on promoting well-being by addressing the social determinants of health, including structural racism. She often partners with faculty and students at the Gillings School of Global Public Health to advance equitable, culturally competent strategies to improve the long-term health of communities and individuals.
A highly esteemed North Carolinian, Howard Lee has rendered outstanding service to the state and this university in numerous ways over more than six decades.

The son of a Georgia sharecropper, Lee graduated from Fort Valley State College before enrolling as a graduate student at Carolina, where he earned a master of social work in 1966. Three years later, he was elected mayor of Chapel Hill, becoming the first African American to be elected mayor of a majority-white Southern city since Reconstruction. After serving three terms, Lee was appointed as North Carolina’s Secretary of Natural Resources and Community Development, a post he held from 1997 to 1981. As secretary, Lee delivered a speech calling for a “state trail from the mountains to the coast, a trail leading through communities as well as natural areas”—an idea that sparked the Mountains-to-Sea Trail that stretches from the Great Smoky Mountains to the Outer Banks.

Lee was later elected to the North Carolina Senate, where he served for a decade. He subsequently served as chair of the North Carolina State Board of Education and as a member of the state’s Utilities Commission. In 2009 he was named the first executive director of the North Carolina Education Cabinet. Lee’s service to higher education included a stint on the faculty of the UNC School of Social Work and of North Carolina Central University, and he was an administrator at Duke University. Throughout his career, Lee has been a strong advocate for education reform, fighting for increased funding and standards.

In 2008, Lee published The Courage to Lead, One Man’s Journey in Public Service, a memoir in which he shares how he survived the Jim Crow South and broke racial barriers as he rose to a position of political prominence and power. In 2011 Lee was recognized with the General Alumni Association’s Harvey E. Beech Outstanding Alumnus Award.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

RICHARD YATES STEVENS

Doctor of Laws

Richard Stevens is an attorney, a distinguished public servant and a triple alumnus of UNC-Chapel Hill who has served the state and university in numerous ways.

During his five terms as a North Carolina state senator, Stevens was the senior budget leader under both Republican and Democratic majorities. He worked across the aisle to ensure effective governance and fought to preserve funding for higher education during the Great Recession. Before his election to the state legislature, he served for 16 years as the county manager of Wake County, overseeing a time of significant growth.

Stevens’ service to Carolina spans decades. He served on the UNC-Chapel Hill Board of Trustees from 1995 to 2003 and again from 2017 to 2021, including four terms as chair. Over the years, he has served as chair of the UNC-Chapel Hill Endowment Fund, UNC-Chapel Hill Foundation, UNC General Alumni Association, and Board of Visitors for the UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center.

Stevens earned B.A., M.P.A., and J.D. degrees from Carolina. Scholarships at the School of Law and the School of Government have been established in his honor. In 2017 he received the University’s Distinguished Alumnus Award. Stevens has received numerous other awards, including the UNC General Alumni Association Distinguished Service Medal, American Society for Public Administration’s Public Service Award, Order of the Long Leaf Pine, William Richardson Davie Award, and North Carolina Chamber of Commerce Award for Distinguished Public Service.
CAROLINA ANNUAL GIVING AND SENIOR CAMPAIGN

Your Carolina experience is supplemented every day by gifts from students, alumni, faculty, staff, and friends of the University.

Generous gifts from them have helped shape your Carolina experience — and now, as graduates, you have the chance to give back to the next generation of Tar Heels.

Your gifts not only make a real impact on Carolina, they also connect you with a community of alumni who are dedicated to supporting and advancing the University’s mission. As you become alumni yourselves, you’ll have the chance to stay involved and help shape future Tar Heels for generations to come.

Congratulations again, graduate. It’s been quite the year, but it’s been your year. And remember, it’s always a great day to be a Tar Heel!

CELEBRATING CAROLINA’S NEWEST ALUMNI

Congratulations, and welcome to the Carolina Alumni family. As you embark on this exciting new chapter, know that we stand ready to support you every step of the way. Your transition from student to part of our alumni family is just the beginning of an enriching journey.

At Carolina, we believe in the power of community. Our extensive network of supportive alumni is here to foster connections, provide guidance, and enhance your overall experience. Whether you’re seeking career advice, attending exclusive events with Tar Heels, or staying informed through trusted resources like The Quad e-newsletter and the Carolina Alumni Review magazine, we’re dedicated to ensuring your alumni experience is nothing short of exceptional.

To stay engaged and connected with the Carolina community, we encourage you to download the Carolina Alumni app. Discover nearby alumni events, participate in fun activities like Trivia Tuesday, and even win Carolina-themed prizes. Don’t forget to follow us on @CarolinaAlumni, where you’ll find daily reminders of why it’s always a great day to be a Tar Heel.

As a new graduate, you have the opportunity to become a member of Carolina Alumni at a discounted rate. Enjoy savings on life membership or take advantage of our special offer — just $30 per year for the first three years with new grad auto-renewing membership. Becoming a Carolina Alumni member is easy through the Carolina Alumni app or by visiting alumni.unc.edu today.

CONTACT US

Contact Carolina Alumni at (800) 962-0742, email us at membership@unc.edu, or visit alumni.unc.edu for more information on how we can serve you.

Welcome to the Carolina alumni family — where your journey continues and your connections last a lifetime.
THE CHANCELLOR’S MEDAL

The chancellor’s medal, an emblem of the office of chancellor, is worn during the University’s ceremonial occasions. The sterling silver disk, which is three inches in diameter and seven ounces Troy weight, was given to the University by John Sanders, professor emeritus and former director of the UNC Institute of Government, and his wife, Ann Beal Sanders. Modeled by sculptor Pete Hinton and bearing the University seal, it was first worn by Chancellor Paul Hardin during the 1994 University Day convocation. The medal was recently updated with a silver chain of office that includes thin rectangles engraved with the names and dates of service of previous UNC chancellors. It also features links made in the shape of the Old Well and the Davie Poplar leaves, both icons of the Carolina campus.

THE BICENTENNIAL STAFF

The faculty marshal carries the bicentennial staff while leading the faculty processional on ceremonial occasions such as Commencement and University Day. The staff, commissioned for the University’s 1993 bicentennial celebration by John Sanders, professor emeritus and former director of the UNC Institute of Government, and his wife, Ann Beal Sanders, was modeled by sculptor Pete Hinton. It consists of a sterling silver three-inch-high replica of the Old Well mounted on a turned and tapered oak shaft. The shaft was made from timber salvaged from the 1822 section of Old West residence hall during its 1991–1993 renovation.

UNIVERSITY COLORS

As symbols of unity among Carolina students, alumni and fans, the school colors of light blue and white were first used around 1800 to distinguish between members of the Dialectic and Philanthropic Literary Societies. Throughout the 19th century, students were required to be members of either the Di or the Phi. The Di’s color was light blue, and the Phi’s was white.

At University commencements, balls and other social events, the student officials, managers and marshals wore the color of their society, blue or white. Because the chief marshal or chief ball manager represented the whole student body, not just his society, he wore both colors.

When the University fielded its first intercollegiate athletic teams in 1888, the question of what colors to wear had already been answered. Light blue and white had come to symbolize membership in the University, not in a single society.

THE UNIVERSITY SEAL

The University seal typically appears on diplomas and graduation materials, grade transcripts and documents that indicate accomplishment in or on behalf of the University.

The first seal of the University of North Carolina, designed in 1790, showed the face of Apollo and his emblem, the rising sun, used to symbolize the dawn of higher education in the state. The words “SIGUL UNIVERSITAT CAROL SEPENT” (Seal of the University of North Carolina) surrounded the drawing.

A modification in 1895 added lighted torches of learning beside Apollo’s profile. Two years later another alteration replaced Apollo’s head with a shield on which the words Lux (light) and Libertas (liberty), separated by a white band running from the upper right to the lower left of the shield, appeared.

In the 1940s, some observers mistakenly claimed the white stripe on the shield was a bend sinister, a heraldic code that was demeaning. In truth, the stripe was a bar sinister and merely denoted a second or later son. Still, the direction of the stripe was reversed, removing any question of stigma.

Today’s seal is the same as the 1897 version, except the stripe runs from the upper left to the lower right.
ACADEMIC DRESS

The following information, based in part on An Academic Costume Code and Ceremony Guide (published by the American Council on Education), may be helpful in identifying academic attire worn during UNC’s Commencement exercises.

DEGREE CANDIDATES’ REGALIA

The University’s bachelor’s gown, designed by Alexander Julian, is both Carolina blue and truly green, as in sustainably made. The fabric for the True Blue gown is made from 100 percent post-consumer recycled plastic bottles (23 bottles for each gown) and is manufactured at mills in the Carolinas. The information about the gown’s sustainability is suitably printed directly on the cloth, without the use of an extra label. In addition to being dyed a custom Carolina blue color, the True Blue gowns also have a streamlined fit, with white piping along the yoke and two white panels in front. The tassels are blue and white, topped with a silver-colored Old Well medallion. An optional accessory is an embroidered white stole that the graduate may give to a parent in gratitude after the Commencement ceremony.

The untrimmed, black master’s gown has a hood and an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, that hangs nearly to the ground; the back part of its oblong shape is square cut and the arc in the front is cut away. The hooded doctoral gown features three bars across each sleeve. In 1999, the Faculty Council authorized a special doctoral gown for Carolina graduates. It is Carolina blue, with facings and crossbars of dark blue outlined in white piping. The facings bear the shield of the University supported by the torches of learning.

The hoods of master’s and doctoral degree candidates vary in color according to the field of study (see list on the right).

FACULTY REGALIA

Faculty wear the regalia of the institution that conferred their highest degree. The doctoral gowns are usually faced with black velvet, although the color of the velvet may vary according to the field of study. Hoods, which differ in length according to the level of the degree held, are lined with official colors of the university or college that conferred the degree, usually with one color forming a chevron pattern over the other. Some colors you will see on faculty and administrators’ robes are, for example, the crimson of Harvard, the maroon of Chicago, the orange and black of Princeton, the dark blue of Yale, and the light blue and white of North Carolina.

Like the hoods of master’s and doctoral degree candidates, faculty hoods are edged and bound with velvet in the color appropriate to the field of study. The colors in the hoods and gowns of faculty and administrators represent the fields in which degrees were taken.

FIELDS OF STUDY

Apricot: Nursing
Brown: Fine Arts
Citron: Social Work
Crimson: Journalism
Dark Blue: Philosophy
Golden Yellow: Science
Green: Medicine
Lemon Yellow: Library Science
Light Blue: Education
Lilac: Dentistry
Olive Green: Pharmacy
Orange: Engineering
Peacock Blue: Public Administration
Pink: Music
Purple: Law
Sage Green: Physical Education
Salmon Pink: Public Health
Scarlet: Theology
Yellow Brown: Commerce, Business, Accountancy
White: Arts, Letters, Humanities

CLASS OF 1974 CELEBRATES GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY

As part of their 50th class reunion, representatives from Carolina’s Class of 1974 will join the academic processional at Commencement. Watch for these most recent inductees into the General Alumni Association’s Old Students Club, who will be adorned in Carolina blue gowns and wearing medallions commemorating their golden anniversary reunion.
DEGREES OFFERED

The following is a list of all degrees available to students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

Bachelor of Arts with a major in:
- African, African American, and Diaspora Studies; American Studies; Anthropology; Archaeology; Art History; Asian Studies; Asian and Middle Eastern Studies; Biology; Chemistry; Classics; Communication Studies; Computer Science; Contemporary European Studies; Dramatic Art; Economics; English; English and Comparative Literature; Environmental Studies; Exercise and Sport Science; Geography; Geological Sciences; Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures; Global Studies; History; Human and Organizational Leadership Development; Interdisciplinary Studies; Latin American Studies; Linguistics; Management and Society; Mathematics; Medical Anthropology; Music; Peace, War, and Defense; Philosophy; Physics; Political Science; Psychology; Public Policy; Religious Studies; Romance Languages; Sociology; Studio Art; Women’s and Gender Studies

Bachelor of Arts in Business Journalism
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Bachelor of Arts in Media and Journalism
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Science with a major in:
- Biology; Biomedical Engineering; Chemistry; Computer Science; Earth and Marine Sciences; Economics; Environmental Sciences; Geological Sciences; Mathematics; Neurodiagnostics and Sleep Science; Neuroscience; Physics; Psychology; Statistics and Analytics

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Bachelor of Science in Clinical Laboratory Science
Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene
Bachelor of Science in Information Science
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Bachelor of Science in Public Health with a major in:
- Biostatistics; Environmental Health Sciences; Health Policy and Management; Nutrition

Bachelor of Science in Radiologic Science

GRADUATE DEGREES

Master of Accounting
Master of Applied Professional Studies
Master of Arts in the discipline of:
- Africana Studies; American Studies; Anthropology; Art History; Asian and Middle Eastern Studies; Biology; Chemistry; Classics; Communication Studies; Digital Communication; Ecology; Education; Educational Innovation, Technology, and Entrepreneurship; English and Comparative Literature; Exercise and Sport Science; Folklore; Geography; German Studies; Global Studies; History; Linguistics; Mathematics; Media and Communication; Musicology; Philosophy; Political Science; Psychology; Public Policy; Religious Studies; Romance Languages and Literatures; School Psychology; Sociology

Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Business Administration
Master of Clinical Laboratory Science
Master of City and Regional Planning
Master of Education in the discipline of:
- Education for Experienced Teachers; School Counseling; School Psychology

Master of Fine Arts in the discipline of:
- Dramatic Art; Studio Art

Master of Healthcare Administration
Master of Health Sciences
Master of Laws

Master of Professional Science in the discipline of:
- Biomedical and Health Informatics; Digital Curation and Management; Regulatory Science; Toxicology

Master of Public Administration
Master of Public Health in the discipline of:
- Biostatistics; Environmental Sciences and Engineering; Epidemiology; Health Behavior; Health Policy and Management; Maternal and Child Health; Nutrition; Public Health Leadership

Master of Public Policy
Master of Radiologic Science
Master of School Administration
Master of Science in the discipline of:
- Applied Data Science; Biochemistry and Biophysics; Bioinformatics and Computational Biology; Biology; Biomedical Engineering; Biostatistics; Cell Biology and Physiology; Chemistry; Clinical Mental Health Counseling; Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling; Clinical Rehabilitation and Mental Health Counseling; Computer Science; Dental Hygiene Education; Earth and Marine Sciences; Ecology; Economics; Endodontics; Environmental Sciences and Engineering; Genetics and Molecular Biology; Geological Sciences; Human Movement Science; Management; Marine Sciences; Materials Science; Mathematics; Medical Science; Microbiology and Immunology; Neuroscience; Nutrition; Occupational Science; Occupational Therapy; Operative Dentistry and Biomaterials; Oral and Maxillofacial Biomedicine; Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology; Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology; Orthodontics; Pathology; Pediatric Dentistry; Periodontology; Pharmaceutical Sciences; Pharmacology; Physics; Prosthodontics; Speech and Hearing Sciences; Statistics, Analytics and Data Science; Toxicology
- Master of Science in Clinical Research
- Master of Science in Disaster Management
- Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
- Master of Science in Information Science
- Master of Science in Library Science
- Master of Science in Nursing
- Master of Science in Public Health in the discipline of:
  - Biostatistics; Environmental Sciences and Engineering; Epidemiology; Health Behavior; Health Policy and Management; Maternal and Child Health
- Master of Social Work
- Doctor of Nursing Practice

Doctor of Philosophy in the discipline of:
- Africana Studies; American Studies; Anthropology; Art History; Biochemistry and Biophysics; Bioinformatics and Computational Biology; Biology; Biological and Biomedical Science; Biomedical Engineering; Biostatistics; Business Administration; Cell Biology and Physiology; Chemistry; City and Regional Planning; Classics; Communication Studies; Computer Science; Earth and Marine Sciences; Ecology; Economics; Education; English and Comparative Literature; Environmental Sciences and Engineering; Epidemiology; Genetics and Molecular Biology; Geography; German Studies; Health Behavior; Health Informatics; Health Policy and Management; History; Human Movement Science; Information and Library Science; Marine Sciences; Materials Science; Maternal and Child Health; Mathematics; Media and Communication; Microbiology and Immunology; Musicology; Neuroscience; Nursing; Nutrition; Occupational Science; Oral and Craniofacial Biomedicine; Pathology; Pharmaceutical Sciences; Pharmacology; Philosophy; Physics; Political Science; Psychology; Public Policy; Religious Studies; Romance Languages and Literatures; School Psychology; Social Work; Sociology; Speech and Hearing Sciences; Statistics and Operations Research; Toxicology
- Doctor of Public Health in the discipline of:
  - Biostatistics; Health Behavior; Maternal and Child Health; Nutrition; Public Health Executive Leadership

THE BELL TOWER

The Morehead-Patterson Memorial Bell Tower was given to the University in 1931 by John Motley Morehead III and Rufus Lenoir Patterson. Its 14-bell carillon rings both manually and electronically to call students to class, provide twilight music and serenade the dispersing crowd after football games.
# Department and School Commencement Events

**Sunday, May 12**

See map on following page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL OR DEPARTMENT</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>PLACE</th>
<th>MAP LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences, Natural Sciences and Mathematics 3 — Major:</td>
<td>3-5 p.m.</td>
<td>Carmichael Arena</td>
<td>J-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise and Sports Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences, Natural Sciences and Mathematics 4 — Majors:</td>
<td>11 a.m.–1 p.m.</td>
<td>Dean E. Smith Center</td>
<td>H-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology and Neuroscience.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences, Natural Sciences and Mathematics 5 — Majors:</td>
<td>11 a.m.–1 p.m.</td>
<td>Memorial Hall</td>
<td>G-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics, Statistics and Operations Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences, Social Sciences 3 — Majors: Political Science; Management and Society; Public Policy; Sociology</td>
<td>11 a.m.–1 p.m.</td>
<td>Carmichael Arena</td>
<td>J-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences, Social Sciences 4 — Major: Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES

MAY 2024

Graduates’ names are followed by their area of major study, dissertation or project title, and the name of their doctoral advisor.

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Est. 1903
Dean Elizabeth Mayer-Davis

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY


Andrew Adair, Mathematics, Categorification of Braid Group Representations. Professor David Rose.


Ernesto Aldana, Business Administration, Essays in Commercial Real Estate Finance. Professor Jacob Sagi.

Turk Al-Sabah, Business Administration, Essays in Corporate Finance. Professors Paige Quimet and Elena Simintzi.

Megan Amason, Microbiology and Immunology, Mechanisms of Innate Immunity: Cellular Death as an Altruistic Strategy. Professor Edward Miao.

Keerthi Surej Anand, Biomedical Engineering, High Frame Rate, GPU-Accelerated ARFI Log(VoA)-Based Carotid Plaque Characterization With Concurrent Vector Doppler-Derived Wall Shear Stress Estimation for Stroke Risk Assessment. Professors Caterina Gallippi and Gianmarco Pinton.

David Aponte Diaz, Microbiology and Immunology, Membrane and Lipid Dynamics During Enterovirus Infection. Professor Craig Cameron.


Lauren Carol Bates-Fraser, Human Movement Science, A Mixed Methods Approach to Understanding Context and Behavioral Determinants of Sedentary Behavior in Endometrial Cancer Survivors. Professor Erik Hanson.

Wolfgang Beckabir, Microbiology and Immunology, Understanding, Predicting, and Improving Immune Checkpoint Blockade Immunotherapy Response in Bladder Cancer. Professors William Kim and Benjamin Vincent.
Griffin Jack Bell, Epidemiology, Epidemiological, Geospatial, and Phylogenetic Evidence to Inform Acute HIV Infection Detection in Lilongwe, Malawi. Professor Kimberly Powers.

Azza Yasmine Benyousef, Romance Languages and Literatures, Questionnement Identitaire, Langue(s) et Écriture Chez des Écrivain-E-S Maghrébin-E-S D’Expression Française et Arabe. Professor Hassan Melehy.

Alex Billingsley, Biomedical Engineering, Expanding the Dimensionality of Carbon Nanotube Imaging, Professor Yueh Lee.

Zachary Paul Billman, Microbiology and Immunology, An Evolutionary Perspective of Macrophages in Host Defense Against Intracellular Pathogens. Professors Edward Miao and Yuliya Palyayeva-Gupta.

Elizabeth Bjornsen, Human Movement Science, Effect of Development and Maturation on biomechanical and Self-Reported Outcomes in Pediatric Patients Following an ACL Reconstruction. Professor Brian Pietsimosine.

Courtney Blackington, Political Science, Polarizing Protests: Democratic Backsliding and Mobilization. Professor Milada Vachudova.

Xavier Armaund Bonner, Biochemistry and Biophysics, Determining Genotypic and Phenotypic Factors Influencing Macrophage Tropism in the HIV-1 Envelope Protein. Professors Ronald Swanstrom and Brian Kuhlman.


Julia Brom, Chemistry, Dry Proteins and Their Protection Assessed by LOVE NMR, Calorimetry, and Catalytic Activity. Professor Gary Pielak.

Parker Brookie, Romance Languages and Literatures, Queering Time in Latin America: The Gendered Afterlives of Dictatorship in 21st Century Literature and Visual Culture. Professor Carolina Sa Carvalho.


Madelyne Marie Brown, Mathematics, Fourier Coefficients of Restricted Eigensfunctions. Professors Yaiza Canzani and Jeffrey Galkowski.

Kyle Busse, Nutrition, Ultra-Processed Foods During the Transition to Adulthood in Cebu, Philippines: Sociodemographic Patterns, Drivers of Intake, and Associations With Blood Pressure. Professors Alice Ammerman and Linda Adair.

Changjia Cai, Biomedical Engineering, Computational and Optical Methods for Fast Imaging, Recording, and Analysis of Neural Activity. Professor Caterina Gallippi.

Yuheng Cai, Biomedical Engineering, Deep Learning-Based Automated Cell Detection and Classification in Fluorescence Microscopy Images. Professor Alan Greenbaum.


Arianna Dame Cascone, Neurobiology, Categorical and Dimensional Investigations of Dynamic Functional Connectivity and Behavior During Response Inhibition in Children With and Without ADHD. Professor Jessica Cohen.

Colin Rafferty Case, Political Science, Candidate Differentiation in Primary Elections. Professor Sarah Roberts.

Naomi Yi-Ning Chang, Environmental Sciences and Engineering, Dynamics of Ionic Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) in the Indoor Environment: Implications for Exposure. Professor Barbara Turpin.


Roy Chen-Zhang, Business Administration, Beyond Steady States: Three Essays in Financial Economics. Professors Gill Segal and Yunzhi Hu.


Harrison Chicas, Business Administration, The Intergenerational Effects of Phantom Lives: How the Foregone Professional Identities of Parents Influence the Self-Defeating Behaviors and Burnout of Their Children at Work. Professor Shimul Melwani.


Youngmin Cho, Nursing, Understanding Functional Decline in Older Adults: An Exploration of Coping, Trajectories of Daily Functioning, and Family Engagement in Care. Professor Anna Bebee.

Mark Joseph Ciesielski, Marine Sciences, Adapting and Developing Quantitative Molecular Tools to Characterize Environmental Pathogen Dynamics Relevant to Shellfish Aquaculture. Professor Rachel Noble.


Johnathan Conzelmann, Public Policy, Essays in Labor Economics and Postsecondary Education. Professor Steven Hemelt.


Jacob Dillard, Microbiology and Immunology, Safety and Efficacy of Inactivated SARS-CoV-2 Vaccines During Heterologous Infection by a SARS-Related Coronavirus. Professors Mark Heise and Victoria Baxter.


Alexander Cole Edwards, Cell Biology and Physiology, Overcoming YAP1/TAZ-Driven Resistance to KRASG12C Inhibitors. Professor Channing Der.

J. Andrew Ehlinger, Political Science, Social Networks and Party Identity. Professor Timothy Ryan.

Clara Eichler, Environmental Sciences and Engineering, Characterization of the Distribution and Fate of Neutral Per- and Polyfluoralkyl Substances (PFASs) in Indoor Environments Including the Role of Clothings. Professor Barbara Turpin.

Samantha Effert, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Vaccine Utilization Patterns and Predictors Among Older Adults With a History of Guillain-Barre Syndrome. Professors Betsy Sleath and Til Stürmer.

Helal El-Zaataari, Biostatistics, Method of Moments for Exponential Random Graph Model Selection. Professor Michael Kosorok.

Angelyn Otteson Fairchild, Business Administration, Corporate Decarbonization and Climate Change Mitigation. Professor Olga Hawn.

Zishun Feng, Computer Science, Fusing Multiple Information Sources for Predictive Cardiac Modeling. Professors Ashok Krishnamurthy and Stanley Ahalt.


Alexandra Bianca Forte, Social Work, Defining Food Security and Examining its Association With Mental Health Among Black Adolescents. Professor Rainier Masa.


Anastasia Natalie Freedman, Environmental Sciences and Engineering, Impacts of Exposure to Single Metal and Metal Mixtures on the Placental Proteome and Transcriptome. Professor Rebecca Fry.

Michelle Freeman, Religious Studies, “Crowned in Word”: Ritual, Social Consensus, and Diversity in Late Antique Homilies on Martyrs. Professor Bart Ehrman.

Kathleen Louise Furtado Selna, Microbiology and Immunology, Evaluating the Transcriptomic, Metabolic, and Dynamic Responses of Clostridioides Difficile to Mucus Using a Novel Primary Human Intestinal Epithelial Cell and Physiologic Mucus Model. Professors Rita Tamayo and Virginia Miller.


Grant Glass, English and Comparative Literature, Fidelity, Remix, and Consensus, and Diversity in Late Antique Homilies on Martyrs. Professor Dennis Manocha.

Lauren Elizabeth Hawkins, Human Movement Science, Enhancing High School Coach Readiness to Implement Anterior Cruciate Ligament Injury Prevention Programs. Professor Darin Padua.

Le Huang, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, Genetic Dissection of Complex Diseases and Traits With Omics. Professors Yun Li and Laura Raffield.

Lu Huang, Economics, Essays on the Economics of Mental Health. Professors Jane Fruehwirth and David Guilkey.


Haeun Hwangbo, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, Understanding the Clinical Benefits of Combination Cancer Therapies in Heterogeneous Patient Populations. Professor Adam Palmer.


Marwa Ibrahim, Public Policy, Three Essays on Migration, Reservation Wages, and Political Targeting: Evidence From Cash Transfer Programs in Malawi and Peru. Professor Sudhanshu Handa.


Brittany Marie Ingram, Human Movement Science, The Impact of Social Determinants of Health on Sport-Related Concussion Care in Emerging Adults. Professor Johna Register-Mihalik.

Kara Eileen Irvin, History, German Military Orientalism: Third Reich Imperialism, the German Army, and the "Islam Question" in Eastern Europe. Professor Eren Tasar.


Deepika Jayaprakash, Oral and Craniofacial Biomedicine, Defining Novel Roles of E3 Ligases in DNA Replication and DNA Damage Response in Cancer. Professor Cyrus Vaziri.

Huijun Jiang, Biostatistics, Statistical Methods for Classification of Disease Recurrence With Transition of Markers. Professor Feng-Chang Lin.


Caitlin Victoria Johnson, Chemistry, Expanding the Single-Molecule Fluorescence Toolbox to Visualize the Conformational Landscape of DNA Repair Proteins and Their Substrates. Professor Dorothy Erle.

Rachel M. Johnson, Chemistry, Structure-Activity Relationship of Thiomarinal Antibiotics in Gram-Negative Bacteria. Professor Bo Li.


Tara Jordan, Musicology, "Mi, Monastîr": Remembrance and Reconstruction of Interwar Monastîr’s Jewish Musical Life. Professor Michael Figuerola.

Lauren Georgia Kanapka, Biostatistics, Methods for Multi-Arm and Basket Clinical Trials. Professor Anastasia Ivanova.

Caitlin Elizabeth Kearney, Education, Three Essays on Coaching for School Improvement. Professor Thurston Domina.

Kyungsoo Kim, Business Administration, Essays on Human Capital Redeployment. Professor Isin Guler.

Andrew Joseph King, Chemistry, Organometallic and Organic Approaches for Precision Synthesis and Modification of Polymers. Professor Aleksandr Zhukhovitskiy.


Molly Rebecca Kulikauskas, Cell Biology and Physiology, SMAD6 Balances BMP Signaling in Endothelial Cells to Promote Vascular Development and Function. Professor Victoria Bautch.

Jacqueline M. Kumar, Education, Three Studies of Teacher-Principal Trust, Including Teachers’ Perspectives on Building Trust Across Differences of Race, Gender, and Sexual Orientation. Professor Jacqueline Kumar.


Gregory Leonard, Business Administration, Essays in Financial Economics. Professor Adam Reed.

Chen Li, Biomedical Engineering, Deep Learning-Based Intelligent Light-Sheet Fluorescence Microscopy Design. Professor Alon Greenbaum.

Lang Li, Biostatistics, Order-Restricted Design in Biomarker-Stratified Trials. Professor Anastasia Ivanova.


Yilun Li, Biostatistics, The Use of Mendelian Randomization in Causal Effect Estimations. Professor Danyu Lin.

Bridget Lin, Biostatistics, Methods for Integrative Analysis of Multi-Omics Data. Professor Di Wu.

Qunqun Liu, Physics, Effects of Quasiparticle-Vibration Coupling on Gamow-Teller Strength and β Decay. Professor Jonathan Engel.

Minxin Lu, Biostatistics, Addressing Practical Challenges in the Application of Precision Medicine Methods to Observational Data. Professor Michael Kosorok.

Xinran Lu, Computer Science, 3D Eye Tracking for AR Glasses. Professor Henry Fuchs.

Anna Lukyanova, History, Queens of Heaven and Earth: Marian Devotion and Aristocratic Culture in 12th-Century France. Professor Marcus Bull.


Noah Lyman, Economics, Turnover, Selection, and Incentives in the Market for CEOs. Professor Andrés Hincapié.


Courtney Maierhofer, Epidemiology, HIV Care Linkage, Care Retention, and Viral Suppression Among Persons Living With HIV in North Carolina Before and After the Start of the COVID-19 Pandemic. Professor Kimberly Powers.

Devon V. Maloney, Geography, Cultivated Borders: Strategic Dryland Agricultural Reclamation as Territorial Development. Professor Aaron Moody.

Brennan Mange, Public Policy, Three Essays on College Student Academic Success and Well-Being. Professor Steven Hemelt.

Rebecca Jane Manning, Business Administration, Do Private Equity Fund Managers Opportunistically Smooth Fund Performance? Professor Wayne Landsman.

Katrina Ann Marks, Communication Studies, Remembering What Unfolds: Negotiating Identification and Genre at Two Plantation Memorial Museums. Professor Carole Blair.


Syed Osama Masood, Toxicology, Mechanisms of Oxidative Stress in Human Airway Epithelial Cells Exposed to an Environmental Peroxide. Professor Avram Gold.

Margaret C. Maurer, English and Comparative Literature, Everyday Alchemy: Professor Mary Floyd-Wilson.

Terence McElroy, Business Administration, Crossing Borders and Bridging Divides: How International Experiences Reduce Affective Polarization Between Democrats and Republicans. Professor William Maddux.

Minna Hikaru McFarland, Neurobiology, Allopregnolone Regulation of Phasic Dopamine Release and Motivated Behavior. Professor Donita Robinson.


Noah Dean McMillion, Chemistry, Ligand Design in Rhenium-Mediated Nitrogen Fixation. Professor Alexander Miller.

Hernan Mendez, Cell Biology and Physiology, Investigating the Effects of the Central Nucleus of the Amygdala Corticotropin Releasing Factor (CRF) and Corticotropin Releasing Factor Type I Receptor (CRFR1) on Binge Drinking Behavior and the Time-Dependent Impact of Abstinence After Binge Drinking in a Targeted Gene Expression Screen. Professor Thomas Kash.

Meredith Grace Meyer, Marine Sciences, The Influence of Phytoplankton Productivity and Molecular Physiology on Biogeochemical Dynamics of Two Contrasting Ocean Environments. Professor Adrian Marchetti.


Camille Morgan, Epidemiology, Spatial and Molecular Epidemiology of Hepatitis B Virus in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Professor Michael Emch.


Jessica Danielle Morgan, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Harnessing Endogenous Epigenetic Machinery to Chemically Control Adeno-Associated Virus Transgene Expression In Vitro. Professor Nathaniel Hathaway.


Corban Graef Edward Murphy, Chemistry, Silicon Nanowires as Templates for Hybrid Plasmonics and Advanced Photonics. Professor James Cahoon.

William Alan Murphy Jr., Pharmaceutical Sciences, Elucidating Hepatocyte Transporter Alterations in Nonalcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD): A Prerequisite for Precision Dosing in Liver Disease. Professor Kim Brouwer.

Danielle Nader, Speech and Hearing Sciences, Making Meaning With AAC: Examining Interactions Between Exemplary AAC SLPs and Children Who Use AAC. Professor Karen Erickson.

Tsuyoshi Nakano, Economics, Currency Competition as a Discipline Device for the Government. Professor Stanislav Rabinovich.

Martin Naunov, Political Science, Stereotypes, Subtypes, and Stratification: Unpacking the Influence of Gender and Sexuality in Politics. Professors Timothy Ryan and Milada Vachudova.


Khoa Huan Nguyen, Chemistry, Examining the Impact of Nitric Oxide on Bacterial Physiology in Complex Biological Environments. Professor Mark Schoenfisch.


Connor O’Fallon, Psychology, The Immorality of Self-Harm: When the Self is Not Alone. Professor Kurt Gray.

Emily Cottie Ommundsen, Political Science, Investing in Expertise: The Role of Staff in Strengthening Congressional Capacity. Professor Jason Roberts.

Michelle Erini Padley, Geography, Military Past, City Futures: The Transition of Brooks, San Antonio From Military Base to Urban Hub. Professor Banu Gökärkül.

Meagan Paige Padro, School Psychology, Development of a Questionnaire to Survey Adolescent Experiences With and Perceptions of Sexual Health Education. Professors Sandra Evars and Dorothy Espelage.


Rebecca Alexandra Patterson-Markowitz, Geography, Whose Body, What Score? Analyzing Embodied Geographies of Trauma, Politicized Healing, and Health Justice in the U.S. Professor Elizabeth Olson.

Erik Pena, Biomedical Engineering, Optimizing the Development of an Acetalated Dextran Microparticle Subunit Broadly Reactive Influenza Vaccine. Professors Kristy Ainslie and Yeegyn Bruhno.

Susan Penman, American Studies, Natural Law: Politics, Race, and Legal Culture in 20th-Century New Orleans. Professor Seth Kotch.

Kennedy M. Peter-Marske, Epidemiology, Associations of Social Relationships With Self-Rated Health and Heart Failure. Professor Wayne Rosamond.

Thanh Thanh Nguyen Phan, Biochemistry and Biophysics, Design, Characterization, and Immunogenicity of Soluble Envelope Proteins From Dengue Viruses as Subunit Vaccines. Professor Brian Kuhlman.


Mark Abraham Radin, Environmental Sciences and Engineering, Understanding the Costs and Benefits of Community-led Total Sanitation in Eliminating Open Defecation. Professor Dale Whittington.


Irina Arimanana Randriamiadana, Romance Languages and Literatures, Des Goîts (Dégôîts) des Autres — Analyse Décoloniale du Discours Sensoriel et de Sa Représentation. Professor Hassan Melehy.


Blythe E. Rhodes, Health Behavior, Syringe Services Programs in Central Appalachia: Implementation and County-Level Health Effects. Professor Kathryn Moracco.

Rani Richardson, Cell Biology and Physiology, Binge-Like Alcohol Drinking: The Interaction of Ghrelin, Stress, and Alcohol Use Disorder. Professors Lorenzo Leggio and Leandro Vendruscolo.

Brittany Rickard, Toxicology, Perfluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) Induced Therapy Resistance in Ovarian Cancer and Intervention via Photochemical Targeting of Mitochondria. Professors Imran Rizvi and Suzanne Fenton.

Nina Ritchie, Chemistry, Harnessing the Reactivity of N-Sulfonyl Hydrazones to Access Intermediates for Small and Medium Ring Syntheses. Professor Sidney Wilkerson-Hill.


Patric William Sadecki, Chemistry, Multimodal Strategies Towards the Analysis of Natural Products, Bacterial Antimicrobial Response, and Non-Canonical Peptide Translation. Professor Leslie Hicks.

Gavin Schmitz, Pharmacology, Identifying the Neurophysiological Mechanisms Underlying the Potential Therapeutic Effects of Psychedelic Compounds. Professors Bryan Roth and Melissa Herman.


Lorenzo Serafin, Chemistry, Fundamental Investigations of the Interactions Between Hybrid Perovskites and Amine Vapors. Professor James Cahoon.

Carlos Serrano, Geography, Policing Black Miami: Geographies of Rebellion and Carceral Development. Professor Sara Smith.


Devan Joe Shell, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Advancements in Small Molecule Hit Discovery Technology Based on a Target Class Approach for Methyl Lysine Reader Proteins. Professor Kenneth Pearce.

Yueqi Shen, Biostatistics, Incorporating Historical Information in Bayesian Clinical Trial Design Using the Normalized Power Prior. Professor Joseph Ibrahim.


Yooyeong Shin, Business Administration, Essays on Gender Inequality in Creative Industries. Professor Ihsin Guler.

Emily Renee Shives, Biostatistics, Methods for Global Tests for a Novel Clinical Trial Design and Exposure Adjusted Rate Differences for Integrated Analyses. Professor Gary Koch.

Mykhailo Shvet, Computer Science, Improved Representations for Object Detection and Segmentation. Professor Alexander Berg.

Saumitra Sinha, City and Regional Planning, Muddling Through to Uphold the Right to Water? An Examination of Delhi’s Free Water Policy. Professor Dale Whittington.


Matthew Jared Stevenson, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Interrogating Wilms Tumor Transcriptional Regulatory Programs and the Embryonic Origin of the Mammalian Kidney. Professor Lori O’Brien.


Alexis Victoria Stutzman, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Epigenetic Determinants of Heterochromatic 3D Genome Organization. Professors Jill Downen and Daniel McKay.

Rahul Suhag, Business Administration, Marketing for Entrepreneurs. Professor Rajdeep Grewal.

Ann Norinne Suk, Anthropology, Forced Displacement and Health: Directions for Considering Chronic Health Concerns Among Communities Experiencing Forced Displacement. Professor Amanda Thompson.

Chuyi Sun, Business Administration, Personal Experience Effects Across Markets: Evidence From NFT and Cryptocurrency Investing. Professor Camelia Kuhnen.

Quan Sun, Biostatistics, Increasing Diversity With Statistical Methods in Genetics Studies. Professor Yun Li.


David Takamura, German Studies, Egoism in the Age of Romanticism. Professors Gabriel Trop and Stefani Engelstein.

Natalie Tanke, Cell Biology and Physiology, Endothelial Cell Cycle Responses to Laminar Shear Stress are Critical to Maintain Vascular Homeostasis. Professor Victoria Bautch.

Sierriana Terry, Musicology, Harmony and Hues: Blerd Views on the Fusion of Black Culture and Japanese Animation. Professor David Garcia.


Zachary Thornton, Philosophy, Identity and Its Significance. Professor John Roberts.

Christopher Richard Travis, Chemistry, Investigation Into the Binding Mechanisms of Histone Reader Protein Recognition of Post-Translational Modifications. Professor Marcey Waters.

Ashley Elizabeth Trojanik, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Development of Kappa Opioid Receptor Agonists for Non-Addictive Pain Relief. Professor Jeffrey Aube.


Alan Franco Vasquez Soto, Physics, Exploring the Fast Transient Optical Sky and Developing New Technologies for the Argus Array. Professor Nicholas Law.

Tibor Vegh, City and Regional Planning, Improving Market-Based and Government Run Adaptation Solutions for Mitigating Flood Risk Using Natural Infrastructure. Professor Todd BenDor.

Elena Vidrascu, Psychology, Probing Associations Between Adolescent Alcohol Use, Behavioral Flexibility, and Underlying Neurocircuitry Among Adults. Professor Charlotte Boettiger.
Julio Cesar Villa-Palomino, Anthropology, Mental Health, Suspicion, and Care in a Peruvian Community. Professor Jocelyn Chua.

Peter Voorhees, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Bacteriophage Vectors for In Situ Microbiome Engineering. Professor Shawn Hingtgen.


Mercedes Warren Norris, Microbiology and Immunology, Rho-Mediated Transcription Termination in Clostridiodioides Difficile Phase Variation. Professor Rita Tamayo.


Xingbang Weng, Economics, Essays in Economics of Mental Health. Professor Jane Freuwhirt.

Taylor West, Psychology, What Good is Positivity Resonance With Weak Ties and Strangers? An Investigation of Benefits for Intellectual Humility and Altruism Toward Similar and Dissimilar Others. Professor Barbara Fredrickson.


Caitlin R. Williams, Biological Sciences, Implementation Sustainability: Institutionalizing Maternal Health Projects Through Public Policy in Ghana. Professor Carolyn Halpern.

Andrew C. Willoughby, Biology, CLE Signalling in Root Development and Its Cytoplasmic Requirements. Professor Zachary Nimchuk.


Eugenia Wong, Epidemiology, Trajectories of Psychological Well-Being and Cardiovascular Health in the Women's Health Initiative. Professor Wayne Rosamond.

Amada Wylie, Psychology, Examining the Effects of Prenatal Urinary Lead on Child Outcomes in Context. Professor Cathi Propper.


Ye Xu, Pharmacology, Defining the Kinome Landscape in Pancreatic Cancer for Precision Medicine. Professor Jen Jen Yeh.

Rina Alyse Yarosh, Epidemiology, Long-Term Outcomes Among Breast Cancer Survivors in North Carolina. Professor Ebonet Butler.


Ying Yu, Environmental Sciences and Engineering, Bridging the Gap Between Residential Energy Data and Policy for Vulnerable Communities Under Climate Change. Professor Noah Kittner.


Beibo Zhao, Biostatistics, Finding Subgroups With Differential Treatment Effect With Multiple Outcomes. Professor Anastasia Ivanova.


Tarek M. Zikry, Biostatistics, Manifolds and Decision Theoretic Methods for Precision Medicine. Professors Michael Kosorok and Jeremy Purvis.


DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Keyla Nohemy Cueto, Educational Leadership, An Exploration of the Relationship Between the Mathematical Academic Achievement of Hispanic Multilingual Learners and Hispanic Non-Multilingual Learners. Professor Eric Houck.

Jameya Quontrel Green, Educational Leadership, Advancement via Individual Determination and the Development of Student Agency. Professors Eric Houck and Sherick Hughes.

Jennifer Lynn Hicks Hall, Educational Leadership, Characteristics and Perspectives of North Carolina Local Education Agency School Business Officers. Professor Eric Houck.


Beth Rhodes, Educational Leadership, An Investigation of the Middle School Principal’s Role and Self-Efficacy as Literacy Instructional Leaders. Professor Chris Scott.


DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Candace Bedard, Nursing Practice, Identifying and Treating Obesity in a Rural Primary Care FQHC. Professor Carrie Palmer.

Karina E. Bermudez, Nursing Practice, Implementation of an Obesity Risk Assessment Tool in a Pediatric Primary Care Clinic. Professor Audra Rankin.

Joseph Michael Biddix, Nursing Practice, Implementing Prewarming to Reduce Intraoperative Hypothermia. Professor Rebecca Kitzmiller.

Sarah Constance Billiar, Nursing Practice, Evaluating Implementation of the Collaborative Care Model Within the North Carolina Army National Guard G1 Medical’s Health Readiness Program. Professor Rebecca Kitzmiller.

Dana Bjuro, Nursing Practice, Improving Pharyngitis Care in School-Based Virtual Care Clinics: A Quality Improvement Initiative. Professor Jean Davison.

Jurate Brigham, Nursing Practice, A Quality Improvement Initiative to Increase Provider Utilization of Apps for Patient Self-Management of Anxiety and Depression. Professor Rebecca Kitzmiller.

Hayley Marie Britt, Nursing Practice, Implementation of Standardized Pediatric Safety Alerts. Professor Ashley Kellish.

Amanda Hayes Burk, Nursing Practice, Increasing Goals of Care Conversations and Documentation. Professor Carrie Palmer.
Susan Cavanaugh, Nursing Practice, Development of a Comprehensive Program for Pulmonary Hypertension Regarding End-of-Life Care. Professor JoAn Stanek.

Kellie Anne Clifton, Nursing Practice, Improving Adolescent Depression Screening and Documentation Compliance at a Pediatric Primary Care Clinic. Professor Rebecca Kitzmiller.

Jessica Lauren Demick, Nursing Practice, Let’s Talk! Communicating to Address Vaccine Hesitancy. Professor Carrie Palmer.

Hannah Fenn, Nursing Practice, Continuous Blood Glucose Monitoring in Primary Care. Professor Leslie Sharpe.

Fiona Catherine Graves, Nursing Practice, Transitioning the UNC Mobile Health Clinic from the PHA-2 to the PHA-4: A Quality Improvement Project. Professor Leslie Sharpe.

Hanna Hallbauer, Nursing Practice, An Evaluation of Changes in a New Graduate Nurse Residency Program. Professors Ashley Kellish and Grace Hubbard.

Amber Jean Hammer, Nursing Practice, Food Insecurity Among Perinatal People With Substance Use Disorders: Integration of a Clinical Community Partnership. Professor Lorinda Coombs.

Helen Bernice Hayes, Nursing Practice, Provider Adherence to Metabolic Syndrome Screening Guidelines. Professor Grace Hubbard.

Olivia Henderson, Nursing Practice, Adolescent Eating Disorder Screening: Implementation of Scoff in Pediatric Primary Care. Professor Grace Hubbard.


Aaron David Lemmon, Nursing Practice, Using Targeted Interventions to Aid in the Reduction of Blood Product Wastage in the Operating Room. Professor Ashley Kellish.

Alicia Smith Lever, Nursing Practice, Increasing the Uptake of Catch-Up Human Papillomavirus Vaccinations. Professor Rachel McNerney.

Caroline Martineau, Nursing Practice, Implementation of a Postpartum Depression Screening and Mental Health Resource Guideline in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit. Professor Rachel McNerney.

Edwina McCray, Nursing Practice, Nurse Professional Certification: Evaluating Achievement Program Implementation. Professor Rebecca Kitzmiller.


Lindsay Powell, Nursing Practice, Three Good Things: A Practice to Improve Well-Being and Mitigate Burnout in Solid Organ Transplant Advanced Practice Providers. Professor Margaret Carman.

Carmen Raborn, Nursing Practice, Improving Fall Risk Screening in Oncology Patients: Implementing an Oncology-Specific Fall Risk Screening Tool in an Outpatient Adult Blood Cancer Center. Professor Ashley Kellish.

Myla Deandra Ward, Nursing Practice, Evaluating Adolescent Suicide Screening in a Community Emergency Department Using the CIPP Model. Professor Rebecca Kitzmiller.

Katie Marie Wardenburg, Nursing Practice, Reach Out and Read: Program Delivery Evaluation at an Outpatient Pediatric Clinic for Identifying Parent Concerns in Development. Professor Audra Rankin.

Jane Warstler, Nursing Practice, Implementing Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE) Screening in a Primary Care Family Practice Setting. Professor Audra Rankin.

Sarah Lorraine White, Nursing Practice, Monitoring Metabolic Syndrome in Pediatric Patients in a Local Community Mental Health Agency. Professor Grace Hubbard.

Kelly Yow, Nursing Practice, Life in the Fast Lane: Fast Track Program Evaluation at an Urgent Care Clinic. Professor Ashley Kellish.

DOCTOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Evelyn Abayaah-Issah, Health Policy and Management, How Effective Has the Ghana National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) Been in Improving Healthcare Access for the Economically Vulnerable? Professor Benjamin Meier.


Julie Emerson Farmer, Health Policy and Management, Systemitized Adaptation of Interventions to Increase Prostate Cancer Risk Awareness Among Black Men in North Carolina. Professor Erin Kent.


David Benjamin Joyce, Health Policy and Management, Maine’s Risk-Based Firearm Restriction Statute: Opportunities for Improvement in the Wake of a Mass Shooting. Professor Pam Silberman.

Kendall LaSane, Health Policy and Management, Barriers to and Facilitators for Equitable Uptake of Over-the-Counter Naloxone: A Qualitative Case Study of New York and Texas. Professor Susan Helms-Murtagh.

Elma Racquel Racadio, Health Policy and Management, Participants Representing United States Racially and Ethnically Minoritized Communities in Research: How Can Mobile Health Technology Reduce Barriers to Enrollment in Cancer Clinical Trials? Professor Erin Kent.

Jessica Faye Wallace, Health Policy and Management, Organizational Strategies and Opportunities to Reduce Provider Burnout and Improve Satisfaction in FQHCs. Professor Christopher Shea.


Terry Gene Williams, Health Policy and Management, The Roles and Key Actions of Healthcare Organizations Participating in Transformational Community Efforts to Improve Health, Well-Being, and Health Equity. Professor Justin Trogdon.
CANDIDATES FOR POSTBACCALAUREATE PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

MAY 2024

THE UNC ADAMS SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
Est. 1949
Dean Janet Guthmiller

DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY
Pinar Adimci Doganci
Saba Jawad Kadhim Alhayani
Baerna Allen
Joshua David Artega
Nathan Tyler Askew
Nadia Assadallah
Kyle Bell
David Lake Billings
Elisabeth Grant Blackman
Caylen Yvonne Bost
Erin Elizabeth Brewer
Hunter Brittain
Savannah Anne Buchanan
Jackson James Call
Tatiana Noelle Cambio
Mary Margaret Campbell
Kennedy N. Chioma
Carolyn Emily Collins
Hannah Whitt Cox
Janki Paresh Desai
Briawna Monia Dildy
Michael D’Andre Dill
Sarah Elizabeth Dobson
Grant Joseph Egnatz
Jared Thomas Floyd
Christopher Haywood Gatewood
Mahmoud Ghuweir
Samantha Ann Glover
Mabry Carr Griffin
Landon R. Guy
Taylor Lee Hall
Sarah Hammood
Candice Tyiara Hodge
William Stuart Hunt Jr.
Tyler Brook Hutchins
Marina Nadia Iskander
Junior Jaramillo
Aditya Kakkar
Elizabeth Mary Kay
Nathaniel Yingwei Lai

James Townsend Layton
Jackie Le
Inhyuk Lee
Jacob Brisco Locklear
Alexander Anthony Lombardozzi
Matthew Charles Lowe
Matthew Lee Manley

dentistry
Pinar Adimci Doganci
Saba Jawad Kadhim Alhayani
Baerna Allen
Joshua David Artega
Nathan Tyler Askew
Nadia Assadallah
Kyle Bell
David Lake Billings
Elisabeth Grant Blackman
Caylen Yvonne Bost
Erin Elizabeth Brewer
Hunter Brittain
Savannah Anne Buchanan
Jackson James Call
Tatiana Noelle Cambio
Mary Margaret Campbell
Kennedy N. Chioma
Carolyn Emily Collins
Hannah Whitt Cox
Janki Paresh Desai
Briawna Monia Dildy
Michael D’Andre Dill
Sarah Elizabeth Dobson
Grant Joseph Egnatz
Jared Thomas Floyd
Christopher Haywood Gatewood
Mahmoud Ghuweir
Samantha Ann Glover
Mabry Carr Griffin
Landon R. Guy
Taylor Lee Hall
Sarah Hammood
Candice Tyiara Hodge
William Stuart Hunt Jr.
Tyler Brook Hutchins
Marina Nadia Iskander
Junior Jaramillo
Aditya Kakkar
Elizabeth Mary Kay
Nathaniel Yingwei Lai

James Townsend Layton
Jackie Le
Inhyuk Lee
Jacob Brisco Locklear
Alexander Anthony Lombardozzi
Matthew Charles Lowe
Matthew Lee Manley
Abraham Mathew
Anjaleena Elizabeth Mathew
Rachel Eliane Maydew
Rachel Rena Maynor
Sklar Abby McCaughey
Margaret K. McGuire
Noel Elizabeth McIntosh
John Woodward McNell Jr.
Jessica Smith Moone
Kenneth Morales-Walton
Harper Sylvia Moskowitz
Jibi Muhammad
Aanchal Sanchi Mujral
Jasmine Laura Nevil
James Matthew Oldham
Reagan Elizabeth Page
Devon Collins Perez
Rebecca Lynn Porter
Rosemary Carr Prunau
Pierre Mike Querette
Sylvette Ramos-Diaz
Julianne Anelie Rivera
Matthew Michael Ruland
David Carlos Sanchez
Fatemeh Sayyady
Bruno Dominic Segovia-Chumbe
Kailey Lynne Sinclair Shields
Abbigale Dena Shumaker
Allison McLeod Spillers
Kylie Brianna Stickrath
Ruth Christine Sulzer
Mary Lisa Sypawka
Disha Mayurbhai Thakkar
Caleb James Tinsley
Catherine Bailey Warner
Christina Jennifer Williams
Lauren Bunch Wilson
William Barrett Wilson
Sierra Wombacher
Robert Nya Lokeamnon Wuo
Alan Ye Zhang
Karen Raychi Zhao
Luann Zhao
Esra Zor

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Est. 1843
Dean Martin H. Brinkley

JURIS DOCTOR
Christopher P. Agoranos
Brittany S. Akers
Gisselle Alejo
Hayrafah Alghorasi
Joshua Stephen Almond
Benjamin Axelman
Hayfa Ayoubi
Jacob Charles Balbach
Kendall Belle Bargeman
Weston Piers Allen Barker
Meghan Barney
Cecilia Margaret Barreca
Sarah Christine Barron
Alexis Charlene Benson
Cameron Hailey Bernstein
Annalee Blanks
Robin F. Bleiweis
Katherine Ellen Bock
Ashley M. Boutte
Zachary R. Boyce
Amelia E. Brown
Elizabeth S. Brown
Kennedy L. Buechner
Abigail Perdew Cameron
Kayley Elizabeth Carpenter
Kayla N. Chargois
Kenyeh K. Chu
Adrienne Lee Cleven
Michael S. Conway
Rachel E. Coutinho
Allison Cronin
Taylor S. Culver
Simon J. Davenport
Christian Anthony Delgado
Ram Anup Desai
Gunjan Devnani
Paige B. Doyle
Wyatt Anthony Dragovich
Robert Kyle Driggers
Hannah Dunaway
Xavier Bradley Dyer

Kacie England
Jesse Marie Errico
John Walter Holt Etringer
Meghan Kathryn Fernandez
Laura Fisher
Kelly E. Fitzgerald
McKenna A. Fono
Karab Bianca Francois
Anna Elise Fraser
Ariel Wynne Freedman
Sunny Khan Frothingham
Andrew Edmond Gagliano
Daniel Lee Gaynor
Susan Wise Glick
Audra I. Goldstein
Alexander M. Goodin
Annalise Connelly Graves
Connor Wallace Green
Garrett Griffin
Michael Allen Griffith
Sofia Gutierrez Cuadra
Mary Drue Hall
Stephen Troy Harrelson
Nicholas Li-Wen Hatcher
Katrina Louise Hauprich
Jacqueline London Elizabeth
Hayes
Justin P. Hayes
Olivia Zhouzhou Hilt
Sofia Ester Louise Hnatczuk-Escobal
Jessica Michelle Hobbs
Christopher John Hoffler
Jared Hollander
Olivia A. House
Morgan Elizabeth Hoyt
Brittany Huang
Lauren Margaret Hubbard
Taylor Louise Huguely
Jodie Jackson
Morgan Elizabeth Johnson
Rachel Hannah-Danielle Jones
Austin D. Kamer
Bill John Kanos
Edwin J. Kellermann
Aidan M. Kelley
Melanie Jane Kennedy
Yasmin Mohtaram Khodaei
Huma Khrsheed
Gloria E. Kim
THE UNC ESHELMAN SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

Catherine Frances Allen+
Emili Brooks Anderson+
Nathaniel Devine Andert
Megan Kathleen Aylmer
Kiara Aneese Perea Bautista+
Anna Leigh Becherer
Ashley Ann Bluemer
Angela Maria Bonetti
Sara Elizabeth Bosek
Megan Hannah Budoi
Komal D. Bulchandani
Jade Reese Carpenter
Madison Wolfe Carter
Elizabeth Brogan Caudill
Taysir Ali Chamem
Jamie Chan
Paul R. Chan
Michael Elite Chao
Isabel Cheng
Alex Hoa Chu
Benjamin Cochran
Kayla Elizabeth Coffman
Ahmaya Smalls Daly
Allan Brice Davidson
Thomas Diaz+
Andrea Kathleen Patricia Dobbs+
Jiahui Dong
Yeboah Duah-Mensah
Shelby Elise Efrid
Julia Brossa Fabricio
Lauren Marie Fasth+
Haley Newton Fenner
Gabrielle Mackenzie Flynn
Mary Margaret Fogle
Layna Perini Fox
Sarah Ann Gorban+
Hannah Pangyan Green
Robert Clark Gresham III
Adam Aicha Hanne
Emily Sara Hardy
Skylar Rose Harrigfeld
Katelyn Nicole Hernandez+
Alexander Clifton Hodge
Nina Inayan+
Jennifer Meagan Jacobson
Reanna Leigh Jereb
Nicolo Andres Jimenez
Brooke Marion Jordan-Brown
Shana Ruth Katz
Hailey Michelle Kemp
Cecilia Kim+
Jesse Lenée Klus
Mckenna Jean Knock+
Eun Bin Lee
Kyndal Loren Lemonds

+ Indicates probable candidate for graduation from the Eshelman School of Pharmacy with Honors

Malerie Tatum Leviner
Sendy Lin+
Catherine Wen Liu
Rachel Elizabeth Lowe
Melissa Rose Maas+
Caroline Mackrides
Stephanie Elizabeth Martin
Isabel Cecile Matt+
Grace Catherine McCorrie
Julia Erica Mesawich
Savannah Bree Moody+
Christopher Moon
Zackery Joseph Moreo
Ryan Patrick Murray
Amira Mohammed Mustafa
Joan Marie Navarro
Bailey Morgan Nero
Quynh-My Tran Nguyen
Sean Michael O’Connor
Kaosiochukwu Anastacia Oguejiofor
Pu Ouyang
Christian Grace Paleracio
Paula Paseiro+
Dhrumi Kinish Patwa
Alejandro Daniel Perez+
Seth Wilson Peterson
Vincent Huu Phan
Mary-Carty Pittman+
Taylor Brooke Raiger
Kendrick Gray Rhodes
Lauren Elizabeth Richey
Katie Elizabeth Ritter
Daminica Stellina Ryan
Kathryn Lee Ryan
Courtney Aryn Self
Parya Shahidi Ghamsari
Nataliya Shamanska
Travaisha Wenae Shaw
Luke Martin Slotterback
Erica Lee Stone
James Ryan Stroud
Habb Meng Tan
Jessica Anne Thompson
Vivian Tran
Lisa Thuy-Linh Trinh
Cassandra Ann Twisdale+
Sahaana Raghunathan Veeravalli
Adriana Luz Villarroel Venegas
Herbert Wan
Autumn Marie Ward
Donna Catherine Yanqui Wesslen
Ashley Elizabeth Whims
Leah Michele White
Ashley Elizabeth Wilke
Jessica Lea Willey+
Alec Michael Wisner
Katelyn Nguyen Witherspoon
Megan Anne Wolff
Allison Yang+
Stephania Jia Zhang
Stephanie Anqi Zhang
Zhuying Zhang
Jennifer Hong Cong Zhao
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL GRADUATE DEGREES

MAY 2024

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Est. 1903
Dean Elizabeth Mayer-Davis

MASTER OF ARTS

Anthropology
Regina Marie Lowe
Preethi Saravanan

Art History
Callie Rae Beattie
Sydney Herrick
Olivia Riva Janson
Imogen Leigh Sprio
Jake L. Swartz

Asian and Middle Eastern Studies
Rania Marcelly Adamczyk
Tarek Medhat Elsayed
Sylvie E. Hack
Ivy Kenneth Janson
Muziah Kargbo
Kun Meng
Victoria Kathleen Pickle
Xiaoyi Sun

Chemistry
Yash Kumar Johar
Vincent Andrew Oliver Jr.

Classics
Kyle Joseph Corman
Elizabeth Wuellner

Digital Communication
Katherine Jean Brown
Ellen Gwin Burnette
Alison Crisci
Justin Thomas Hammond
Jonathan Tucker Horne
Nurviana Mubtadi
Kenna Marie Pell
Rebekah Gordon Ramlow
Meghan E.B. Rushing
Melissa Grace Upton
Meredith J. Wilson
Megan Lynn Zehnder

Educational Innovation Technology, and Entrepreneurship
Monique Simone Simmons

English and Comparative Literature
Dailihana Esperanza Alfonseca
Carmen Simone Pharr
Nathan Quinn
Kaleigh Christine Sullivan
Dylan James Thompson

Exercise and Sport Science
John Madison Averette
Caitlin Nicole Bacon
Tera Brown
Kaitlyn Carter Burleson
Dominic Collicchio
Noah Corry
Margaret Isabell Damaré
Katherine Elizabeth Hallahan
Matthew Johnson
Kenny Joniak
Alexandra Nicole Ladan
Keanu La’Shae Lettley
Natalie Marie McCoy
Ed Montilus
Kamari L. Morales
Laura Marie Neff
Nevaeh Rose Nez
Lillian Caryl Niehaus
Logan Claypoolo Ninos
Carly Bao Yi Pattison
Eren Maeve Polliam
Luke Douglas Rapisarda
Alexis Renee Richardson
Margaret Ellen Rudd
Amber Nicole Schmitz
Isabel Renee Schwam
Jayden Antonio Velez
Max Anglea Zawel

Folklore
Grace Spencer George
Sara Heise Graybeal

Geography
Georgina Lily Gemayel
Jonathan Mark Marcus
Grey Shipman

German Studies
Merlin Ganzevoor
Joseph Keith Lund
Luca Pixner
Theresa Sambruno Spannhoff

Global Studies
Sophia Grace Chung Brown
Anna Cañedo-Elder
Jordyn Cooper
Natalia Galindo Freire
Ermina Mijezinovic Kroening
Nika Mukasashvili
Caroline Anne Prout
Sara Solomon Teklewold
Gibson Saul Zulu

History
Jason Castro
Julia Fournier
Hannah Mariska Fuller
David Edward Marthy
Dana Matthew Mendes
Sebastian Moises Quinones
Claire Simone Roth
Alexandr Shtrumpf
Mark Robert Thomas-Patterson
Xinong Wang

Linguistics
Cassidy Grace Amundsen
Sage Aviles
Erin Lynn Humphreys
Daisy Kim
Colin Nixon

Media and Communication
Nicholas Battaglia
Blake Edward Bonifas
Jordan A. Davis
Malana Johnson
Ellie Mackenzie Kimbrough
Kexin Li
Christopher Scott Link

Musicology
Justin Tremayne Wilson

Philosophy
Felix Alberto Benzant
Jackson Marshall Bittick
Kyle Spencer Cessna
Myraeka Ariele Clare d’Leeuwen
Ava Geenen
Thomas J. Mattessich
Raye E. Ploeger

Political Science
Sinan Arda
Madeleine Sophie Austin
Kara Delores Gilmore
Ryan August Michaels
Alexander Keith Russell
Suwon Shin
Alexander Lee Waters

Psychology
Catherine J. Berman
Megan Nicole Cardenas
Nicole Grace Jackler
Jeno Razor Millechek
Esmeralda Navarro
Jessika Annalisa Powers
Lauren K. Wash
Danica Joy Wilbanks

Sociology
Jarvis Benson
Kaitlin Hope Joshua
Athena Matilda Owirodo
Jenna L. Wertschung
Man Zhang

Oluwajoba M. Ogun
Emily Maria Salamon
Cara Ann Schumann
Clay Matthew Williams
Lindsey Elizabeth Williams
Noelle Wilson
Zijun Wu

2024 UNC COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
**MASTER OF APPLIED PROFESSIONAL STUDIES**

Giovanni Lozzario Biggers  
Duwe Gallagher Farris  
Madison Grace Kahn  
Benjamin Michael Kiernan  
Madison B. Pry  
John Stephen Tatter  
Hallie Thompson

**MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING**

Erin Marie Anderson  
Rachel Sapphira Auerbach  
Dwiti Bagadia  
Ian Thomas Baltutis  
Laurina Bird  
Matthew Louis Bond  
Lauren Isabelle Caffe  
Zhiyuan Chen  
Nina Clark  
Abigail Cover  
Abigail Catherine Cox  
Kathryn Cunningham  
Jasmine Davidson  
Asher Riksem Eskind  
Ryan Douglas Ford  
Kimberly May Hansen  
Samuel Max Hayes  
Ryan Hutton  
Sarah Louise Kear  
Carolyn Elizabeth Klamm  
Frederick Braedon Koerwitz  
Lucinda Jane Krueger  
Katherine Lockhart  
Isabel Marie Maletich  
Acton Eamon McHenley  
Elizabeth Memory Mitchell  
Zoe Elizabeth Nichols  
Mikyuong Oh  
Michelle Pendergrass  
Mitchell Ryan Pinsky  
Luke Vincent Pullo  
Nikolaus Eben Reasor  
Merrill Grace Robinson  
Ari Julien Schwartz  
Metra Sheshbaradaran  
Margaret Claire Simon  
Serena Kaur Singh  
Isabel Victoria Soberal  
Nicholas Stover  
Sijja Wang  
Amy Grace Watkins  
Yue Zhang

**MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL SCIENCE**

**Biomedical and Health Informatics**

Haritha Sri Bhatta  
Harish Chandra Dega  
Denise Ann Garner  
Yachna Goyal  
Shweta Vishal Jaiswal  
Ashik Jayakumar  
Kahli J. Jones  
Tanmayee Muppidi  
Pavani Puppalata  
Ashley Victor

**Biomedical Engineering**

Audrey Elizabeth George  
Daniela Beatriz Martinez Leal  
Cameron Olivia Pirozzi  
Isaac Bryan Shaw  
Truc Thanh Tran

**Biosciences**

Alex Akusheivich  
Benjamin E. Bodek  
Haiyi Chen  
Jingyong Chen  
Xinyun Chen  
Randy Imad Fakhreddin  
Jiaqian Fan  
Yunfei Fan  
Cynthia Astridab Fisher  
Arthi Harinaran  
Jahuan He  
David Shih Hu  
Li Jiang  
Yexuan Jiang  
Sewoo Kim  
Zheng Lan  
Haoyue Li  
Oliver Li  
Yining Li  
Dinelka Nanayakkara  
Anne Burgess Page  
Yun Jin Park  
Yueming Rang  
Charles Edward Snipes IV  
Shweta Srikanth  
Yuke Tian  
Akalya Villenthi  
Shiyu Wan  
Jingying Wang  
Xiaoyu Wu  
Caimei Xiong  
Danni Yang  
Shiyi Yang  
Luyang You  
Xinyue Zeng  
Kevin Zhang  
Qianhui Zheng  
Xiaoning Zhu

**Chemistry**

Amy Aponte Santana  
Rachel Johnson  
Noah Keith Schomburg  
Delaney Karedlyn Caldwell  
Jamie Salazar Carbon  
Carlye Denequilo  
Brooke Stefanie Feinstein  
Alyson Clare Goetz  
Debra Min Yue Henke  
Camille Rani Inman  
Brittany Anne Jenkins  
Kayla Grace Kennedy  
Jaxel Martinez-Gonzalez  
Samantha Grace McCrory  
Cindy Perez  
Courtney Nicole Pring  
Christine Schalkoff  
Gregory Nolan Sturrock  
Thilini Nikeshala Weerakkody  
Brennan Christopher Wiedrich

**Clinical Rehabilitation and Mental Health Counseling**

Hannah Sage Apostolico  
Mary Elizabeth Baungarten  
Caitlin Christine Brennan  
Sydney Frances Burford  
Sydney Burrow  
Delaney Karedlyn Caldwell  
Jamie Salazar Carbon  
Carlye Denequilo  
Brooke Stefanie Feinstein  
Alyson Clare Goetz  
Debra Min Yue Henke  
Camille Rani Inman  
Brittany Anne Jenkins  
Kayla Grace Kennedy  
Jaxel Martinez-Gonzalez  
Samantha Grace McCrory  
Cindy Perez  
Courtney Nicole Pring  
Christine Schalkoff  
Gregory Nolan Sturrock  
Thilini Nikeshala Weerakkody  
Brennan Christopher Wiedrich

**Computer Science**

Britney Nicola Bourassa  
Ryan Michael Brown  
Luke Duan  
Yiilin Liu  
Jeong Ho Park  
Margaret Anne Pierce  
Luchao Qi  
Aidan Carter Scott

**Dental Hygiene Education**

Ye Wan

**Ecology**

Camryn Lane Blawas  
Sedona Rain Ryan  
Andrew Nicholas Zachman

**Economics**

Andrew Morgan West Capron  
Xinran Chu  
Carla Dinorca De Oliveira  
Jonghyuck Lim  
Andrew Carlson Van Kuiken

**Endodontics**

Francesco John DeMayo III  
Jackson Tyler Seagroves

**Environmental Sciences and Engineering**

Nora Ann Abbott  
Clare Elizabeth Bocklage  
Zane Mae Carroll  
Dylan Bradford James  
Alicia Marie Kirby  
Chenchen Liu  
Mercy Lindo Neal  
Richard Byron Rice

**Management**

Fernando Jose Quijano Franky

**Marine Sciences**

Prisca Lim  
Erika Shook  
Bhavya Tyagi

**Mathematics**

Han Cao  
Aaron James Jacobson  
Chuxiangbo Wang

**Microbiology and Immunology**

Patricio Cano

**Nutrition**

Jeena Mary James  
Shannon Bruce McDonell  
Devika Rajeev  
Aditya Pankaj Shetye

**Operative Dentistry and Biomaterials**

Yaser Seeed Mohammad Ikhalayel  
Suad Sharineh

**Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology**

Nicolette Abate
Collin Fleming
Alexis Lee Flen
Oluwasayo David Folarin
Shirley Jeanne Fontaine
Abigail Theresa Lawson Forbes
Geard Charles Fosett
MacKenzie Brewer Foster
Kenneth R. Frederick Jr.
Sisi Gao
Kanika Garg
Lalitha Garidi
Andrew John Geppert
Keisha Ivy Gilbert
Jessica Gindelsky
Paula Gindelsky
Charlotte Glasser
Audra I. Goldstein
Irasema Gonzalez-Gutierrez
Pradeep Reddy Gorla
JosephineGrevers
Tyler Stokeley Griffin
Jacob Groden
Chase Grownney
Vishnu Gudiseva
Miguel Angel Guevara Jr.
Amanraj Gupta
Kirbi Gupta
Megha Gupta
Nikhil Gupta
Paris Hairston
Ayessa J. Hall
Stefany Allison Rachel Hanson
Emerson Taylor Harris
David Charles Havill
Daniel Mathias Hawkins
John Healy
Brent Alan Heider
Kevin Patrick Hendges
Benjamin Lucas Hileman
Alan Joshua Hill
Katie Rose Lopez Hillowe
Tony Nhan Ho
Chiedza Mushayamunda Hooker
Andrew Michelle Howard
Rebecca Hoy
Sheng Hu
Shawn Michael Hugard
Jason Kadrin Hull
James Travis Irby
Farisha Binte Ishak
Bibin Sam Jacob
Jonathan Lowell Jacobs
Saibaa Jailkhani
Surabhi Jain
Scott C. Jarens
Nishi Jindal
Paige Jillian Johnson
Thomas Clifford Jolley
Oliver Stuart Jones
Anusha Aravinindaputur
Sarvamangala Khantam
Satyanarayana Reddy Karri
Kaceey Lynn Katzenmeyer
Uday Chaitanya Khambhammettu
Shauurya Khanna
Ameya Khullar
Archith Khullar
Seraphin Kibonge
Weston C. Kingsley
Christopher Shea Kohler
Rashmi Kotipalli
Gunnihild Kristjansdottir
Justin Kumar
Hemadri Singh Kuntal
Nicole Loraine Larew
Seth Leibold
Evan Marshall Lendermon
Alan D. Leung
Yiwen Lin
Mary A. Lipari
Grant Charles Lippincott
Madeleine Lonch
Katherine Lockhart
Sterling Logan
Lucy Brock Loose
Lauren Lozano
Caroline Mackrides
Richima Mahajan
Andrew Socrates Makredes
Kathleen Malloy
Kaitlyn Mar
Shane Michael Mauro
Marie Menendez Mazurski
Aidan Wesley McConnell
Brittany McCord
Thomas McElwee
Robert Patrick McFarland Jr.
Logan Robert McGovern
Patrick Francis McHugh
Elizabeth Marsh McLawhorn
Matthew Jeffrey McPherson
Pavan Kumar Medepalli
Anthonia Adaku Medペノ
Robert Hampton Meintzer
Charles Paul Mellott
Shawal Zana Meman
Samantia Metcalf
Andrew Mark Miller
Daniel Mark Miller
Gregory Scott Milligan
Suvas Misra
Natsumi Kondo Mitani
Makoto Mitsu
Wesley Neil Mize
Michael Mkrtchyian
Christopher John Molloy Jr.
David Demetrious Monroe
Amy Vogrig Moore
Richard Sulton Moore III
Mary Paul Msemwa
Shawn Shahid Mufti
Hamad Nadeem
Nikita Nanda
John Neill
Lucas Christopher Nielsen
Sean Noh
Charles Will Norton
Christopher James O'Brien
Daniel Joseph Harrison O'Connell
Daniel Thomas O'Donohue
Abraham Ogles
Kennedy Tochuku Ojimadu
Diamond Nkomen Okoh-Obiahu
Dalimila Oluyomo
Souptik Pal
Avani Pandya
Carlos Leonardo Perez-De La Rosa
Mateusz Piotr
Allene Pinder
Karl Andrew Poling
Matthew Pontikas
Winston Posvar
Stephanie Probst-Visas
Stephanie Nicole Pucci
Emily Bosher Purcell
Abdur Rahman
Saili Raje
Nidhi Mohan Rajurkar
Nikita Rana
Pakhun Rattanachaikanont
Shrjavul Sunil Raut
Golbarg Razaghi Kashani
Vaddemanpraneetha Reddy
David Jack Reilly Jr.
Katherine Kirwin Reznick
John Salvatore Rice
James Joseph Richards
Colin Michael Riggs
Daniel Rosenberg
Emily Claire Rosenberg
Stephen L. Rozakis
Hemangi Pawan Saharan
Joshua Sandhaus
Luckhmeet Singh Sandhu
Matthew Jay Schiller
Zachary Stone Schultz
Nithish Sekar
Timothy Richard Shadyac
Deepshikha Shekhar
Elie M. Sidransky
Saakshi Singh
Tisha Singh
Joshua James Smith
Zakiya Nicole Smith
Erik Smythe
Emily A. Snapp
Srikanta Prasad Sondekkopam
Vijayashankar
Emma C. Speckman
Luke Arthur Spencer
Benjamin Seth Storch
Coby Andrew Stout
Amrutha Sundaresh
Hrushik Raj Vishnu Surendranath
Uthara Thiagarajan
Ryan B. Tiede
Hugh Martin Tillett III
Masataka Tokuda
Clement Clay Torbert IV
Andrew Townsend
Satwikk Trehan
Victoria Chukwudumebi Ugbor
Ashley Alece Ulrich
Sneha Latha Vadde
Deedhi Valanki
Trinayana Kumar Varakala
Marco Aurelio Vargas Vigil
Mounica Varma M
Julia Vinokurova
Tylor William Wardenhar
Curtis Carroll Wallin
Chung Yu Wang
John Wehner
Harry Alexander Wellford
Patrick Wheeler
Christopher M. White
William Philip White
Jonathan Scott Wierman
Caitlin Elaine Wiernicki
Madison Harper Williams
April Leigh Wilson
Jackson Howard Wilson
Benjamin Wall Winstead
William McCord Woodruff
Justin N. Worster
Shannon Jane Wulff
Minxiao Yang
Yuki Yokota
Hampton Ray Young
Oluwaseun Abiola Yusuff
John Patrick Zaykowski
Stephania Jia Zhang
Stephanie Anqi Zhang
Til Zinnhardt

THE SCHOOL
OF EDUCATION
Est. 1885
Dean Fouad Abd-El-Khalid

MASTER OF ARTS
IN TEACHING
Brittany Sanchez Acevedo

MASTER OF EDUCATION
Lachelie Nicole Allen
Catherine Hensley Burke
Valerie Joann Guetzko
Grace Aberin Luy
Sojourner V. McKnight
Kayla Means
Ashlee Handy Melton
Alana Bree Nast
Jeanne Rosell Rowell
Julie Hicks Russell
MASTER OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

Carla Isabel Baptista Tavares
Benjamin N. Bell
Heather Thomerson Cox
Sierra Louise Davis
Adrian Rauge Rodrick Edwards
Kade’Jha Jonte’ Elliott
Govan Garner
Laura George
Lloyd Jackson Glasgow
Prentice Eugene Hargrove
Cruz Hernandez
Twanace La’Na Holden
John Terry Hubbard
Jamie Arlegui Mendoza
Jasmine Billings
Anna Rebecca Naples
Allison Clemmons Wilkins

THE SCHOOL OF INFORMATION AND LIBRARY SCIENCE

Est. 1931
Dean Jeffrey Bardzell

Scott Powell
John Carter Roberson
Merrill Grace Robinson
Charles William Rocc
Hannah Salinas
Valerie Christine Sauer
Hannah Lynch Somerville
Samantha Reilly Stahl
Matthew Everett Sutton
Jennifer Lovette Taylor
Sophia Rose Tarentacosta
Mallory Verez
Wendy Michelle Welsh
Lauren Wilcox
Elizabeth Francina Wilkes

THE SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

Est. 2001
Dean Aimee N. Wall

Ashland Chase Barnhill
Kinsey Catheryn Beuclair
Jasmine Billings
Rosemarie Teresa Blewitt
Chandler Rose Briggs
Devin Browning
Mariah Krista Pearl Canup
Melissa Marie-Dawn Cordell
Shane Cole Digan
Marshall Gregory Grayson
Brian Richard Guth
Daniel Stephen Hall
Rebecca Lynn Hawke
James Hirsch
Jamie Arlegui Mendoza
Kanburuglo
Keegan Patrick Kennedy
Dania Khan
Shelby Elizabeth Lamm
Manzi Nicholas Masozer
Shirrell Annette McNeil-Williams
Madhuri Vinay Mohan
Anna Rebecca Naples
James Richard Onorevole

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Est. 1879
Dean Wesley Burks

DOCTOR OF AUDIOLOGY

Julianne Marie Doherty
Chloe Barbara Gratzek
Alexandra Grace McCormick
Stephanie G. Panoncillo
Jwala Priyadarshini Rejmon
Madison LeeAnna Rock
Kaitlyn Caroline Thompson
Amanda Kae Tolen
Jenna Van Bosch
Connor Gabrielle Zimmerman
**MASTER OF CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE**

Stephen Ryan Dial  
Victoria Zhane' Gibson  
Claire Elizabeth Long  
Jessica Syers Murphy  
Maria Ferriel Joy Naniaong Siapno

**MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCES**

Physician Assistant Studies  
Sarah Anne Moll

**MASTER OF RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE**

Terry R. Herzog

**THE SCHOOL OF NURSING**

Est. 1950  
Dean Nancy Messonnier

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING**

Sandra Viviana Adelman  
Sharon Diane Bouhaja  
Kerry Elizabeth Burden  
Zachary F. Carleton  
Nimish Chakarwati  
Ashley Lauren Chang  
Tiara Chicas-Portillo  
Tashauna R. Dickens  
Taylor Harrison Ellis  
Yajun L. French  
Cassie Marie Friday  
Mikaela Kathryn Guertin  
Anne Henderson  
Emma Patterson Hill  
Peng Hu  
Janet Lenora Idol  
Brooke Sierra Johnson  
Megan Elizabeth Jones  
Amy Patricia Kaiser  
Shaelin Kearines  
Kelsie Elizabeth Lamb  
Camelia Abdou Louka  
Hannah Sarah Lyttle  
Katelyn E. Maglionic  
Morgan Alexis McDow  
Madeline Michelle Minor  
Caroline Rose Morba  
Sydney Marie Morelli  
Jennifer Jervey Mullins  
Katherine Murray  
Katherine Elizabeth Neufang  
Samuel Mbogua Ngena  
Annie Phan  
Ben Keith Roddy  
Archana Sangamanarayanan  
Katrina Rose Sessler  
Joel Thomas Simmons  
Phyllicia Diana Smith  
Amanda Daley Swindle  
Madison Louise Waverka  
Robert Aaron Wuthenow  
Rebeca Rodriguez  
Vaidhe Ravi Shettigar  
Jordan Brian Smith  
Wilson Thapa Magar  
David Michael Valentine  
Sarah Sonia Vasa  
Isabella Erven Victoria  
Alexandra Wahl  
Saul Andres Williams  
Cecilia Yu

**THE UNC GILLINGS SCHOOL OF GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH**

Est. 1939  
Dean Valerie Howard

**MASTER OF HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION**

Maria Akinyoyenu  
Hailey Barkey  
Jacob Alan Barnes  
Samisikha Behera  
Macy Lin Blake  
Hannah Blumenfeld  
Caroline Mara Brennan  
Brandon E. Brown  
Charles Kobe Bruner  
Kathryn Jane Calloway  
Emma Paige Carlson  
Gabrielle Martina Carufel  
Narvin Chhay  
Afham Ahmed Chotani  
Thaila Mycai Cooper  
Riya Desai  
Justin Dorrance Dodds  
Valentina Espinosa  
Keyuri Mukesh Gandhi  
Marissa N. Glover  
Darshini Gosalia  
Rexx Adrian Hallyburton  
Austin Watson Harlee  
Tenzin Jangchup  
Sheyanne Marie Kay Koethe  
Avanthi Konda  
Rahul Kudur Sastry  
Guang Ken Lin  
Rimsa Ali Malik  
Ashley Jordan Manifold  
Rhianna Marusek  
Joy Lin Mays  
John Neill  
Abraham Ogles  
Janvi Patel  
Elizabeth Sara Pitchford  
Shreya Ramnath  
Hannah Reynolds

**MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH**

Jennifer Renee Abrams  
Laura Miranda Abril  
Jennifer Nelson Adams  
Bridgette Larko Agbozo  
Tatiana Aguilar  
Amma Agyemang-Duah  
Kyila Ahuna  
Eseho Ononlunson Aikhuene  
Rebecca Ainis  
Olubatumilara Frieda Akeke  
Vanessa Nsiah Akosah  
Audrey Jean Allen  
Kathryn Anne Aman  
Yomna Anan  
Makhaila Mackenzie Anderson  
Rachel Marie Anderson  
Victoria Glenn Ballou Anderson  
Chidera Audrey Anigabor  
Ruhith Shashika Ariyapala  
Catherine Michelle Armstrong  
Anika Arose  
Emma Grace Arsali  
Emily Parkman Ashe  
Robynn Ashenden  
Olufisayo Folasayo Atanda-OGunleye  
Rachel Sapphira Auerbach  
Rachel Hunt Babb  
Rachel Baidsen  
Subha Balasubramanian  
Zabryna Lynn Balen  
Angela Horton Ballard  
Anushka Banerjee  
Maia Barile  
Nicole Barnes  
Quinn Lawson Barnette  
Juhi Barot  
Molen Alfaro Barrameda  
Kaitlyn Michelle Bayless  
Chiraz Benabdellah  
Angela Benson  
Emily Grace Benson  
Azeb Zekiros Berhanu  
Yavin Zenid Bizaretty  
Diamond Brianna Black  
Kristan Blaney  
E'Spreance Aryel Cyn Bligen  
David John Bodden  
Rebecca Marie Bosch  
John Reid Inabnit Bowman  
Jada Whitley Boyer  
Meghan Christina Bradshaw  
Lara Brewer  
Micaela Kensie Brewhington  
Kennedy Charlynn Howard  
Bridges  
Brandyn Danielle Brown-White  
Casey Fain Brunson  
Sara Bryk  
Kenneth Murray Busby III  
Daisy Ann Butzer  
Bradley Caison  
Claudia Magda Calderon  
Hannah Mallory Camp  
Presley LaShay Cannon-Stewart  
Fey Carbalj Cardosio  
Rachael Annette Carmon  
Adrianna Worrell Carter  
Guadalupe Castillo Hernandez  
Juan Carlos Castro Jr.  
Victor Alexis Catalan Gallegos  
Cokie Marie Dulnuan Caviness  
Andrea Chalem  
Nicholas Sean Chappell  
Tsai-wei Cheng  
Maya Denise Chevalier  
Ryan Michael Church  
Jeff Cineas  
Alexandra Basia Cogan  
Rachael Kathleen Cogbill  
Amanda Coleman  
John Lawrence Coleman  
Caroline Carter Collie  
Chaz Imani Crosby  
Cassidy Lynn Crump  
Tasmine Grace Cullen  
Eileen Michelle D'Alessio  
Isabella Sarah Dearing  
Natalie Marie Demaayer  
Francoise Desir  
Gunjan Dhawan  
Bethany D. Dieringer  
Ella Rose Douglas  
Molly Edwards  
Shareen Sayed El Naga  
Guinevere Ellison-Giles  
Lindsey Stephanie Eng  
Lenauro Enchos  
Christine Eskandar  
Isabelle Dean Falk  
Nabeel Faridy  
Morgan Elizabeth Farrand  
Emily Rose Feek  
Katrina Lynn Fernandez  
Kate Ferriola-Bruckenstien  
Lauren Elizabeth Fidelak  
Tara Claire Fitzpatrick  
Delia Ellen Fleming  
Jessica Kalli Fortune-Ball  
Madeline Sara Frank  
Audrey Turner Fratus  
Kayla Lynn Fried  
Venessa Chan Fuentes  
Stephen Philip Gabriel
Hannah Mallory Camp
Emily Rose Carson
Paula Milena Castellanos
Katherine Marie Chappell
Emily Susanna Chávez
Julia Clark
Eleanor Anna Smyth Cook
Dawn Elizabeth Culton
Amelia Claire Currie
Molly Alyssa Davis
Dominique Krista Leigh Dery
A.R. Ditesheim
Margaret Louise Dodd
Alexandra P. Dozier
Carolina Duque Echeverry
John Sidney Duvall Jr.
Julia Katherine Eden
Juliana Christine Eike
Shareen Sayed El Naga
Andres Camilo Escobar Ascencio
Olivia Ewing
Linda Eileen Fallon
Ellen Ann Fiedler
Kathryn Ann Fowler
Madeline Sara Frank
David Joseph French
Joshua Benjamin Friedman
Maria Guadalupe Garcia
Abigail Grace Gillis
Grace Gilmore
Leslie A. Hamilton
Kendelle Rae Harder
Whitley Simone Harris
Kristin Leigh Henry
Toni Howell
Jacob Young-Jae Hoyt
Olivia Keating Huckel
Chloe Belle Hunt
Melinda C. Hunt
Jane Lewis Zollicoffer Jackson
Carlton Phillip Johnson
Amy Gugliotta Jones
Flannery Margaret Jones
Hope Nicolette Kalainikas
Jordyn Elizabeth Kathmann
Erin Katz
Lindsey Marie Kee
Katie Scott Kemper
Sivi Kizinga
Julia Marie Kohake
Natalie Janine Laurendeau
Kathryn Leach
Sadie Deweese Leonard
Meghan Elizabeth Lever
Sarah Elizabeth Litzinger
Peyton Stewart Lockridge
Amy Vinson Malinosky
Caroline Grace Martin
Amanda Jane Maxson
Cherokee Mariah McAdoo
Marilyn Anne Minton
Bradley Moore
Abby Lin Muehlstein
Ashley Elizabeth Myles
Leah Catherine Neville
Beatrice Parker
Ariana Maybeline Perez
Eddita Alpha Pessima
Lydia Ruth Phelps
Kashauna Elaine Pointer
Hannah Nicole Primm
Lucy Elizabeth Prothero
Benjamin Shey Pruitt
Catharine Kane Reagan
Ophelia Rosales
Alexandra Ford Rose
Elizabeth Crenshaw Rosenbaum
Sydney Leigh Russell
Valerie Christine Sauer
Isabella Marie Schaefer
Maya Rose Scott
Gianna Seminara
Katherine Diane Senn
Dana Shemer
Charlotte Sorrell Shoneman
Kirsty Michele Small
Anne Carter Smith
Martha A. Smith
Shelby Smykalski
Sam Stalter
Tyler Christian Talley
Britt Anliza Taylor
Nancy Trejo-Barcenas
Matthew Rose Trower
Kashia Vang
Alexandra Ortiz Velazquez
Beatriz Guadalupe Velázquez
Lior Vered
Emily Kathryn Vickery
Amber Waake
Lynn Sue Wadford
Amaya Olivia Wallace
Jonna Renee Weathington
Clara Lee West
Faye Louise Wilkes
Abigail Katherine Williams
Taylor Regan Williams
Hayman Linn Lae Zaw

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Rita Akosua Anima Gyimah
Eli Lynn Hinerfeld
Syed Anjerul Islam
Caitlin McHugh
Kshetrimayum Shyam Singh

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH
Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Madison Claire Haley
Jingya Peng
Kyle Joseph Rezek
Charlotte Anne Robbins

Health Policy and Management
Nejma Benzaria
Rachel Elana Davis
Young Han Kim
Yicong Liu
Rayanna Mubangu Mboma
Laura Bozovich McFadyen
Sara Ann Stahl
Sage Gerald Thompson

THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Est. 1920
Dean Ramona Denby-Brinson

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Tsedenia Aboste
Bridgette Larko Agbozo
Alissa Lauren Alba Fillingame
Bahia Husam Ali
Shereece Alston
Michael Deland Anders
Daija Monet Antone-Hatcher
Sara Elizabeth Baker
Anna Maretta Banke
Kaitlyn Coceano Custer Bilston
Pearl Ebuzechukwbu Bobby-Tasie
Isabelle Solange Borduas
Isabel Grace Bradsher
Shalina Marie Brady
Makenna Montgomery Brandt
Kennedy Charlynn Howard Bridges
Darian René Buck
Rachel Buth
Anna Xiuzhu Butler
Kaileigh Gray Byrd
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

May 2024

Degrees with Distinction

To graduate with distinction or with highest distinction, undergraduate students must have completed at least 45 academic hours at UNC-Chapel Hill and have an overall grade point average of at least 3.5 or 3.8, respectively.

Honors Carolina

Honors Carolina is an outstanding collection of courses, special events, and learning opportunities geared toward the top students at Carolina. It is the University’s way of investing in exceptional undergraduate students by providing academic and non-academic challenges and opportunities, both inside and outside the classroom. Honors Carolina students receive priority registration for more than 160 Honors courses each year. These are small classes, taught by professors who encourage classroom discussion and hands-on research.

Students who wish to graduate from Carolina “with Honors” or “with Highest Honors” must complete a senior honors thesis project in their major field(s) of study. Such students need not have been members of Honors Carolina. They must, however, meet academic eligibility standards set by Honors Carolina and the individual departments, curricula, and professional schools that sponsor senior honors thesis programs. Senior honors thesis students must complete an original and substantial research, performance, or creative project under direct supervision by a faculty advisor. Upon the completion of their projects, students must pass an oral examination or other appropriate form of evaluation.

The College of Arts and Sciences

African, African American, and Diaspora Studies
- Mildred Alice Crawford
- Emma Claire Geis
- Nakia Anastasia Hoskins
- Alasia Nikia Jenkins
- Tyler Omari Layne
- Jalen Lee McMillian-Dixon
- Rehana La'Shell Ward-Cooper

American Studies
- Lindley Bradyn Andrew
- Joohan Basurto San Juan
- Kaylee Morgan Beard
- Jessica Areeya Blumenthal
- Rachel Faith Donnan
- Benjamin S. Goldman
- Britney Dao Hong
- Emmi Se’Ri Jung
- Raina Y. Lee
- Jasmine Simmons
- Karissa Lauren Webb
- Daughty Reid Williams
- Aradella Rose Harwood Wood

Anthropology
- Kenna Jane Noonan Bradley
- Jordan Faith Carlton
- Georgia Grae Chapman
- Olivia - Ray Roslyn Clark
- Emily Stephens Cubbage
- Olivia Allbritten Elliott
- Lauren Ashley Flach
- Bhavshya Shri Harihan
- Yasodha
- Daphne Heathers
- Katherine Mackenzie Holland
- Jack Henry Lindstrom
- Elizabeth Anne Maguire
- Caroline Grace Maness
- Gianna Louise Maroney
- Eternity Grace Moore
- Milagro Raquel Ortiz
- David James Richman
- Luke Aran Kalambaheti
- Schmedake
- Hollis Mai Seldin
- Zoe Danielle Smith
- Christine Nicole Stamey
- Hannah Elizabeth Thompson

Archaeology
- Ila Lani Chilberg
- Lauren Ashley Flach
- Aislynn Noesani Dvorak Grantz
- Ashley Blane Jenkins
- Elizabeth Anne Maguire
- Caroline Grace Maness
- Kathryn Nicole Spears
- Christine Nicole Stamey
- Annie Noelle Veum

Art History
- Anna Katherine Baechtold
- Ellison Ruth Beaver
- Charlotte Walker Breckinridge
- Jane Randolph Durden
- Madyson Grey Long
- Alissa Nicole Martin
- Hope Renée Mutter
- Mackie Tate Tygart

Asian and Middle Eastern Studies
- Tazreen Ahmed
- Penelope Natassja Alberdi
- Katherine Caroline Bryan
- Jingxin Chen
- Xuan Dong Chen
- Ava Elysses Coburn
- Sam Barbara Dietrich
- James Logan Dosher
- Afrah Faraz
- Dane A. Fekete
- Jian Gao
- Alicia Cam Tien Ha
- Bhavshya Shri Harihan
- Yasodha
- Maia Gabrielle Hughey
- Dikeokpara Oluwayemi Aniefuna
- Jakande
- Sharon Shinbi Kang

§ Indicates candidate for degree from N.C. State University.
* Indicates probable candidate for degree with distinction or highest distinction based on grade point average going into the final semester.
+ Indicates Honors recipient.
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipient.
Biology
Briggs McKinley Akin
Malika Michele Amoruso*
Natalie Kaay Arguello
Deron Jay Saarloos Bakker
Iqra Basti
Annie Allen Beard*
Mary Alexandra Beverley+
Maddisyn Taylor Braun++
Luke Nelo Brighton
Mary Margaret Bromhal
Allison McKenzie Brower*
Favel Nikita Brown
Brynn Caroline Brusseau*

Sara Lien Kilgus*
Emma Claire Lisk*
Miranda R. Smith*
David Josue Soltani*
Ryan Alexander Wanner
Rachel Watson*
Ziqian Zhao*

Meredith Grace Burton*
Dawn Lauryn Carter
Anthony Michael Ciano
Tara Nicole Conner*
Lilian Jennings Coyle
Madeline Jennings Coyle
Landon Lee Cummings*
Neil Manoj Damle
Lauren Elizabeth DeLuzio
Maria Julianne Franzel
Salcedo DePaz
Austin Todd Doster
Benjamin Harrison Drinkwalter
Elizabeth Suzanne Dwyer*
Christopher Paul Esther*
Eleanor Paige Fensterle
Joseph Robert Flanagan
Jack Tae Sun Franchino
Kate Elizabeth Fread
Benjamin Arthur Frens
Emma Comfort Gilbert
Abigail Joan Gillespie*
Gabriella Girma
Abigail Marias Glazener*
Rebecca Kristine Gonzalez*
Macy Elizabeth Goodson*
Caylan Noelle Hagood
Sophie Jean Hajek
Katie Lorraine Hall
Lila Rose Haller
Seth Carl Hamilton
Tyler Everett Butler Hanke*
Hayden Makenzie Hartford*
Anjaliie Leilani Hatharasinge
Abigail Grace Henson
Andrea Michelle Hernandez-Garcia
Molly Grace Hilem
Emery Anne Hoos*

* Indicates candidate for degree from N.C. State University.
+ Indicates probable candidate for degree with distinction or highest distinction based on grade point average going into the final semester.
++ Indicates Honors recipient.
§ Indicates candidate for degree from N.C. State University.
* Indicates probable candidate for degree with distinction or highest distinction based on grade point average going into the final semester.
+ Indicates Honors recipient.
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipient.
Contemporary European Studies

Deniz Atilla Erdal*
Katherine Elizabeth Johnson*
Patrick Joseph Jones
Guzin Karagoz*++
Sam Keepm Park*
Sydney Marie Tyson*
Emily Anne VonCannon*+
Connor A. Zamora

Dramatic Art

Erica Susan Bass*
Caroline Carvalho Marques*
Emma McKinley Cooke*
Rui Dou*++
Margaret Elizabeth Dunn*
Julia Katherine O’Neil Finke*
Madeline Rose Gibson*
Hope Alpers Hanson*+
Megan Elizabeth Hnilica*
Thaddeus Theodore Holt*
Alice McCracken Knight*
Anna Elise Kunz*
Kieran Murphy*+
Ana Isabella Patterson*
Alexandra Florence Peeler*
Talyah Lynnette Rawls*
Ripley Red Reid*
James Thompson Sewell*
Lucy Kurtz Smithwick*
Glorianna R. Tarlton*
Andrew Fleming Wade
Carissa Rhiannon
Wadsack-Stewart
Bronwyn Kate White*
Xiuping Xiong*

Economics

Van Wesley Adamson-Thompson*
Alexander Elliot Ahn*
Robert Kevin Aiken II
Anne Carson Allen
Katherine Elizabeth Allen
Olivia Grace Allman
Jackson Hedrick Ammons
Margaret Rose Anayiotou
Coale William Anderson
Nyla Nicole Anderson
William Francis Andrews III*
Sabrina O. Anwar
Sean Gregory Archer*
Nicholas Cabell Armfield
Or Avision*+
Jonathan Bailey*
Kenan Balkas*
Ricky Adam Bang*
William John Barclay
Aji Awa Barry
Arunav Baruah
Mark Alexander Bauer*
Anna Lee Beckom*
Andrew Omer Bergeron Jr.
Eddy Bernal Velazquez
Vishal Pyush Bhagat
Annaleigh Elaine Breedlove*
Layla Blake Brewer
Anna Izabella Brown*
David Allen Bruss*
Zachary Stephan Buckler*
Ryan Elizabeth Burns*
Claire Elizabeth Cable
Muling Cao*
Joshua Nicholas Caponigro*
Rawley P. Casey*
Tj. J. Castro*
Patrick Chan*
Julia Marie Chaverin*
Ziyu Chen
Dohyun Choi
Thomas Hanson Church
Garrett Mason Cline*
John Joseph Collins*
Katherine Ann Combs*
Carter A. Cooke
Maxwell Ellis Cooney
William Harris Crawford IV
John Joseph Crede
William Gregory Crisp
Zakari Crites Videman
Grant Matthew Danielson
John Richard Daw
Jack Abram Deaton
George Marshall Dismukes
Kevin Dong
Audrey Omeita Dowdell
Kieran John Duffy
Louis Connor Dunn
Cameron David Dysinger
Ryan Schafer Erickson
Alexandre Couceiro Esteves
Chad Douglas Everett II
Ingrid Faber Farnham*
Ella Savannah Feathers*
Zoe Alexandria Feil*
Dane A. Fekete*
George Milton Fieldsend V
Wallace Gail Footh Cleveland*
Tessa Elizabeth Fridel*
Aaron Friel*
Molly Connolly Frye*
Griffin Fuetsch
Emma Blake Fuquay
Owen Thomas Furlong
Liam Francis Garvey
Amrit Garney*
Ethan Michael Garretby
Luke Warren Gentry
Allison Kyleigh George
Elizabeth Brokerbrough Gessie*
Elizabeth Warren Gilchrist
Alexander Max Gottlieb
Collin McKinney Graves*
Davyn Austin Gregory
Shaoyang Gu*
Robert Cole Hepler*++
Douglas Guy Hippo Jr.*
Christopher Gantt Holliday*
Adam Joseph Honis*
Emerson Fant Harrison Houser*
Jonathan Suwen Huang
Anthony J.Y. Hui*
Patrick Alexandre Hussey
Mac Alonzo Jacobs
Vandy Vaibhav Jaiswal*
Jenna Anne Jasinski*
Bharavi Jayaraman*
Braxton Thomas Jenks
Andrew Yaoyu Jin*
Raj D. Jimwalla
Katherine Elizabeth Johnson*
William Cameron Johnson
Lauran An Jon
Josiah James Malachi Jones*
Ashray Kallikadavil*
Finn Harkin Kerns
Celeste Kidd-O’Brien*
Can Travis Kilic
Nathaniel Christopher Kimball
Jake D. Kinder
David Christian Knight*
Kothai Kochi*
Leah Kozel*
Pierce Spencer Kreider
Jackson Ryan Krider*
Benjamin Lee Kulberg*
Rishi Rajeev Kulkarni*
Elsa Fernanda Landeros*
Emma Elizabeth Landry*+
Glenn Ballard Lassiter III
Mason Byron Lennon
Linhuang Li
Tina Li
Nathan August Lieberman
Jiaxian Lin
Miles Pavich Lindstrom*
Benny Lispector*
Michael Nunzio Lizzio
Samantha Rose Lockamy
Selia Romane Lounes
Qingyu Lu
Zack A. Marin
Paul Matthew Maranovic
Matthew Lee McCallen*
Lauren Danae McDonough*
Candice Craddock McLean*
Laura Kelly McNeil*
Aubrey Grayson Martin+++*
Ayden Seanna Massey*
Ashley Faith McGuire*
Sheena Meng+*
Caroline Hart Miles*
Kieran Murphy+++*
Sydney Grace Murray*
Hilary Nguyen
Frances Marie Norton*
Michael Garrett O’Brien+*
Anna Nyamekye Ofori-Som
Anna Grace Padula*
Abigail Hui Paquin*
Logan McKenzie Parks++*
Alexandra Florence Pepper*
Delaney Lynne Phelps*
Ryan Daniel Phillips*
Elizabeth Macon Porterfield*
Reese Jeffrey Anson Powell
Sarah Grace Gr*+
Samatha Jean Puet*
Marleigh Peyton Purgar-
Mcdonald+++*
Ashley Nayeli Quincin-Marroquin*
Samuel Michael Ramirez*
Kathryn Rebecca Reenstra
Isabella A. Reilly++*
Abigail Elisabeth Renberg*
Lauren Elizabeth Resor*
Sarah Catherine Montague
Reese Jeffrey Anson Powell
Meghan Renotta Reed
Gabrielle Rebecca Reenstra
Isabella A. Reilly++*
Abigail Elisabeth Renberg*
Lauren Elizabeth Resor*
Sarah Catherine Montague
Reese Jeffrey Anson Powell
Meghan Renotta Reed
Gabrielle Rebecca Reenstra

Environmental Studies
Lara Abril Afonson Martinez
Patrick Gannon Anderson
Ashtynn Basnight
Grace Marguerite Bell
Emmeline Lydia Berridge*
Vedika Birla*
Alyssa Rose Coleman
John Michael D’Ambrosio*
Claudia Michelle Dare*
Arabella Dilara DeVoe
Blakely Kay Durham*
Ella Savannah Feathers*
Caillin Ceili Flanagan*
Tessa Elizabeth Fridell*
Aislynn Noelani Dvorak Grant*
Stephanie Elizabeth Hall*
Lillian Everett Hawkins
Zoe Brooke Holmes*
Jared Thomas Henry*
Chloe Alexis Holmeschak
Tarleton Quinn Li Qun Hu
Merry Peyton Jenkins
Karen Bernadette Jordan*
Sipthia Kapedreddy*
Allison Lee Kelker*
Caroline Grace Kelly*
Anna Elise Kunz*
Isabella Faith Leonard
Carlee Ryan Malone
Melissa Sage Daniela Mayo
Adam Sean McGinnis
Amelia Faye Milano++*
Sarah Catherine Montague
Elizabeth Donovan Murphy
William Preston Nichols*
Carlee Grace Ncill
Brenda Abigail Palacios
Rodriguez*
Kiya McKenzie Turner*
Sydney Marie Tyson*
Isabela Sara Urioste*
Margaret Elizabeth Van Cleve*
Sophia Lois Vanheel*
Karina Vasudeva*
Grace Elizabeth Villanueva*
Elisabeth Grace Vohwinkel*
Renna F. Voss+*
Katherine Grace Waddell*
Marcin Walczak*
Claire Elise Ward*
Justin Anthony Watson
Mary Brook Watson*
Xenia Liane Weakly*
Lai Wei*
Abigail Grace Welch+*
Meredith Whitley+*
Parren Marie Williams
Jacob Christopher Wilson+++*
Peyton Elizabeth Wojcik*
Riley Erin Wojcik*
Jada Cimone Young*
Marie Suzanne Young
Alyssa Samantha Zuckerman*

Exercise and Sport Science
Alexandra Reese Adcock
Leah Nicole Ager
Milad Zolnoung Aghaiepour
Adote Junior Beni Akue-Ka
Connor Alan Alexander
Caroline Lindsey Allison
Owen Glenn Althouse
Patrick Steven Alvarez
Sarah Catherine Axtell+++*
Hunter Douglas Bailey*
Kelly Lauren Baker*
Kyra Lauren Ball
Julius Edmond Bazet V
William Harris Barefoot*
Austin Reed Bass
Jessica Avery Bates*
Madison Taylor Baxter
Jawkhlan Anthony Beasley
Perry Espen Becker
Leonardo Stone Bennett
Cyndey Morgan Boyer
Nicholas Scott Brannan*
Samantha Grace Brezici*
Brianna Elizabeth Brookhart
Skyler Sage Brooks
Charlotte Winborne Broughton
David Allen Bruss*
Azhia Victoria Buckner
Madeline Kelsey Bujold
Noah Scott Burnette*
Nicholas Scott Byles*
Ryan Rashel Byrne*
Jaden Delyn Campbell
Isabel Virginia Cardenas*
John Anthony Castanognozzi
Ty J. Castro*
Lucas Chaveyriat*
Oliver VZ Chen*
Hallie Tianna Cline*
Ellie Cathleen Cohen*
Corrina Erin Collins*
Samuel Reynolds Combs
George McKimmon Condra
Imageze Arden Cooke*
Ragan Elizabeth Copeland*
Samuel Lynon Corley

2024 UNC COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM

0 Indicates candidate for degree from N.C. State University.
* Indicates probable candidate for degree with distinction or highest distinction based on grade point average going into the final semester.
+ Indicates Honors recipient.
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipient.

Ella Kate Pruchniewski*
Tatum Pryor*
Auburn Griffin Robertson*
Tyra Leigh Rubin*
Claudia Sandoval
Joshua Robert Shoorman*
Mamie Layne Smith
Rachel Elizabeth Snead
Lexie Danielle Sparks*
Anna Bell Price Steiner*
Sarah Elizabeth Stump*
Elise Rebekah Trexler*
Renna F. Voss*+
Maria Ann Ward*+
Courtney Blessed
Destiny Wilkins*+

Ella Kate Coxe
Tylee Craft
Cooper Anthony Craven
John Joseph Credle
Lindsay Kaye Cummings*
Annalise Nicole Dale*
Elizabeth Jane Davis
Madison Lee Davis*
Robert Davis Jr.
Zaphra N. Davis
Sarah G. Day*
Tylor James Dean
Abigail Carolyn Dell*
Taylor Y. Dixon

Elisabeth Suzanne Dwyer*
Winter Lee Earnhardt+
Elena Boccieri Einaudi*
Dorrit Kimball Eisenbeis*
Camryn Louise Ekonomon
Nicolai Alec Escobal
Ethan William Ethan*
Olivia Grace Felts*
Benjamin Weston Finger
Kaila A. Forte
Mackenzie Ann Foster*
Trey Evander Fouks*
Griffin Fuetsch
Emma Isabel Fuller
Blake Patrick Gabriel*
Kennedy A. Gaither
John Brandon Garcia+++*
Mark Anthony Garcia
Nicholas Salvador Garcia
Sean Michael Gilmartin
Daniel Zachary Goldstein*
Jessica Gomez-Zamudio
Gustavo Daniel Gonzalez
Kiran N. Gosran
Joseph (Joe Shiesty) Randolph+
Gregory III*
Christopher Ethan Grice*
Virginia Claire Griffin*
Julie Lynn Gu*
Harshita Lakshmi Gudipudi
William Michael Gurnagious
Mia Donna Guthrie*
Jolie Ryan Gusten*
Jaime L. Halton
Jordan Kyong Jin Han*
Elizabeth Lorine Hancock
Kelsey Harrington
Eli Thomas Harris
Thalia Mireya Hernandez
Carly James Herndon*
Matthew Ryan Hettleman*
Jalen Jamon Hicks
Melissa Grace Hierman*
Cheyenne Lee High*
Alexandria Mercedes Hill
Meredith James Hill
Hemil Hira*
Connor James Hogan
Christopher Gannt Holliday*
Daniel Ryan Horlick*
Mohamed Amir Hossain
Lydia Grace Houle*
Caroline Elizabeth Hoyle*
Cameron Elizabeth Hughes*
Tania Nashelle Hughes
Taylor Nicole Hughes*
Catherine Cranford Hunter*
Aubrey Ella Hylahlh*
Courtney A. Isley
Dylan Daniel Ivers
Crista Izuquz*
Amit Jaggannath*
Jackson Cole Jarvis*
Claire Beth Jensen*
William Cameron Johnson
John Earl Jones IV*
Nathaniel Lee Joyce
Sophia Belle Kaczynski
Harliv Kaur*
Jacob Alexander Khavrunyk*
Aftan Mtane Kidd
Taylor Shea Kimball*
Jacob Michael Knapp
Bram Franklin Koch*
Nishad Sai Kosaraju*
Collin James Krieg*
Allison Grace LaNasa++
Parker Scott Laplant
Brian Creighton Lebo
Amber Ryan Lee*
Lexi Marie Leviner*
Zijun Li*
Sarah Jessica Liao
Benjamin Walker Logel*
Avery Elisabeth Look*
Stephanie Isabel Lopez Castillo
Amanda Lopez Hernandez
Giselle Lopez-Garcia*
Emily Cathryn Mahn*
Rachel Eileen Mason
Beau Sockwell Maye*
Briant Alexander McDaniel
Lila Kate McDuffie
Shelby Marcella McDuffie*
Madison Nicole McGuire*
Kaicie Medina
Julianna Lynn Medlin
William Sloan Mickle
Brian Christopher Miller
Calleigh Elizabeth Miller*
Mateja Milovanovic
Seth Alexander Moore
Corban Daniel Morley*
Cole Lawrence Morse*
Haley Sierrra Moser*
Leah Joelle Mowen
Trinity R. Muzda
Aidan Patrick Myers*
Jacob Lee Myers
Lorena Patricia Negron-Cabello
Jarah Dean Newton*
Katherine Hang Nguyen*
Taylor Dang Nguyen*
Tienna Katelyn Nguyen
Samuel Noel IV
Gavin Michael Olivier*
Stephanie Olvera
Delfina Ortega-Mackenzie*
Aobihnn Noelle O'Shea
Kathryn Carlton Osterhout*
Alberto Rafael Osuna Sanchez
Nicholas Andrew Palmer
Nathan Robert-Schwarz Paolini*
Min Michael Park
Addison Grace Parrish
Dristi P. Patel*
Hemani Sanjay Patel*
Krish Amit Patel
Shivam Manoj Patel*
Tanvi Patel
Austin Ray Peacock*
Ava Leigh Pearson
Addie Elizabeth Pendry
Akoya Miyoshi Penny-Campbell
Michael Anthony Pierro*
Chloe Grace Peng Pittman*
Madison Avery Pittman
Weston R. Pollock*
Jacob Scott Price*
Davayee Armoni Pride
Avery Caroline Rabon*
Bharat Raghavan*
Zufeng Rao
Christopher Lauzon Rea*
Ethan Blake Rector
Cierra Hope Redden
Virginia D. Reep*
Leah Grace Resler*
Kara Nicole Revis*
Ciana L. Riccardo
K'Shayla Richardson
Milety Jannely Rivas
Anne-Hunter Collins Roane
Josie Elizabeth Robbins*
Taylor Grace Robertson
Mason Cella Robinette*
George William Rippy Roehner*
Helen Arlene Rippy Roehner*
Peyton C. Rohlenter
Shay Patrice Rooney
Kamya Payeng Rose*
Lily Faith Rosenberg*
Matthew Thomas Rostar*
Timothée Minh Roussel
Alexandra Marie Rudolph
Rena Huntley Rummage
Amber Mai Russell*
Garrett James Russell
Christine Patricia Salcedo*
Olivia Marlene Sallis
Samantha Sama
Tara Marie Samtmann*
Anna Grace Scheuere*
Allison Marianna Schuldt*
Tyler Andrew Seamon
Chris K. Seu
Hope Elizabeth Sgro
Elizabeth Katarina Shafer*
Jui-Hsiang Sheng*
Noah Michael Shepanek
Jordan Nicole Sherman-Estrada
Cory Hikaru Shinohara
Madeline Marie Shober
Aliya George Shook
Logan Joseph Siege*
Christian Lance Sigmom
Jonathan Glenn Ross Sinclair
Blair Johnson Smith++
Kayla Renee Smith
Carsyn E. Snead
Audrey Rose Solarchik
Carolyn Dianne Solarchik
Snighda Sompalli*
Rhet Michael Soule*
Zoe Danielle Starling*
Zachary Stern++
Landon Samuel Stevens
Hunter B. Stokely
Joseph Chase Stone
Charisma Janessa Sumpter
Jawad Ali Syed*
Cortnee Renee Tate
Sophia Nicolette Ternes*
Jacob Mandela Terry-Edmunds
Emily Grace Thomas++
Taylor Thomas*
Lily Maria Toussaint*
Bach Dinh Tran*
Bridget Treanor++
Spencer Douglas Triplett*
Tanner Christopher Twiddy*
Antonio Carmen Verdi
Rahul Viswanath*
Lydia Erin Waddell*
Caleb Riley Walker
Louis Thomas Walters II
Jackson Linwood Warner*
Brooke Isabel Watson
Tucker Wayne Watson*
Mia Rose Webster*
Regan Sierra Weisner
Madison Marie Weller*
Riley Elizabeth Wernoski
Eileen Griffin Whelan*
Payton Michelle Whitley*
Carter Bowen Wilbanks
Caroline Lee Williams*
Steven Michael Wilmot
Alexis Marie Wilson*
Hailey Leigh Wilson*
David Gentry Wood*
Courtney Nicole Worrell*
Payton Michelle Whitley*
Riley Andrew Wilmot
Caroline Lee Williams*
Steven Michael Wilmot
Alexis Marie Wilson*
Hailey Leigh Wilson*
David Gentry Wood*
Courtney Nicole Worrell*
Joshua McDowell Wright
Kaya Grace Yang*
Charlie Isabelia Yelton*
Colston Bradley Yount
Larissa G. Zhang
Margaret Laying Zhang*
Thomas Joseph Zimmermann

Geography
Senam Miwiza Yaw Adzedzi++
Isaac George Bryant
William C. Burnham*
Kate Amelia Carwile
Sophie Helen Debois*
Luke Christopher Francis*
Maeve Frances Goldberg*
Jean Osburn Hecker
Benjamin Lenard Jacobs
Vera Kholu
Hannah Naomi Leathers
Amelia Jane Loeffler*
Jordan Dennington Malak
Sarah Catherine Montague
Reese Jeffrey Anson Powell
Olivia Taylor Reilly*
William Ryan Rutledge*
Emma Rudy Srebrik*
Annabel Price Steiner*
Julia Ann Straight*
Hannah Michelle Swanton*
Austin Spencer Thompkins*
Kristen Hannah Thrower*
Samuel Austin Vavra*
Madeline Hannah Vessey
Ana Paola Zurita Posas*

Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
Melanie Claire Altenkirch*
Elizabeth Searce Allen Bennett*
Sean Richard Billy*
Lucas De Campo Bonomo*
Jessica Zoyajo Burroughs*
Jacomine Olesya Doyle*
Hailey Katharina Flo*
Logan Alexander Gately*
Sasha M. Hase*
Maxwell Coles Hughes*
Eleanor Elizabeth Jones*
Astrid Birgit Silvia Vallat*

Global Studies
Tazreean Ahmed
Roberto Carlos Alvarado
Meredith Metcalfe Anderson*
Cheick Yaya Bakayoko*
Lizabath Orelulwa Bambboye++
Chloe Marie Bell*
Caroline Grace Bittenbender*
Emma-Katherine Almeida
Bowers*
Sophie Mary Bresnicky
Rusty Dean Bridgers
Zoe Luce Brockenbrough
Brynn Caroline Brussel++
Lwazi Alwaba Lwandile
Sithethu Bululu*
Cameron Tyrell Byrd
Carlyn Alexandra Calayang++
Mary Cameron Carroll*
Caroline Carvalho Marques*
Olivia - Ray Roslyn Clark*
Lara Crochik++
Eden Shanley Curtiss*
Maria Eduarda Dantas Leite*
Josie M. Davis*
Anna Kathleen De La Torre
Alexandria Jean deRosset*
Anna Kathleen De La Torre
Anna Elizabeth Lloyd*
Alana Rachel Goldman*
Annie Dolan Henegar
Ashlyn Edmisten*
William James Morton
Caroline Victoria Moore Gomez*
Shuhd Abdiel Mustafa
Noah Alan Naspinksi*
Allison Michelle Newby+
Jacob Paul Palmer*
Divya Patel++
Tulsi Brijesh Patel
Nya Amina Patton*
Grace H. Pawlowski*
Samantha Podeulis
Millie Mei Pulliam*
Adithi Reddy++
Skye Mayella Romanowski*
Isabel Salas
Lia Starr Salvatierra*
Sahar Ahmad Sayess*
Jasper Munro Schutt++
ChalVon Jolie Shade
Daniel Nathan Singer
Nina Alida Slager*
Miranda R. Smith*
William Reade Sternberg
Elizabeth Audrey Story
Victoria Grace Swank
Hannah Michelle Swanton*
Loreli Rose Sykes*
Emma Malaiwa Terry-Edmonds*
Emerald Scout Van Arnam*
Jessica Elizabeth Walker*
Jacob Daniel Wallihan
Susan Katherine Webb*
Oksana Young*
LeeAnn Agele Zainy

History
Christopher Caro Adams*
Sophia Lee Alexander
Coale William Anderson
Emiko Lynn Andrews*
Jordan Mary-Ellen Baldauf+
Kells Dylan Ballentine
Christopher John Bennett*
Mary John Beyer*
Mary Madison Bradley++
Natalie Marie Brownie
Alexandra Claire Carmack
Mary Cameron Carroll*
Owen Surber Caulfield
Tilden James Chamber
Sadie Arlene Cheston Harris*
Ila Lani Chilberg++
Greer Christy*
Daniel Reese Michael Cleghorn*
Charles John Constantine*
Louise Celeste Covington++
Sarah Renee Culler
Grace Frances Delgado
John Rees Dewey
Julia Marie Dexter*
Karina Nicole Dick*
Willard Rebecca Dodson
Joshua Aaron Dolgoff*
Frank Hughes Edwards+
Sarah Elizabeth Gallagher
Jian Gao*
William D. Garcia*
Andrew Holmes Gary++
Ayiana Tsipora Glaser-Bundy*
Theresa Jordyn Greene

Alicia Cam Tien Ha*
Cliff Hawthorne Hamm
Richard Price Hardison*
Eliza Jo Hart*
William Hartley
Erin Mackenzie Hayes*
Cameron Dean Helein
Madeline Alice Henderson*
Jeremiah Russell Lee
Higginbotham*
Graham Paul Hill++
Katherine Raleigh Hodgin*
Dualaghan Michael Holmes+
Rebecca Alison Horowitz++
Eleanor Keith Huffines*
Halle Madison Mae Huffman
Anna Grace Jahr*
Jacob Michael James*
Jackson Cole Jarvis*
Evan Rhys McMillan Jones*
Jeffrey Blake Jones
Harrison Jepko Jordan
Olan R. Joyner
Allison Katherine Juzaitis
Jason Thomas Kerr*
Willem F. Kloempken*
Marshall Patrick Landry*
Grant Russell Leflar*
Kegan Liu*
Claire Alain Loucks
Luke Kenneth Louis*
Brendan Hunter Lunga*
Sarah Elizabeth Martin*
Beau S cocktails*
Micah Tyler McLaughlin*
Chase Dylan McNeill*
Evon Patrick Meade*
Ryan Alexander Mills
Isabella Claire Montau
Mary Elizabeth Mohr
Noah Graham Monroe*
Margaret Catherine Moore*
Rory Nicholas Moran*
Calvin Elias Mueller++
Lorena Patricia Negron-Cabello
Katherine Elizabeth Noble*
Chase Ryan Overbay
Ywen Peng*
Stephanie Pauletta Pierson++
Elijah Nichols Pope
Austin Japhet Reaves
Camilla M. Rivas*
Samuel Cullens Robinson
David Owen Rose
Jamison Sabatini
Annabella Pace Schmidt*
Hans Arnold Winston Schroeder
Georgina Cleo Shipley
Charisma Lindsay Stevens*
Jingqi Su*
Brendan Terrance Sullivan*
Maxwell Nathan Surker*
Carter Teague Tanner*
William Wallace Tanner*
Patrick Jefferson Tate

Chloe Elizabeth Teachey*
Jacob Quinn Thomas*
Joseph Lloyd Thompson
Thomas Raikes Thompson Jr.*
Michael Haven Todd*
Josiah S. Townsend*
Nicholas Kelley Tutwiler*
Annie Noelle Veum++
Christopher Burke Westcott*
Theodore James White*++
Daughtry Reid Williams*
Kiana Witherspoon

Interdisciplinary Studies
William Francis Andrews III*
Aidan Michael Blevins*
Matthew Chance Bolmer
Tessa Grace Buscher
Eugenia Cheuk Yin Chow*
Lily Anna Fishman
Jacob Donald Gerardi*
Jaida Ellen Dolores Jett*
Hannah Elizabeth Koceja*
Won Phillips McArthur
Javon Amari McCain
Simone Natalie McFarlane*
Jasper Munro Schutt*
Daniel Nathan Singer
Mary Katherine Stukenborg*
Pamela Michelle Williams

Latin American Studies
Lindley Bradyn Andrew*
Anthony Michael Ciano+
Linguistics
Madison Elizabeth Broome*
Sajal Sinha Chakraraj*
Andrea Dahlia Chavez*
Oliver Xueju Chen*
Laura Kathryn Cunningham*
Anna Geraldine Doban*
Jacob Daniel Fereree*
Gabriel Isaac Hammond
Annika Marie Herlant++
Mini Kpa
Joanna Haeun Lee*
Isabella Marie Ninehan*
Tianyi NiU*
Keegan Rae Owens*
Marina Perez Hurtado
Isabella Skye Rogers
Lucien William Tessier*
Addison Alexandra Tincher*
Ranjani Venkatesh*
Teaghan Kathleen
Welch-McDade
Emma Cosette Wrenn++
Gillian Elise Zech*
Management and Society

Kunika Aggarwal*
Ayla Ajanovic
Connor Alan Alexander
Zollie Smith Anderson
America Arias-Gonzalez*
Siona Varia Arora*
Lillian Marie Austero*
Cayden Robert Baker
William Paylor Barber
Arnav Baruah
Jaleah Dionne Battle
Sandra Becerra Sandoval
Robert Edward Bell IV
Mason Brandon Boone
Claire Elizabeth Cable
Sarah Hennessy Cano*
Chance Alexander Carroll
Connor Johnson Collins
Landon Keith Collins*
Brenna Diane Connors
Carter A. Cooke
Kayia Marie Craddock*
Courtney Taylor Daniels
Trevor William Deubner
Maya Dawn Dickinson
Colby Lee Doreen
Audrey Omeita Dowdell
Cameron Kristopher Duarte*
Alexandre Couceiro Esteves
Zoe Alexandra Felil
Olivia Grace Felts*
Edgar Beauregarde Fisher IV*
Joseph Cunningham Frierson IV*
Bailey Michael Gentile
Peter Konrad Geratz*
Eric Reed Gibson*
Victoria Lauren Graham*
Zachary Wilson Green
McKenna Rochelle Griffin*
Davis Anthony Guo
Todd Bryson Hammett*
Leah Allison Harding
Jackson Freeman Hastings
Andrea Isabella Hojas Posas
James William Holfelder
Justin Huang*
Marc Ifrah*
Dylan Daniel Ivers
Hadley Jo Anne Jackson
Joseph Michael Kelly*
Jenna Kay Lavelly
Caitlin Beth Lehning
Patrik Scott Leneau
Mary Frances Lutz
Duncan Kenneth McSwan*
Sophia Nicole Melk*
Robert Philip Melvin IV
Eleanor Catherine Morton*
Thuy Nguyen
Geoffrey VanBuskirk Parker III*
Kharan Sanjay Parmar*
Joshua Aidan Pearce
Lauren Elise Poore*

Mathematics

Jared Thomas Porter
Olivia Megan Pulliam
Sukyung Pyo
Maximillion Augustin
Yasser Rahman
Imani Nicole Rankins
Anagabriela Erica Redding
Lauren Marie Richardson*
Paige Elizabeth Riordan
Madison Grace Ross*
Natalie Taylor Russell*
Eshan A. Shah
Max Ira Shaw
Joshua Mark Sink*
Ryan Andrew Smith*
Taylor Marie Smith*
Brett Sean Spears
John Parker Swisher*
Adam Michael Szabo*
Madison Olivia Upchurch
Cameron Spencer Wade*
Bailey Lynn Wagner*
Joshua Michael Wall*
William Hardy Weatherspoon III*
Daniella Michelle Wexler
Jack Ye*
Hanyu Zhuang

Medical Anthropology

Oreoluwa Ruchael Adeoye
Chidima Ahulamibe
Megan Ashley Allen
Hallie Parker Arnott
Kayris Anna Baggett*
Lauren Elizabeth Baker
Anna Christian Barbour
Jenna LeAnn Barnes
Kaylee Morgan Beard*
Renae Renea Bedard*
Sophia Raja Bellavia*
LaTiana A. Best
Isabel Ruth Boston
Kathryn Lilly Bovio*
Carolyn Mary Samantha*
Chandler*:
Victoria Elizabeth Clifton
Andrea Cornel
Jaylon Yoothana Crisp*
Maria Juliane Franckel
Salcedo DePaz
Sarah Ross Dixon*
Ritushee Dutta*
Elizabeth Autumn Elkins
Ethan William Eshelman
Isabella Erskine Amari Fry*
Mary Elizabeth Goodson*
Kathryn Jane Greene
McKenna Rochelle Griffin*
Bailey Annette Hall*
Michaela Lynn Hallman
Lauren Elizabeth Hamm
Andrea Michelle Hernandez-Garcia
Sara Hirer
Cierra Hill
Victoria Elizabeth Hines
Caroline Ansley Hoover**
Benjamin A. Huan*
Linden Smith Hundley
Victoria Jackson*
Eliza Pearl Jackson-Wald*
Evan LeGrande Johnson*
Noah Justice Johnson
Aiden Chiu Keller*
Lauren Andrew Kiger*

Music

Matthew Channing Bare*
Zachary Chase Bonin*
Rebecca Lauren Bridenbaugh*
Claire Inclay Cin*
Adam Nathaniel Doyle*
Anna Elizabeth Flanagan++
Benjamin Arthur Frens
Matthew Dean Gimbel Jr.*
Cameron Lewis Hayward*
Benjamin Lenard Jacobs
Max Austin Jacobsen*
Olivia Carolyn Kesler
Kimberly Ge Liu*
Maria Isabella Manning
Caroline Elizabeth Mays*
Drew Tyler Nora
Frances Marie Norton*
Ezechkwu Obidike Obido
Ariana Marquie Stephenson*
Isaac Evan Talbert
Claire Elise Warr*

Alexa Rachel Knee*
Alehia Dream Kozlik*
Mini Kpa
Natasha Kate Lang*
Jessica Grace Lee*
Alana Denelle Marshall
Ashleigh Snow Martens*
Onyinyechukwu Henrietta Mazi
Hannah Grace Mccoli*
Mohana Lakshmi Murarisetty
Olivia Mwangi
Hilary Nguyen
Kabang Kuya Nyara
Emmanuel Kwabena Otoh-Gyasi*
Tulsi Patel*
Alana Jocelyn Philogene
Alyssa Laegan Pittman
Alexis Faith Plemmons
Jackson Scott Plemmons
Lillian Layne Quady*
Briona Aalyah Ramseur Sr.
Elise Victoria Ray*
Katherine Brittain Reeves*
Josie Elizabeth Robbins*+
Mason Ceila Robinette*+
Andrew H. Royal*
Aibail Leigh Rye*
Lukas J. Sobocinski
Clairisse Corupuz Sobremonte*
Lilliana Hope Soucace*
Aless R. Steele-Kubuanu
Taliyah Janee Taylor
Kendal Ivy Thompson
Bridget Trenar*
Fiorela Villegas*
Jessica Lauren Walker*
Lindsay Jade Watson
Laura G. Wyrick

* Major in Management and Society

** Major in Economics

*** Major in Public Policy

++ Major in History

*+ Major in Political Science

++ Major in English
Peace, War, and Defense
Ansley Elisabeth Anders*
Emiko Lynn Andrews*
William Fred Andrews III*
Megan Elizabeth Bale*
Jace Trenton Bean*
Simran Bhatia
Lucas De Campo Bonomo*
Latavious Diamond Broadnax
Zoe Luce Brockenbrough*
William Connor Brosnan*
Aidan Joseph Brown
Tilden James Chamblee
Noah Stephen Clarke*
Sean Christian Joseph Clayton*
Jacob Dagoberto Concepcion*
Jaci Dawn Crute
Bla John Crute
Karina Nicole Dick*
Jackson Reza Erfani*
Jake D. Kinder
Ansley Elisabeth Anders*
Aidan Joseph Brown
Alexa Aida Gomez*
William Connor Brosnan*
Willem F. Kloempken*
Sean Christian Joseph Clayton*
Simran Bhatia
Megan Elizabeth Forrestal*
Sarah Elizabeth Gallagher
Andrew Holmes Gary*
Rae A. Gavia*
Thomas Edward Gessner
Noah Go
Aida Aida Gomez
Eleanor Anderson Hammonds
Richard Price Hardison*
Parker James Lovick*
Tanner John Bentley*
Tanner Corbin Bailey*
Taylor Alexandria Belfield
Zachary Stephan Buckler*
Julianna Galofaro*
Vanessa Gamez-Gamez
Julianna Galofaro*
Vanessa Gamez-Gamez

Philosophy
Olivia Grace Allman
Dylan Jeremiah Autry*
Alexander Samuel Bean*
Slaven Brbrovic
Audrey Bristol*
Aidan Emerich Buehler*
Jakob McClaugherty Cisco*
Robert Elliot Clay*
John Joseph Collins*
Sarah Renee Culler
Annabelle Katherine Darby
Yincheng Du*
Dylan Blue Richardson Dunn*
Henry Vivona Farnham++
Rebekah Iris Gill*
Lior Tai Gordon*
Elisabeth Crews Heny*
Blake Hunter Hollers
Fatma Dila Ilter*
Sophia Annabelle Johnson*
Sanha Kim*
Hoyt Worthy Lewis*
Nicolas Frank Messina
Brooke Leland Molbeck
James Henry Mullen
Isaiah Judiel Caballero Perez*
Vaughn Otwell Pierce
Matthias Joseph Pietrus
Imani Nicole Rankins+
Ellis Lee Riggbee*
David Owen Rose
Ethan Eli Tupas San Pedro
Harrington Dean Shaw**
Amery Matthew Smith*
Carsen Carolynn Smith
Evan Davis Tarr*
Kyiya McKenzie Turner*

Physics
Johan Basurto San Juan
Valerie Argentina Calvo
Em Chittenden*
Jean Presler Felix
Alexander Elliott Gertz
Oliver Eric Kimsey
Julius Samuel King
Brennen David Kosmeh
Andrew Wilson Kuntz*
Sarah Nicole Lorenzi*
Alexander Sven-Erik Matilainen
Jonas Quinn Snyder*
Adam Harold Souter
Douglas Mitchell Toledo Jr.
Haoyuan Wang*
Abel Pearce Zukerman*

Political Science
Abigail Rose Adams*
Christopher Caro Adams*
Oyinkansola Otefe Ajasia*
Miri Ali*
Ansley Elisabeth Anders*
Meredith Metcalf Anderson*
Anne Doolan Asbili*
Jonathan Bailey*
Tanner Corbin Bailey*
Sarah Elizabeth Baker
Jordanna Mary-Ellen Baldauf*
Lizbeth Oreoaluwa Bamboye*
Marco Andres Barrientos++
Brooke Leslie Barton
Erika Susan Bass*
Mark Alexander Bauer*
Matthew Samuel Bauer
Jace Trenton Bean*
Taylor Alexandra Belfield
Grace Marguerite Bell
Morgan Grace Bell*
Nora Rawan Yiza Benallal
Christopher John Bennett*
Tanner John Bentley*
Frank Sanborn Best Jr.
Mary John Beyer*
Sophia Yung Shan Boey*
Jonathan Grant Borneman*
McKenzie Elizabeth Botbol*
Kydand Jewell Boxxel
Sophie Mary Bresnicky*
Lily Ann Bревton
Cole Thomas Bright
Sierra Jayonna Brinkley
Lauren Elizabeth Brodeur*
William Connor Brosnan*
Aidan Joseph Brown
Mackenna Faith Brown
Stuart Catherine Brown
Zachary Stephan Buckler*
Sophia Burgess*
Alessandra Caroline Caceres Torres*
John Christopher Cake*
Carly Alexandra Calayan*
Jean Lazaro Camejo Zuniga*
Paige Mary Cameron*
Jose Alberto Cartagena-Lanza Jr.
Owen Surber Caufield
Naveen A. Chatterjee*
Gabriel Parker Cherniss*
Greer Christy++
Jakob McClaugherty Cisco++
Coleman H. Clark*
Makayla Clark*
Sophie Lynne Clarkson*
Nicole Marie Clegg
Elise Marie Clement*
Grace Galloway Cleveland*
August Stade Clingroth*
George Kimmons Condra
Margaret Austin Cook*
Sophia Grace Cooper*
Louise Celeste Covington*
Abigail Brooke Creasy
Lara Crochik*
Jaci Dawn Crute
Emily Stephens Cubbage*
Layla Victoria Culler
Eden Shanley Curtiss*
Philipppe Joseph Damestoir
Maria Eduarda Dantas Leite*
Thomas Andrew Davis
Shawn Micheal Dawson
Thomas C. Decker*
Andrew Umut Deger*
Julie Marie Dexter*
Anna Dominkovics*
Adrian Glenn Donatelli*
Shiloh Blue Duffy*
Mackenzie Lee Duke*
Caroline Grace Dutton
Savannah Grace Edmisten*
Rosa Anna Elias++
Elizabeth Autumn Elkins
Carson Grae Elm-Picard
Ryan Christopher Emery
Lorraine Frances Emmet
Jackson Reza Erfani*
Samuel Bradley Evans*
Didier Jean-Bernard Exantus
Pate Elizabeth Falter*
Dominic Michael Farina*
Reid Andrew Farris*
Lily Anna Fishman
Kayla Renee Fleetwood*
Laura Ellen Flynn
Marissa Lynn Frazier
Molly Connolly Frye*
Juliana Galofaro*
Vanessa Gamez-Gamez
Jonathan Garcia Cortez
Luz Andrea Garcia Lara*
Claire Marie Garrison*
Peter Konrad Geratz*  
Elizabeth Brockenbrough Gesse*  
Jasmin Ivette Gil*  
Emma Elizabeth Gilliam*  
Jillian Jodi Grier*  
Sarah Rebecca Groce*  
Jose David Guevara Hernandez*  
Lauren Sage Guilmellette*  
Harrison Gray Gummel*+  
Jasamine Alejandra Gutierrez*  
Dwayne Haley  
Ireland Jane Haltigan*  
Eleanor Anderson Hammonds  
Zhuocheng Han*  
Cameron Dean Helein  
Zoe Brooke Helms*  
Elisabeth Crews Henry*  
Jared Thomas Henry*  
Ally Morgan Henson*  
Jeremiah Russell Lee  
Higginbotham*  
Tessa Jade Hill  
Katherine Raleigh Hodgin*  
Chloé Alexis Holleschäk  
Ethan Emerson Horton*  
Emerson Fant Harrison Houser*  
Noah Robert Houser  
Boyce Alexander Huckabee*  
Halle Madison Mae Huffman  
Skyeler Alexander Jackson++  
Berely Katty Joassaint  
Jeffrey Blake Jones  
Madelyn A. Jones*  
Martin Whitfield Jones  
Patrick Joseph Jones  
Emmi Se’Ri Jung*  
Allison Katherine Juzaitis+  
Guizin Karagoz*  
Caleigh J. Kelly*  
Nathan Taylor Kern  
Jason Thomas Kerr*  
Iqra H. Khan  
Maryam Khan*  
Lauren Brinn Kimrey*  
Anna Grace Kirby*  
Bård Ragnvald Johnsen Kleven*+  
Dallas Louise Knight*  
Matthew Koenigshofer++  
Rachel Evangeline Kolb*  
Vivian Caimile Lane  
Jenna Kay Lavelly  
Christopher Lee*  
Song Yang Lee*  
Yee lim Lee*  
Grant Russell Lefelar*  
Grace Olivia Lena*  
Josie Claire Lewis*  
Lingxi Li  
Chloe Louise Lind  
Christopher Blair Lipscomb Jr.*  
Jiarui Liu*  
Anna Elizabeth Lloyd*  
John Edward Lloyd  
Ashley Kathleen Logue*  
Christina Lotfy*  
Lauryn T. Lovett*  
Brandon Alexander Lozano  
Aidan Lynch*  
John William Macejka*  
Anna Elizabeth Madden  
Emma Kathryn Maddox*  
Reilly Anne Major*  
Pallavi Maladkar*  
Gianna Louise Maroney*  
Aubrey Grayson Martin*  
Carsen Olivia Masterton*  
Jack Del Rosario McClearay*  
Cade Rylan McConnell  
Benjamin James McCormick*  
Kevin Cornelius McCoy Jr.  
Timothy Columbus McCoy III*  
Sarah Irene McGee  
Isabel Katherine McGowan*  
Waverly Bynum McIver*  
Jalen Lee McMillan-Dixon  
Evan Patrick Meade*  
Claire Frances Melgard  
Baylor Gerald Merritt*  
Nicolas Frank Messina  
Lena Tramonte Miano*  
Joshua Kingsley Millsap*  
Matthew Patrick Mitchell  
Diana Montoya Alvarado*  
Caroline Victoria Moore Gomez*+  
Eversong Mauricio Moran  
Victor E. Morats*  
Tristyn Elise Morgan  
Anna Katherine Morris*  
Margaret Tribble Moseley*  
Cooper Wayne Motinger*  
Isabel Nayanathara Mudannayake*  
Connor Jackson Murphy  
Osman Mustafic  
Nicol as Cyril Jean Naar  
Jada Rose Nappier*  
Kimberly Mercedez Navarro*  
Audra Leigh Nelson*  
Allison Michelle Newby*  
Jacqueline Nectaria Nikas*  
Brayden Scott Noltey*  
Toni-Ann Sedina Ocloo*  
Claribel Ordaz-Rios  
Jonathan Paul Osborne*++  
Jacob Henry Palmer  
Jacob Paul Palmer*  
Margaret Caroline Pardue  
Sam Keepum Park*  
Elijah Hanjin Park-Davis*  
Sneha Subba Pasupula*  
Dev Yogesh Patel  
Diyaa Dharmesh Patel*  
Hinal A. Patel++  
Natalie Gail Pattan*  
Elizabeth Campbell Patteson*  
Sara Abigail Pearson  
Audrey Celia Peck*  
Isabella Caterina Peterson*++  
Kara Elizabeth Petit*t  
Allison Faye Pierce*  
Asher Josiah Pierce*  
Jared Seth Pittman*  
Ryan Joseph Pitz  
Maxwell Chaim Pollack*  
Cooper Edward Pollock*  
Elijah Nichols Pope  
Frank Huling Poston IV  
Moriah Michelle Monique Powery  
Jacob Scott Price*  
Kaylin Marie Privette  
Mohammad Suheil Qassem  
Lillian Layne Quady*  
Taylor Grace Query*  
Lucas Johnson Ralls  
Rebecca Michelle Rand  
Eleanor Gale Rankin*+  
Andrea Nicole Rasco*  
Eric Matthew Rash Jr.  
Jack David Reader  
Allison Nicole Reilly*  
Kyle Thomas Reinheimer  
Walter Joseph Reinke*
Lauren Elizabeth Resor*
Zachary Todd Reulbach*
Jackson Thomas Reynolds
Camilla M. Rivas***
Elijah Christopher Roberts*
Radiah Renee Robinson*
Samuel Cullens Robinson
Emily Kathryn Rogers*
Tyra Leigh Rubin*
Jenna Noelle Rupp*
Brianie Sanchez
Victoria Sofia Sansone*
Martin Jose Santiago***
Makayla Chiara Mercedes Santos*
Abdulrahman Tokan Sarsour
Jack Matthew Dickson Schweizer
Elizabeth Kathleen Scotty*
Ashley Laura Seagle*
Payal Yogesh Shah*
Neil Sharma*
Olivia Anne Shelton*
Georgia Cleo Shipley*
Michael Christopher Shorb*
Lydia Silverstone*
Mikayla Danielle Sinclair*
Akil K. Smart
Bailey Cameron Smith
Carsen Carolyn Smith
Carson Elijah Smith
Ellis Dean Smith
Maria Kale Smith
Nia Lee Smith
Tyler Patrick Smith*
Kristen Alexis Snyder*
Ning Soong***
Fredrick Hock Emley Stanley
David Scott Starling*
Lillian Grace Sterba*
Rachael Ann Strott++
Jingji Su*
Brendan Terrance Sullivan*
Madison Grace Swanson*
Jadon Christopher Swatt
Carter Teague Tanner*
Colby Ryan Taylor
Statton Headrick Taylor
Sophie Eileen Teague*
Noah Christopher Tessau*
Kristen Hannah Thrower***

Mason Tyler Tilly*
Nia Yvette Travis
Kai Davis Turik*
Zoe Reneer Turner*
Elijah J. Turner-Dobson
Roy Ben Twisdale
Alexis Jordan Tyson
Thomas Alexander Vangelopoulos
Asucena Vargas*
Catherine Ann Vaughan
Fiorela Villegas***
Emily Anne VonCannon
Ayah Wahab*
Ann Marie Walker
Jacob Daniel Wallihan*
Tianyu Wang*
Alexandra Jeanne Warren*
George Lochlin Wasson
Leslie Forbes Weaver*
Christopher Burke Westcott*
Zachary Sloan Westminster*
Lauren Allison Wetmore
John Finley White IV*
Theodore James White*
William Baxter White*
Grace Mackenzie Whittmore**+
Jack Cooper Williamson*
Benjamin Van Wilson*
Enzo Ferreira Wolf*
Samuel Martin Woodhouse*
Xiuping Xiong*
Samuel Aidan Yaun
Ava Louise Yurko*
LeeAnn Ageel Zainy
Connor A. Zamora
Audrey Barbra Heijing Zuck*
Alyssa Samantha Zuckerman*

Psychology
Carter Lance Adkins*
Fatima Alanis Manzanares
Monica An
Vivien Grace Anderson
Sabrina O. Anwar
Mackenna Cassesse Appleton
Maribel Aragon Lucero
Charlotte Elizabeth Armitage*
Siona Varia Arora*
Or Avisian*
Zachary Clay Barbee*
Sarah Ben Allouch*
Alexandra Kiersten Bissette
Shamarion Graham Blake
Eve Lauren Boyer*
Alena Mason Bradley
Kenna Jane Noonan Bradley*
Katelyn Elisabeth Bradshaw*
Liesl Eyth Brehmer*
Cameron Grace Brown*
Emma Grace Brown*
Hannah Rose Brown*
Michael Orlandis Broxton Jr.
Madison Brooke Butts*
Cailin Alexandra Campbell
Yessica Cardozo Dominguez
Jose Alberto Cartagena-Lanza Jr.
Francisco Manuel Ceccotti
Dana Minh Chau
Jennifer Chavez-Chavero*
Andre Chiquito*
Blake Harrington Clark
Madison R. Clark
Noah Stephen Clarke*
Ryan Beth Connick*
Melanie Amber Cooke
Lilia Marie Cotterell*
Madison Alexa Daniels
Noor Moahad Dar*
Jaelyn Lonnads Davis
Marisela De Jesus Vera
Elina De La Cruz Fernandez
Payton Leigh Dean*
Emily Rose DeVeille*
Ana A. Diaz
Anthony Diaz-Bautista
Anna Elizabeth Doan
William Patrick Dorgan
Julia Scott Dow*
Kayla Denise Duran
Sydney Elizabeth Durner*
Madison Claire Dutton
Grace Elizabeth Edwards*
Sarah Yuying Eichler*
Caitlyn Rebecca Esperanza*
Madeleine Snow Fan*
Ellarie F. Fatzaur*
Macy Elizabeth Faw*
Blaine Sherrill Featherston
Camilla McAllister Feeley++
Annabelle Virginia Fisher*
Jonathan Armond Flanagan
Abigail Sophia Fleri*
Marissa Lynn Frazier
Zoe Elaine Frederick
Abigail Grace Friedline
Aniha Galvan
Krisstine Anne Garland*
Hannah Rebecca Garner*
Chloe Elizabeth Gary*
Ayjana Tspora Glasebun*+
Chrystian Rachad William
Gooding
Carlly Elisabeth Gragg*
Yoomin Ha*
Ahmed Haidary*
Wesley Adam Hall*
Merytt Anderson Haney*
Braeden James Harper
Amelia Kate Harris++
Matthew Desmond Harris
Sarah L. Harris*
Annabelle Rose Harvey*
Shah Mohamed Heikal
Ayah A. Helal*
Sarah Camryn Hendrix*
Viridiana Hernandez
Lauren Marie Holcombe*
Nathan Antoni John Holmes*
Kaitlin Elizabeth Holtz*
Mohamed Amir Hossain*
Alise Ann Huffsteller*
Kayla B. Huynh*
QueenAsia Zakiyah Hyman
Samanta Maria Ibrahim
Anna Faith Idichandy*
Jacqueline Alexandra Jackson*
Max Austin Jacobson*
Cabel Jarrett
Iskra Joksimovic
Aesya Dakota Jones*
Jabari Salim Jones Jr.
Jack Mitchel Journecyke++
Alisha Kelkar*
Isabella Rives Kiefer*
Taylor Shea Kimball*
Nyjah Grace King
Sabrina Kolls
Rebecca M. Kontos*
Alyssa Marie Lago*
Ashton Nichole Lambert
Madeline Sara Langdon*
Reese Elizabeth Layh++
Isabella Ann Lecci
Hannah Ahrum Lee
Caitlin Beth Lehning
Brooke Alison Lester++
Taliya Juliet Lewis
Jack Henry Lindstrom*
Sarah Grace Linville*
Eliza Jean List*
Jacob Reese Litvack*
Gabriella Michelle Lopez
Lauren Sidney Lovitt*
Corin Gabriel Lueck
Eunice Nathalie Luna*
Wenqiu Luo**+
Lucia Stella Lynch*
Christopher Stephen Manzano*
Dalia Yamthie Marquez++
Jay Avery Mathis*
Savanna Nicole Mathis*
Victoria Elle Maurice
William Thomas McCollough
Jessica Rose McGinty
Patrice Miranda McGloon*
Katrina Mae McLean
Rosalind Kate Meares
Steven Allen Meeks III
Kai Matias Mercado
Isabella Grace Mowery
Abhinav Arya Mukku*
Molly Jean Mullay*
Cordilla Eryn Murray
Alexus Nicole Myer
Sholeh Elizabeth Najafian*
Jada Rose Nappier*
Han Hoang Nguyen
Grace Katherine Nieters*
Samanta Hailey Norris*
Ogugua Awele Stephene
Nwaeezegwe
Chace Anney Ogwe*

---

* Indicates candidate for degree from N.C. State University.
** Indicates probable candidate for degree with distinction or highest distinction based on grade point average going into the final semester.
*+ Indicates Honors recipient.
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipient.
Elisa Michelle Anyango Okoth*
Mercedes Lynn Parker*
Jackson Van Parrish*
Sonia Manish Patel*
Jackson Thomas Penney*
Christina Marie Perkins
Isabella Caterina Peterson
Penny Phan
Remi Eliza Philips*
Emily Grace Pierce*
Vaughn Ottewell Pierce
Margarit Caroliine Porter*
Jennifer Prestegui-Martinez*
Taylor Grace Query*
Avery Caroline Rabon*
Catherine Elizabeth Ragland
Kelly Ann Ray*
Julia Marie Renberg*
Zachary Todd Reulbach*
Rachel Ann Reynolds*
Lauren Marie Richardson*
Kevin Rivera Araujo*
Atlas Bradley Rodgers*
Caitlin Marie Romig-Koch
Angelina Maria Ross
Maycie Elena Rouse*
Elizabeth Moss Rowe*
Kaimon Tyrel Rucker
Brianie Sanchez
Patricia Cobb Sasz*
Cate Summer Schultz++
Jacquelyn Segovia
Aditi Ashish Shah
Benjamin Shannnon
Amelia Byrne Sheehan
Jaden Aubrey Shorette
Cole Shumate
Mikayla Danielle Sinclair*
Madison Brooke Sokolik*
Jazmin Ibarra Soltero*
Sophie Ann Southerland*
Alessandra Caroline
Caceres Torres*
William Taft Stevens
Dezarae Rose Stone
Shruthi Periasamy Subramanian
Dichen Sun*
Madison Grace Swanson*
John Francis Sweeter III*
Henry Wessells Swift*
Nicole Alaina Tamol*
Sophia Nicolette Ternes*
Jacob Mandela Terry-Edmunds
Emily Grace Thomas*
Payton Alexi Tucker*
Karolina Tuska*
Inyene Magdalene Udoh*
Akash Kumar Veeragandham
Anagha Veerappa
AmiLyana N. Villatoro
Isabella Katherine Voos
Katherine Grace Waddell*
Bailey Lynn Wagner*
Jaeda C. Wagner
Sydney Shaw Waldman*
Leyi Wang*
Mary Ramsey Ward*
Teaghan Kathleen Welch- McDade
Lillian Wheeler*
Eileen Griffin Whelan*
Masita Amalia Wicakasana++
Dynasia Anese Williams
Michael Graham Williams
Jada Grace Wilse*+
Hadiie Rose Winslow
Sydney Lutrell Winters
Belinda Carol Woodard
Allison Sage Wuerther
Yingqi Xia*
Vanessa Zavala Cruz*
Josephine Eden Zelensky*

Public Policy
Diannah Hesham Atta-Aifty
Abdel Halim
Abigail Rose Adams++
Holly Grace Adams*
Nyami Adesuwa Aghedo
Margarita Rose Anayiotou
Patrick Gannon Anderson
Citlalli Ariza
Anna Katherine Baechtold*
Avery Noelle Baker
Kenan Balkas*
Ashlynn Basnight
Alexander Beddick*
Payton Gabriella Belvin*
Grace Walker Berry*
Tristen Bryan Best*
Emily Jessica Bissette*
Anna Izabella Brown*
Caroline Hansen Browne*
Natalie Marie Brownie
Sophia Burgess*
Alessandra Caroline
Caceres Torres*
Carlos Ramon Callender Jr.
Yasmin Carolina Cervantes Servin
Eugenia Cheuk Yin Chow*
Christian Alexander-Kun Chung
Sean Christian Joseph Clayton*
Nicole Marie Clegg
Alexandra Skye Conley*
Sophia Grace Cooper*
Ashley Elizabeth Cox
Olivia Christian Dagenhart*
Anastasia Dai++
Sophia Kedar Desai*
An A. Diaz
Laura Elena Diaz Aldaba
Malak Dridi*
Sonni Myelle Dudley
Jordan Elaina Duncan
Dylan Blue Richardson Dunn*
Annabel Lee Dwyer*
Tanner Jacob Edwards
Rosa Anna Elias*
Mary Lacey Eubanks
Christopher Lawrence Everett*
Annabelle Virginia Fisher*
Caitlin Ceil Flanagan*
Megan Elizabeth Forrestal*
Sara Lucy Freedman
Yuxuan Gao*+
Jonathan Garcia Cortez
Paloma Garcia-Serrano
Jasmin Ivette Gil*
Elizabeth Warren Gilchrist
Maeve Frances Goldberg*
Ashanti Nicole Greene
Jasmine Alejandra Gutierrez*
Lauren Ainsley Haines*
Robert Cole Hepler*
Madeleine Diana Hepting*
Daniel Alexander
Hernandez-Sosa
Rebecca Alison Horowitz*
Kayden Suzanne Hunt*
Alexander Mark Jackson*
Katherine Grace Jafroodi*
Jacob Michael James*
Bharavi Jayaraman*
Merry Peyton Jenkins
Isabel Perez Kempson*
Ruby Caroline Kinder*
Oyinlola Adebakne Mariam Lawal
Grace Olivia Lena*
Yun-Tung Lin
Damian Ray-Vaughn Locklear
Emma Kaye Loizzo*
Selia Romone Lounes
Sophia Terese Luna*
Amelia Munirhi Maani*
Zainab Javed Maniya*
Nathaniel Wesley Marsh*
Grace Lloyd May*
Maxwell Tripp McCarty*
Hannah Grace McCloskey*
Meredith Miranda McClom*
Duncan Craddock McLean*
Daiana Yamuna
Mendoza-Acosta*+
Mary Stewart Miller*
Margaret Catherine Moore*
William Griffin Motley*
James Henry Mullen
Alevtina Isabella Newman
Jackqueline Tu-Uyen Nguyen
Kristy Nguyen*
Katherine Geiger Nikolich*
Katherine Elizabeth Noble*
Elizabeth Jean Norris*
Cyria Renee Olingou
Jacqueline Elizabeth Orza*
Crystina Pastor Valverde
Sneha Subba Pasupula*+
Divya Patel*+
Cade Newton Patterson*
Andres Emanuel Perez*
William Cameron Peterson*
Jared Seth Pittman*
Rhea Venkata Pokala*
Margot Caroline Porter*
Joshua Michael Postyn*+
Maxmillian Winston Poteat
Briana Lee Ramos
Eric Matthew Rash Jr.
Nicolette Bella Rojas*+
Devin Thomas Rooney
Vincent Mark Rottger*
Laetitia Bampire Runyambo*
Cameron Gerard Setzer
Payal Yogesh Shah*
Neil Sharm *
Joshua Robert Shooman*
Henry Munro Shriver*
Tejaswi Siripura*
Lauren M. Smith
Taylor Marie Smith*
Emily Rednall Smither*
Andrew Louis Spratley
David Scott Starling*
Kevin Matthew Sullivan
Madison Godbye Swart*
Justin Teoh Kong Yu*
Anna Rebecca Thomas*
Maya Grace Ticku*
Mason Tyler Tilly*
Julia Claire Tobregrosa*
Amieh Nhi Tran*
Zoe Renee Turner*
Joshua Douglas Van Mater*++
Nicholas Hunter Vaughan*+
Sarah Ann Weber
Hazel Nicole Whyte
Ira Stone Wilder*
Elizabeth Blythe Wolfe
Joseph Hubert Wood IV
Aimee Yan*
Turner Lee Zsambeky

Religious Studies
Max B. Brinker*++
Madeline Elizabeth Brooks*
Emma Rose Carpenter*
John Richard Daw
David Gonzalez Chavez*
Theresa Jordyn Greene
Varad Devadatta Gurude*
Ada Cassidy Harris*
Blake Richard Hawkins*
Tala Jazairi*
Maryam Khan+
Madelyn Paige McLain*
Marilyn Elizabeth Mohr*
Caitlin Marie Romig-Koch
Grace Elizabeth Villanueva*
Lauren Elizabeth Weispeak*
Elizabeth Jane Wilson*

Romance Languages
Ramish Ahmed
Natalie Kaay Arguello
Edward Tate Bennett*
Haley Grace Bohn*
Karina Castaneda Esparza*
Sociology
Abigail Marie Allred
Maribel Aragon Lucero
Tanner John Bentley++
Kennadi Genevieve Bernard*
Mason Brandon Boone
Laura Bradley Brechtelsbauer*
Antonette Clanise
Brockenbrough
Aisha Dionne Kudumu Bynum
Canissa Bree Byrne
Jean Lazaro Camejo Zuniga*
Amina Cebo
Kaitlyn Danielle Champion*
Kaitlyn Chicas
Harriet Dunlap Christianson*
Alexandra Skye Conley*
Katherine Amber Consolatti*
Jiari Cui*
Josie Lucille DeLellis*
Rui Dou++
John Kelly Douglas*
Caitlyn Rebecca Esparza*
Blaine Sherrill Featherston
Katherine Fitzgerald*
Eileen Patricia Foster*
Nayeli Gomez*
Emma Katelyn Greene
Sienna Lyn Halterman*
Cassandra Nicole Harms
Cameron Layne Houston*
Alijah Malik Huzie
Hadley Jo Anne Jackson
Gabriel Jacob Kaluzny*
Makayla A. Key*
Samantha Joi Klukas*
Cassidy Emmeline Loeffler*
Emma Kaye Loizzo*
Alayna Grace Lorenzana
Wenqin Luo*
Carsen Olivia Masterton*
Blair McKinley McIntosh*
Madelyn Paige McClain++
Ellen Lane Moore
Eleanor Catherine Morton*
Abhinav Arya Mukku++
Allison Margaret Musty++
Kristy Nguyen*
Leila J. Nicodeme
Isabella Marie Ninehan*
Xavier MJ Nix
Ella Michelle Anyango Otho*
Montserrat G. Olivera-Flores
Michelle Guadalupe
Pantaleon Rodriguez
Mason Alexander Paschold
Chloe Louise Pecor*
Jackson Thomas Penney
Maria Fernandez Perez Ruiz
Thanh Truc Nguyen Pham*
Aurora Tatyana Poisson
Ella Kate Pruchniewski*
Briona Aaliyah Ramseur Sr.
Bronte Hope Robinson
Nicolette Bella Rojas*
Brenda Lais Rosa*
Lily Roth*
Isabel Alexi Sanchez
Olivia Anne Shelton*
Lauren M. Smith
Isabella S. Soluri*
Ng Ying Soong*
Karissa Enjoli Sowers++
Diamond Amaare Starks
Trinity Belle Stroud*
Anna Maria Thomas*
Alessandro Gabriel Vaca
Abigail Grace Welch*
Sarah Nicole York
Zhe Zhang++
Xueqin Zhou*

Studio Art
Timothy J. Anderson++
Stefani Alexis Boussias
Bailey Meredith Desouza*
Jacqueline Carter Doyle*
Isabella S. Gamez++
Rebekah Iris Gill*
Lauren Sage Guillemette*
Malak Basem Hannosh
Andrew Robert Knotts*
Brenda Abigail Palacios Rodriguez*
Laurel Jayne Petr
Lillian Grace Prince*
Lila Moorefield Roberts
Atlas Bradley Rodgers*
Victoria Sagasta Pereira*
Annabella Grace Schmidt*
Isabel Ruby Schomburger++
Dawson Clay Smith
Margaret Ann Stathelson*
Sarah Abigail Tate*
Julianna Weil
Sirui Zhou*

Women's and Gender Studies
Kasanna Samai Allen-Veth
Hallie Parker Arnott
Kate Elizabeth Bell
Elizabeth Grace Belter*
Madeline Elizabeth Brooks*
Mackenna Faith Brown
Margaret Elizabeth Griffin Gourley*
Danielle Patricia Hanna*
Bethany Harper*
Victoria Elizabeth Hines
Alice Ann Huffstetler*
Aydin Seanna Massey*
Claire Holland Monaco*
Chloë Louise Pecor*
Cooper Edward Pollock*
Ciara Marguerite
Jamieson Renaud*
Kiana Witherspoon

BACHELOR OF ARTS

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Stefani Alexis Boussias
Schuyler Delaney Bowers*
Alexander Nicholas Brant*
Briana Marie Bratton
Carson Ellen Browder
James Lynnwood
McLaughlin Brown*
Amauli Shango Brown Doyooy
Sarah Brothill***
McKenna Grace Brunick
Le Nguyen Bui
William C. Burnham*
Tessa Grace Buscher
Sarah Chandini Busse
Camille Elise Campbell
Lauren Elena Campbell*
Danielle Marie Cannon++
Grace Samantha Carnow*
Kathryn Maria Carrick*
Grey Marie Carver+
Megan Elizabeth Castle*
Caroline Mary
Samantha Chandler*
Dana Minh Chau
Kevin Lin Chen*
Abigail Marie Chester
Christian Alexander-Kun Chung
Madison R. Clark
Victoria Elizabeth Clifton
Cameron Kurt Clowes
Caroline McLeod Crotchane
Aiyry Olivia Coleman*
Floy Elizabeth Collis*
Christian Robert Cook+
Jessica L. Cook
Andrea Cornel
Jacob Winfield Craver
Jaylon Yoothana Crisp*
Troye Alexander Curtin*
Joseph Palmer Dalola*
isabelle Grayson Dalton*
Valerie Abena Davit-Mayford*
Kamalika Das
Eduardo de la Parra Polina+
Alyson Leigh Deese
Andrew John Degele*
Thomas Gerald Deligianate*
Abigail Carolyn Dell*
Sophia Dhrolia++
Luke Joseph Diasio*
Kendall Celine Diaz++
Ainsley Paige Donath*
Thomas Wayne Doss++
Xiuyan Du+
Joshua William Dutton*
Katherine Bridget Egan
Yasseen El Abdellauzi
Mary Catherine Ellington*
Simon Wilkes Ellington*
Eiona Sore Engwall*
Leandro Escandell Alvarez*
Citalay Espinoza Lopez
Luke David Farinelli*
Sharidan Lee Farris*
Marquard William Feddersen
Tony Young Feng
Maxmillian James Field++
Katherine Fitzgerald++
Elizabeth McHale Fleming++
Alli Marie Flynn
Connor Gene Fontenot*
Emerson Maria Frantz+
Blakley Elizabeth Freeman+
Reka Anna Gal+
Xinyu Gao
Genesis Garcia
Dylan Michael Georges*
Arianna Jane Gernard*
Christopher Michael Glontz
William David Gobble
Mayakya Marie Gosnell
Madison Lynn Grajar*
Madison Leigh Greco
Caleb Harper Green
Macey Alaina Green
Christopher Ethan Grice*
Lucy Cheves Grossmann++
Ziheng Guo
Mansi Gupta++. Grace Story Gurney*
Hadas Hacohen*
Evan Richard Hahl*
Kameron Brooke Halv
t Matthew Edward Hall
Victoria Hollie Halpin*
Sienna Lynn Halterman*
Karoline Rose Hammond
Morgan Reese Hand
Amanda Star Harper+
Natalie Ann Harper*
Cameron A. Hay
Nathanael Crawford Haynes*
Taylor P. Healy++
Yseult Laure Hedly++
Emily Elizabeth Hendrix
Cobi Madison Henry*
Lillian Claire Hewitt
Margaret Worth High+
Rayyan K. Hijazi
Tessa Jade Hill
John Edgar Hinkle++
Kaelyn Montana Hinshaw*
Andy Hieu Hoang*
Kevin Duc Hoang*
Madison Grace Holcomb*
Aidan Patrick Holland
Christian Oliver Holmes++
Joseph C. Holmes
Chloe Terese Horton*
Caroline Elizabeth Hoyle*
Benjamin A. Huang*
Joseph Andrew Huffman
Maia Gabrielle Hughley
Anna Marie Hull
Kathryn Marie Huskey
Alexandra L. Hutchins
Meghna Ramesh Iyer*
Tala Jazairi++
Mackenzie G. Jensen
Owen Arthur Jensen*
Lai Jang*
Huiyi (Anna) Jin++
Mackenzie Grace Johns*
Sophia Annabelle Johnson*
Meredith Lynn Jolly*
Monet Therese Jowers*
Hannah Clare Kaplan*
Rohan Raj Kasthuri
Andrew G. Kay*
Aiden Chin Keller*
Mitchell Millett Kent*
Arsalan Uddin Azam Khan
Celeste Kidd-O’Brien*
Ashleigh Morgan Kiger*
Sara Lien Klugus*
Ji Won Kim*
Olivia Mei King
Sarah Tova Kirsh*
Alexa Rachel Kiskey*
Kothai Kochi*
Gabrielle Hope Kokocha*
Matthew Karl Kolsch
Saketh Vs Kompala
Lili Shaharazad Kooyman
Brennen David Kosmeh
Sydney Elizabeth Kroll
Kiyun Kwon*
Madison Elise Lawrence
Miranda Nicole Layne
Madison Anaclea Leary
Jessica Grace Lee*
William Whee Yoon Lee*
Casey Helen Lepley*
Rebecca Ann Lewis+
Robert Wilson Lewis++
Sarah Tova Kirsh*
Olivia Mei King
Sara Lien Kilgus*
Owen Arthur Jenssen*
Kasey Elizabeth Linton*
Alexander Litoshik
Melody Liu
ShanMei Rose Loeffer*
Kathryn Sullivan Lorentz
Ashley N. Lowder++
Lauren Ellison Lowe*
Matthew Lu++
Tyron Jonathan-David Lucas
David Scott Mahan*
Hudson Reed Malsch*
Evan Kurt Manfred
Stella Marie Manske*
Brittany Amanda Marcus*
Dennis Scott Marion
Alexander Zuniga Marler
Alia Jalin Martin
Elizabeth Caroline Martin Sr.
Isabella Martinez Alvarez*
Cynthia Mateo
Erin Ann Mazur*
Taylor Ann McCarthy
Parker William McConnell*
Erin Rae McCraw*
Halle Victoria McKeelar*
Ethan Stewart Mercer*
Matthew Elijah Mills++
Megan Leigh Mills
Madison Ann Milotte++
Allison Elizabeth Mitchell*
Anika Mittal*
Gracie Windsor Mock
Aleya Monsalve
Valentina Morales*
Evan Hampton Morgan*
Isabella Maria Mosera++
Aadit Mukherjee++
Mason C. Murray*
Allison Margaret Musty*
Olivia Mwangi
Samantha Alexandra Myers
Austin Pua Nario*
Noor A. Nasser
Jackqueline Tu-Uyen Nguyen
Long Nguyen*
Isabel Simmons Nichols*
Pierangelo Di Gjeluci Nitzkowski*
Abdulaziz Ulugbek Ugli
Norbeckov*+
Caroline Holly Norland*
Caitlin Grace O'Brien*
Montserrat G. Olivera-Flores
Simal Omer
Connor Michael Outlaw
Lillian Diane Papell*+
Soehyun Kyle Park*
Aayushi Ajay Patel*
Dhruv Dharmendra Patel*
Priyen S. Patel
Shivam Manoj Patel*
Yesha N. Patel*++
Zachary Hunter Richardson*
Jordan Elizabeth Riter*
Jackqueline Tu-Uyen Nguyen
Allana Chloe Riley
Adriana Sofia Retamales Romero
Alexander Orion Prakken*+
Aurora Tatyana Poisson
Reese Leanna Perini*+
Alexis Victoria Petersen
Getilla Petros
Tomas Felipe Pierce
Alyssa Laegan Pittman
Ryan Joseph Pitz
Montserrat G. Olvera-Flores
Bea Chabelli Mabalatan Ros
Brieanna Jewel Ermine Romney
Oddeseciy Genei Rone
Bea Chabelli Mabalatan Ross
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Biomedical Engineering
Abel John Abraham*
Adrian Nnaemeka Aligwekwe*§
Isabella Grace Allara*
Ryan Michael Anderson*§
Emma Vladimirova Apostolova*
Muskun Aslam*
Albi Aldahir Ayala-Luna*§
Zachary Taylor Matos Azavedo
Hannah Michael Baker*§
Micah Jovito Alvaro Senturias
Baldonado*
Stacy Christine Ban*§
Graham Bryant Bass*§
Nicole Carolyn Baugh*§
Sam Baxter*§
Kayley Marie Bina*
Geneva Bostian*§
Hannah Lydia Brown*§
Matthew Franklin Bunn*
Elijah John Buckles*
Amit Irshaad Busgith
Elizabeth Monroy Byrnes*
Yameng Cai*
Jesse Clayton Stewart Carr*§
Alexia Cash*§
Francisco Adam Castille
Daniel Benjamin Chance
Claire Chao*
Kaiwen Chen*§
Ava LaBrecreque Cohen*
William Dixon Corley
Michael Joseph Cotton*§
Emily Day*§
Anushka Deshmukh*§
Hasan Mohammed Dheyaa*
Michelle Dixit*§+
Sarah Kate Doherty*§
Seth Fischer Doyle*§
Madeline Grace Dudley*§
Jamie Lien English*§
Elena Fernandez Martinez*§

Indicates candidate for degree from N.C. State University.
* Indicates probable candidate for degree with distinction or highest distinction based on grade point average going into the final semester.
Indicates Honors recipient.
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipient.
§ Indicates candidate for degree with distinction or from N.C. State University.
Andrew McLawhorn Page§
Gina Marie Palazollo
Avanti Chuckardita Panajkar§
Joe Parisi§
Rey Manish Patel§
Sesa Shashin Patel
Alexandra Margaret Patton*
Nathanael Ross Patton§
Audrey Biler Piltowicz§
Anjana Devarasetty Pranavi*
Maya Shailesh Rana§
Carly Morgan Rauch
Becky Renfrow§
Jocelyn Reynolds§
Philip Thomas Robertson§
Courtney Elyse Rogers§
Aneesa Salahiuddin
Anusha Samaiali
Robert Miles Samasekwaicz§
Emma Jane Sawyer
Shikha Saxena
Zoe Schoales§
Sydney Schwartz§
Pooja Devang Shah*
Luke Alexander Shehee*
Rachel Elise Sides§
Emily Lynne Stein
Katie Tarant*
Dante Jude Tomaino§
Angelina Lucille Vasselli§
Rohan Chetan Vora*
Brenna Walsh§
Elizabeth Walton*
Tian Z. Wang**
Samatha Watson§
Michael James Weaver*
Robert Edward Wilson*
Jacob Kenan Wise*
Jordan Day Womack§
James Austin Wright IV
Jessica Jie Xi Wu++
Yilan Yin*
Ameen Rasheed Zafiruddin

Chemistry
John Thomas Albright*
Jamil Heldre Andrade*
Sarah Nicole Arteaga
Owen Thomas Barrett
Conner James Baucum*
Zakari Lowenthal Bilo*
Bar Caspin
Emily Dai
Neha Das*
William Carl Dennis
Yasseen El Abdellaoui*
Maria Ines Esteller*+
Afrah Faraz*+
Zachary A. Froning
Kohen Andrew Goble*+
Graham Brown Grush*
Yuqing Gu*
Ziheng Guo
Ricardo Hernandez-Lopez
Rebecca Kay Jenkins*
Ainsley Claire Kaplan*
Noah David Kirksey*
Graiciane E. Kmicie*
Meghan Elizabeth Kopti*
Robert Morris Landry*
Andrea Sarai Muñiz Carrillo
Allen Lam Nguyen
Benjamin Van Nguyen*
Tyler Lane Owens
Tulsi Brijesh Patel
Meredith Marie Respess*
Miguel Armando Reyna*
Stephanie Lynn Simmons
Emma Grace Steude++
Ryan Christopher Swartz*
Elliott K. Tucker*
Rexen Bonh Venevongsoth
Charles Hart Wallace
Vincent Jay White
Raekwon Anthony Williams
Runxuan Yang*
Owen M. Young+++*Zidong Zhou++

Computer Science
Lama Alaa Abed
Saurya Acharya+++*
Nishith Agrawal
Rohan Akki*
Jahnavi Alapati
Kirsten Amaya Allen
Nicholas Charles Almy*
Abdulaziz Abdulrahman Ali-Shayef
Madelyn Marie Andrews*
Victor Matthew Arton*
Isha Atri
Davis Michael Atwell
Matthew Channing Bare*
Elijah Wood Bassett
Andrew Coleman Best
Nathan M. Beyer*
Beka Solomon Billig
Franklin Leon Burgess III
Zachary Donovan Robert Cairns*
Eliax Aristides Carpires
Hana M. Carter*
Nicholas Chay Carter*
Cade Partiala Chabra*
Hung-Jui Chen
Jeremy Zi-Ang Chen*
Oliver Xueji Chen*
Felipe Yarid Chiavegatto*
Elvis Ronaldo Chiuchi
Jungbin Choi
Grace Merry Coleman
Ximena Colopy
Kathryn Rose Cornette*
Ferras M. Dahounou*
Bergen Doyle Dean
Vivian Ying Deng*
Vrinda Sandipkumar Desai*
Robert Dimitrov*
Gaines William Avery Diseker*
Andy Dong*
Stefano Dongowski*
Rachel Elizabeth Emrick*
Ryan Schafer Erickson
Kelly Fan*
Daniel Fang*
Bruno Di Flora Francischine*
Bharadwaj Kalyan Gadiyaram*
Suihan Gao*
Luc Alexander Garabrant
Logan Alexander Gately*
Madeleine Diane Genova*
Ananya Gode
Tomer K. Goldhagen
Bang Gong*
Karen Gonzalez-Palomino*
Emma Elizabeth Goodrich*
Martin Nguyen Ha*
Malak Basem Hannosh
Bodhi Michael Harmony
Levi David Harris
Peifeng He*
Oscar Julian Hernandez
Noah Grier Hicks
Nathan Antoni John Holmes*
Qianqian Hong*
Jonathan Suwen Huang
Tao Huang*
Wenjing Huang*
Aditya Nagaraj Iyer*
Vidyuth Jagadeesan*
Sneha Jaikumar++*
Yejin Jang
Nikolas M. Jauch
Wenuey Jia
Annabelle Lin Jiang*
Hua Jiang*
Sophie Fangyu Pan Jiang*
Zichao Jiang
Laurie Jones
Ryan Sanjeev Joshi*
Corbin Andrew Jude
Lasyasi Kambhampati*
David William Karash*
Alisha Kelkar*
William Tyler Kelly
Benjamin Harris Kersey*
David Chanhee Kim
Luke Allan Kittrell
Namita S. Krishna*
Maya Krishnamoorthy*
Jnana Vinay Krishnamsetty
Himanshu Nikhila Kunwar
Andrew Carl Lauer*
Eric Quoc Le*
Mason Christopher Raymer*
Matthew Joseph Reddy*
Jackson Richard Reed*
Lucy Ren*
Aryonna Lael Rice*
Madison Ann Rings*
Mariana Rodriguez*
Thalia Rodriguez
Luis Salvador Sanchez
Nikhil Sarin*
Luke Anthony Schmidt*
Ashwin Senthil
Mohammed Niyaz Anwar
Shakeel*
Ali Shamsulhodaey
Wei Shan*
Erin Elizabeth Shaver
Guning Shen*
Zhuyou Shi+++*
Anna Katelyn Snyder*
Snigdha Sompalli*
Koushik Sridhar*
Ryan Spencer Lutz*
Charles F. Ma*
Erin Ma*
Joseph Y. Ma
Dheya Vidula Madhani*
Shriya Mandal*
Jason Anastasio Manning
Ruperto Alexander
Martiniz Tagirova*
Myles Edwin Mason
Jackson Maguire Meade*
Christine Isabelle Mendoza++*
Rodrigo Andrés Miza Pineda
Connor Joseph Morin*
Andrew L. Ma
Anita Murali
Joshua Chester William Myatt*
Manisha Sai Nallakatla*
Daniel Joffre Naranjo
Nathaniel Thiem Nguyen
Ryan Hoang Nguyen*
Tianyi Niu*++*
Sadiya Noor
Kaan Anthony Nyman*
Richard Ekeke Okoro
Megan Lynn Ortel
Hayley Alexa Owens*
Poohja P. Pai*
Teresa Pan*
Ami Parkhi*
Ella Rose Parker
Srikar K. Pasumarthy*
Sheel Sanjay Patel
Maxwell Peng*
Tomas Felipe Pierce
Franklin Salathiel Pippin
Earl Robert Saxer Pommerich
Jordan Jamal Purvis
Mamari Rafique
Gaurav Madhusudan Rao*
Rohan Ray*
Ronit Ray*
Mason Christopher Raymer*
Matthew Joseph Reddy*
Jackson Richard Reed*
Lucy Ren*
Aryonna Lael Rice*
Madison Ann Rings*
Mariana Rodriguez*
Thalia Rodriguez
Luis Salvador Sanchez
Nikhil Sarin*
Luke Anthony Schmidt*
Ashwin Senthil
Mohammed Niyaz Anwar
Shakeel*
Ali Shamsulhodaey
Wei Shan*
Erin Elizabeth Shaver
Guning Shen*
Zhuyou Shi+++*
Anna Katelyn Snyder*
Snigdha Sompalli*
Koushik Sridhar*
Logan Jeffery Stach*
Angelina Su*
Kayya Subramanian
Grace Tian Sun*
Meghan Lei Sun*
Sanjana Maalavi Sundhar
Brianna Hoang Yen Ta*
Aaron Walker Tackett*
Ziyun Tang*
Nathan James Thomas
Truong-Son Nicholas Tran*
Aditya Sunil Uchil
Lalitha Manaswini Vadrevu*
Arvind Veerelli
Rohan Venkatraman*
Connor Roberson Vines*
Jordan Walker Wahab
Akshay Mahesh Walavalkar*
Yutong Wang
Zhehao Wang*
Winfield Ming-Shen Warren
Olivia Wen*
Brad Shaw Weyand*
Charles Jackson Wisdom*
Nicholas Wong*

Meng Kai Wu
Amanda Xiao
Xinyue Xing*
Andrew Yang*
Alexander Amin Zamani*
Ziqian Zhao*
Alexander Zheng*
Chongyi Zheng*++
Yuchen Zheng*
Jiie Zhou*
Zeqi Zhou*++
Adin M. Zimmerman*

Economics
Animesh Hemendra Acharya*
Aditya Arun
Julia Doria Barrow*
Evan Maxwell Berkowitz++*
Brennan Laure Berry*
Tristen Bryan Best*
Rebecca Claire Bierfeldt*
Aidan Emerich Buehler***
Franklin Leon Burgess III
Lizhi Cao*
Raymond Sheffield Carpenter II*
Isabella Casis Odeh*
Jiaqi Chen*++
Steven Luo Chiu
Andrew Brennan Conroy++*
Charles John Constantine*+
George Biggers Cross*
Evelyn Ashley Dalton*
Rodrigo De Mates Henrique Pires
Thomas C. Decker++*
Omar Ahmed Farrag*+
James Alexander Freeland
Daniel Joseph Fulk
Neeraj Praneeth Gajula
Benjamin Jacob Gordon*
Marshall Graham
Cameron Nelson Hadschin
Drew Kenneth Hamby
John Caryl Hankinson
Benjamin Austin Hinkle*
Daniel Ji-Hwan Horn
Xinglin Hu*+
Rong Huang*
Eliza Pearl Jackson-Wald*+
Rohan Jain
Zenan Ji
Minsoo Kang*
Silpitha Kapireddy*
Isabelle Keeling*
Naman Kejriwal
Simeon Stamenov Kolev*
Clara Elisabeth Koritz Hawkes*
Aayush Kumar*
Andrew James Lewis*
Spencer Erhardt Lewisohn*
Henry Li*
Keyan Li*
Yichie Audrey Lin*
Zhan Lin*
Jiarui Liu*
Dheyda Vidula Madhani*++
Pallavi Maladkar*++
Tyler Thomas McCune*
Isaac Samuel Mink
Yi Niu*++
Yi Pan*
Deesha Pranay Parekh
Desi Renee Parker
Meghan Kathleen Partrick*
Ishaan Patel
Jay Mehul Patel
Yifei Pei*~

Yiwen Peng*+
Emil Jose-Hernani Ramia
Claudia Shea Reiter*
Jaeson Apasan Renion
Ryan Scott Richardson*
Natalie Taylor Russell*
Robert Samuel Ryan*
Daniel Alexander Saenz Narvaez
Savitha Saminathan
Lucas Barr Schroeder*
Dishita Sen*
Eshan A. Shah
Jiyan Shi*~
Ruoifei (Amber) Shuang*
Skyler Harrison Spitz*
Melanie Ann Stevens*
Aidan Callaway Stroup*
Mingling Sun*++
Noah Christopher Tessau*
John Calvin Tinkey
Jason Lee Traub*~
Brandon Michael Turner
Gabrielle Honor Twomey*
Chiara Vieira Gomes Muncher
Ian Harris Wagoner
Charles Hart Wallace
Stuart Ryan Wanamaker*
Shichen Wang*
Tianyu Wang*~
Yuewei Wang*~
Lai Wei*
Jessica Laura Wishart
Nicholas Wong*~
Dun Wu*~
Alvin Zhang*~
Pengyuan Zhang*~
Yunpeng Zhang*~
Shiyunyang Zhao*~
Qiyou Zhou*~
Environmental Sciences
Melanie Claire Altenkirch*++
Logan Patrick Baumont
Alexander Bedrick*
Ashley Marie Behringer*
Max Joseph Bugliosi***
Stephanie Marie Cadeell**
Eliau Andres Capriles
Giana Luca Cuifreda*
Anna Coley*
Rachael Louise Cronin*
Daniel Sheldon Crownover
Olivia Christian Dagenhart*
Sarah Catherine Diemel
Nolan Daniel Eudy
Lyric Dannielle Fletcher
Laura Ellen Flynn
Emma Marie Gates
Anna Ruth Gibbons
Matthew Jon Gibson
Abigail Marias Glazener**
Annabel Margaret Groot***++
Chloe Grace Addington Hall
Paige Christine Hannam
Jonas Arthur Hattman*
Christopher Thomas Hewgley*
Jacob McDonald Horner*
Anna Grace Jahn*
Anika Marie Jiben*
Sophia Simmons Jurs
Jaime Noelie Keister*
Alex James Lapina*
Kate Rose Lewin
Rachel Elizabeth Lopez*
Megan Marie McKinsey
Madison Ann Milotte*
Riley Andrew Moran**
Dalia Mouawad*
Benjamin Anthony Oh*
Jillian O'Hair*
Matthias Joseph Pietrus
Lauren Elizabeth Pollok*
Yutong Qiu*
Abigail Elisabeth Renberg*
Annabel Margaret Grocott*++
Connor Walter Bassett*
Sarah Trainor*
Charm Ariana Wheaton
Ellen Marie Williams
Kaitlyn Marie Willoughby*
Savannah Claire Ringde
Wilson**
Marie Suzanne Young++
Alexandra Rae Zelaya

Geological Sciences
Bianca Irure Artigas+
Connor Walter Bassett*
Trinity Chou*
David Edward Go**+
Evelyn Grace Hochstein*
Katie McCall Nicholos*
Casimir Alexander Szipica**
Qingxin Zhang**

Mathematics
Abel John Abraham*
Elliott Nolan Adamson*
Malcolm Bailey*
Owen Thomas Barrett
Sean Richard Billy*
Max B. Brinker*
Joshua Joseph Carlson**+
Cade Partiala Chabra*
Evelyn Ashley Dalton*
Rohit Devineni
Yutian Ding*
Mary Anna Doyle
Trevor Michael Du*
Ethan John Ebbighausen**
Rachel Elizabeth Emrick**
Neeraj Praneeth Gajula
Yuanchi Guo*
Cameron Lewis Hayward*
Peifeng He*
Qianqian Hong*
Lack Mackenzie Howell*
Jun Ikeda*
Ryan Matthew Jensen*
Ronit Sanjeet Joshi*
Julius Samuel King
Ava Lauren Konopka*
Ayush Kumar*
Zachary Robert Ladowski
Anna Elizabeth Lassiter*
Andrew Carl Lauer*
Jared Townsend Lewis
Chenyu Li
Gexing (Aaron) Li*
Xinyi Li*
Haoyu Ma*
Kurtis Christensen Matteson
Bridge Quinn Moylan
Anita Murali
Sydney Grace Murray*
David M. Niu
Yi Niou*
Naomi Ilana Novick*
Ella Marie Orgain*
Yishu Ouyang*
Viral Palanivelrajan*
Teresa Pan*
Ainsley Kaye Paradise
Ally Elizabeth Parr
Srikr K. Pasumarthi*
John Pio Pezzi
Samuel Gene Reid*
Ashley Caroline Sodt
Gregory Daniel Stone
Patrick Guelas Tenorio
Nicholas Drake Thies
Nathan James Thomas

Neuroscience
Shehbaz Abdul Rahim*
Mansi Agrawal
Rosa Patricia Aguilar Perez
Sean Ogechukwu Ahoatu-Simelane*
Oasgie Kingsley Aimiwu*
Adonoluwa Zoe Akinola*
AISHMA Ale*
Leonardo Alvarez Jasso
Maya Kusum Ara
Sarah Nicole Arteaga
Neyha Baddigam
Katherine Tara Barrett*
Laurie-Anne Bazinet*
Jacobs Cole Beam*
Lauren Renea Bedard*
Pauline Gradia Bemah
Simran Bhatia
Laith Louai Blan*
Meredith Leigh Braddy
George Hayden Bullard
Kathleen Ngoc Chau
Jeremy Zi-Ang Chen*
Chethana Chennuri
Elle Grace Coates
Ainsley ElizabethCogburn
Maria Angelica Cortez-Becerra
Meredith Haveng Daughtridge*
Shaurya Nayesh Dave*
Jaelyn Lonnai Ae
Akum Singh Dhillon
Blake Everett Dilda*
Michael Scott Dolschenko
Megaan Duraiyandi
Rishithea Dutta**
Vishal Easwar*
Karthik Eswar*
Kendall J. Ewing
Abigail Grace Ferree
Elaine Marie Finsel
Andrew Conner Fitzgerald*
Mia Liann Foglesong**
Grace Katherine Foan
Oluwamuyiwa Ayodeji Polar
Stephanie Djoso Forcement*
Vidya Gadiokota**
Saachi Jayesh Gandhi*
Benjamin Dana Garside
Madelyn Kay Germano*
Swaycha Goli*
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Honors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thanh Truc Nguyen Pham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hari Kiran Venkata Pinapaka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Linton Pope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah C. Price</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashlee Michaela Propst</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Qiu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akash Kashyap Ray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise Victoria Ray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohan Ray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saiid Farhad Reza</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashton Rierson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanh Truc Nguyen Pham*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsi Patel*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanh Truc Nguyen Pham*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hari Kiran Venkata Pinapaka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Linton Pope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah C. Price</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashlee Michaela Propst</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Qiu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akash Kashyap Ray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise Victoria Ray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohan Ray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saiid Farhad Reza</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashton Rierson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Victoria Wible*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Rose Williams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaDarius Trevor Williams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Alan Wykoff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Hyun-Kyu Yoo*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Zhou*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Zhou*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Van Adams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salem Anders Burtner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Hailey Dummigan*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Ellen Gray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy Melody Harrison*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicol Nii M. Jauch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathnael Khassass*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preston Wade Little*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haoyu Ma*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Hanan Mattson*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naomi Ovrutsky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viral Palanvelejran*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith McKinley Pritchard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Vincent Scotto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Paul Selph*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Alexander Tanner*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oluwatob Adeyemi Adio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Adjah*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansi Agrawal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penelope Natassja Alberdi*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi Marie Alkoutami</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Marie Allred</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eymani L. Alston</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Bradley Anderson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suryaduty Baral*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idil Baran*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Avery Bates*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie-Anne Bazeit*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Elizabeth Beach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm Manoj Bhatia*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Shane Bittle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yovna-Dena rose Bond</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amayeh Bowden-Headen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Emma Elisabeth Boyd*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Brais*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Elizabeth Broome*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamryn Shea Bullis*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Zoyaja Burroughs*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Mary Cameron*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amina Cebo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Danielle Champion*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina I. Chang*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiaqi Chen*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Perry Christy*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Grant Clodfelter*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ella Grace Coats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellie Cathleen Cohen*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagine Arden Cooke*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenna A. Curtis*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dante Kai Dasilva*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ava Gray Davis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn De Shazo-Griffin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nnega Ijeoma Dike*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Elizabeth Earl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vishal Easwar*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather R. Eng</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Fan*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Simone Fisher*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Cagney Flesch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Grace Flowers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia Liann Foglesong*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Grace Francis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Elise Fyde</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Lee Gagliano*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernardo Gomez-Meza</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustavo Daniel Gonzalez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana Gonzalez*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Lynn Grajzar*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reese Morgan Gray*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richie Ward Gray*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Leigh Greco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Franklin Green</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster Elizabeth Hager*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elyse Sky Hal*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weslyn Laine Hall*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaela Lynn Hallman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazzlyn Adeara Hamby</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth Hamm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yumwei Hart*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Lorine Hancock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Star Harper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talia Anae Hannappel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricardo Hernandez-Lopez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Ashley Hillard*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Hirsch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Rose Holden*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Sallette Holloway*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Grant Horton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Andrew Huffman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyeyeung Hwang*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubrey Ella Hyildahl*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatma Dila Iler*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Interiano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceren Erin Iz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Jackson*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolie Krysten Gabrielle Jeffrey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaisia Nikia Jenkins*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Andrea Johnson*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macey Lane Johnson*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hana Razaan Kabir</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakshi C. Kanani*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mugudhameghana Nityanand Kankipati</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia Natalie Keller*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husna Kider</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn Grace Kitchens*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Elizabeth Koceja*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aditya Somu Kumar*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariana Moran Kunce*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You-Wei Lai*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lien Liu Lancaster*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Anne Laraia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Thao Le</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Whee Yeon Lee*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Luke Lessard*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Lian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivien Margaret Liebler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Ziqi Lin*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yijing Lin*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yinuo Liu*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Elizabeth Luna Ivar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saira Malik</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathalie De La Caridad Martinez*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Martinez*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shania Shabaz Bastan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Myers Mattox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earl Nathaniel McBride III*+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reon Jadai McGee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan T. McLaughlin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Alejandra Medina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashlyn Kate Michot*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Montoya Alvarado*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Christine Moore*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Stein Mothes*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chigozirim Amarachukwu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Ndukwu*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audra Leigh Nelson*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy Jane Nepl*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analise Nicole Ney*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marleny Nolasco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Jean Norris*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Garrett O’Brien*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Stephen O’Leary Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emaji Kintasia Oliver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chigazio Oninyeuchukwu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onokogu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Ugochi Onwuka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Om Bharatkumar Patel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shreya Harish Patel*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yifei Pei+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexi Kyla Perry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Elizabeth Pettit*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Hope Petty*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bharat Raghavan*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlie Alexandria Ramsey*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reneé Elizabeth Reeves*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Anne Regan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Grace Reimels*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Grace Resler*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allana Chloe Riley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Elizabeth Riter*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iniobong Christie Roberts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoebe Anne Rodda*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Grace Rodden*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Arlene Rippy Roehner*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diego Rubio-Chavez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Nicole Russell*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Kenleigh Sain*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnetta Alice Sarkorh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia Robinson Scales</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alana Quinn Schmichlid*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonali Senapati</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Katarina Shafer*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasef Ali Shah*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhiyou Shi*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Bayes Simpson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avishi Singh*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tejaswi Siripurapu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarisse Corpuz Supremont*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myles Emmanuel Solomon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilliana Hope Soucace*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tamiya Aaliyah Stanley*
Tiarah Vanessa Thomas
Yu Chen
Zahria Rae Williams
John Michael Ciocca
John Kenan Bauer*
Julia Doria Barrow*
Anastasia Dai*
Claudia Michelle Dare*
Susan Elizabeth Davis
Rohit Devineni
Katie Anne Dixon
Linh Phuong Do*
Zifei Dong*
Xi Du*
Zhijie Duan*
Lewis J. Dubrowski*
Casey Rose Dulaney
Ethan John Ebbinghausen*
Dylan Lincoln Ervin
Daniel Fang*
William Connor Fleischer
Emma Blake Fuquay
Bharadwaj Kalyan Gadiyaram*
Caroline Gaede
Ananya Gode
Kaitlyn E. Goldman*
Bang Gong*
Isabella Jolie Gonzalez
Shreyas Canchi Gorton*
Marshall Graham
Carson Miller Groce
Yuanchi Guo*
Zhuocheng Han*
Eliza Dian Hancock
Ryan Wade Greene Helms*
James Tyler Hoglund
Xinglin Hu*
Tao Huang*
Wenjing Huang*
Alexis Ihezue
Rohan Jain
Zenan Ji
Daniel Andre Jouran
Minsoon Kang*
Jason Burke Kennedy*
Chaehyun Kim
Yulim Kim*
Emily Madisen Kissel
David Christian Knight*
Simeon Stamenov Kolev*
Avi Lauren Konopka
Samanya Siram Kunchanapalli*
Adriana Faith Kurtovic
Emily G. Kuykendall
Mia Uyen Lam
Anna Elizabeth Lassiter*
Alexandra Keenley Lenker
Andrew James Lewis*
Caillt Lattitia Lewis
Henry Li*
Keyan Li*
Siyuan Li*
Zijun Li*
Alexander Thomas Lin*
Qing Lin*
Zhan Lin*
Shihang Liu*
Henry Christian Long
Savannah Lu*
Taiti Lu*
Eri Ma*
Joseph Y. Ma
Rohini Madhu*
Zack A. Marin
Cora Jordan McAnulty*
Allison Marie McDowell
Alexander Louis McGarrigle
Tabitha Grace Michalski
Isaac Samuel Mink
Claire Holland Monaco
Nishtha Mukherji
Mohana Lakshmi Murarisetty
Brianna Patricia Nally
Sasha Katherine Neglia*
Anh Thuc Nguyen*
Zhiyang Nong*
Jackson Alexander Pace*
Poojha P. Palle*
Yi Pan*
Ainsley Kaye Paradise
Adam Harrison Parks
Meghan Kathleen Partrick*
Sahil Prashant Patel*
Samuel David Pell
Thomas Michael Petruccione Jr.
Earl Robert Saxter Pommerich
Lillian Marie Potter*
Larson Kenneth Preisser*
Yutong Qiu*
Dries Raets
Rahul Raman
Andrea Nicole Rosco*
Alexander Forbes Reid*
Lea Anne Reilly
Jaeson Apasan Renion
Jacob Thomas Rogers
Victoria Sagasta Pereira*
Savitha Saminathan
Daniel Santana-Garcia
Ali Shamsulhodaey
Wei Shan*
Murong Shen
Ruitao Shen*
Jiyuan Shi*
Yujia Shi
Kylie Mae Simanowski
Elizabeth Grace Singletary
Kenza Slouai*
Ryan Douglas Smith
Jocelyn Gayle Snodgrass
William A. Solie
Ziying Song*
Christopher Harry Sousounis
Sank Southphonh
Sarabish Srinivasan
Sherin Stanley
Melanie Ann Stevens*
Kevin Matthew Sullivan*
Grace Tian Sun*
Ziyun Tang*
Jacob Anen Thoma*
Athena Thomas*
Daniel Jen-Wei Tse*
Ethan William Steven Turner*
Lalitha Manaswini Vadrevu*
Indira Merrill Van Kanegan*
Zachary Andrew Vig*
Akshay Mahesh Walavalkar*
Qianwen Wang*
Yuewei Wang*
Winfield Ming-Shen Warren
Karissa Lauren Webb*
Qingcheng Wei*
Samuel Louis Westall
Jada Grace Wilise*
Rio Wombacher*
Sarah Engebretson Wooster*
Yingxuan Wu*
Chengze Xie*
Yanchen Xie*
Xinyue Xing*
Andrew Yang*
Tongya Yang*
Yudi Yao*
Seth Parker Young
Danny Zepeda-Martinez*
Zihan Zhang*
Shiyunyang Zhao*
Alexander Zheng*
Qiyou Zhou
Zeqi Zhou*
Zeluq Zou*

THE KENAN–FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL

Est. 1919
Dean Mary Margaret Frank

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Harrison John Abernathy
Tucker Blair Adkins*
Kunika Aggarwal*
Rohan Akki*
Danya Izzyad Al Kawasmeh
Halaf Jafar Al-Ameen Ballard*
Nathan Benjamin Alexander*
Mark Timothy Alkins
Abraham Ilieiuwa Alonge*
Madeline Marie Alt*
Sean Gregory Archer*
Corina Jan Argyre*
Aditya Arun
Natalia Aseguinolaza Martin*
Luke Robert Atkinson*
Tanner Corbin Bailey*
Carson Douglas Baker*
Megan Elizabeth Bale*
Nida Reham Baloch*
Wesley Allen Barnett*
Carolina Martinho Barros*
Marisa Kathleen Bartholomew*
Angelinia Bayrak*
Riley Patrick Bean
Calie Elizabeth Beardslee*
Tyler Christian Beckner
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anna Lee Beckom*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Anne Bennett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddy Bernal Velazquez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pete Blonkvist*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah Todd Blue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sreya Venkata Boggarapu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nidhi Priya Bonapally*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Chance Bolmer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Kaitlyn Boncimino*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Benjamin Boone*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Sengupta Botts*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter Dillon Bowles*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Sloan Boyd*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Jayonna Brinkley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawley Price Bronson*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Katherine Brooks*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Elizabeth Brown*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Jean Brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shayna Marleigh Brown*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Geneva Buckminster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camri Mikaela Bulls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph William Burroughs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Margaret Byard*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah Deante Caldwell*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Brandon Camacho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Nahshon Cannon*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Elizabeth Caprioglio*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Lawson Carmichael*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Nicole Carmichael*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor Grace Castoral*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Chan*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Williamson Charles*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Marie Chaverin*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rithvik Chelasani*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Chen*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Michael Cherkez*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Thomas Childers*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advaith Chirayil*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veda Choudary*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Tience Chow*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Jean Clarke*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaclyn Elizabeth Cockrell*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ragan Elizabeth Copeland*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna McKenzie Cornelius*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Clark Crawford*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Alexander Crowell*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Alexander Darden*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Jack Davies*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javan Darchau Davis*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soul Jade Dayan*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aniket Devarakonda*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Wright Dickinson*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Dimitrov*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert James Donnelly*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Grace Dorsch*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Du</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yinchun Du*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John McNeely Dubose II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Joseph Duffy*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Kaitlin Dunbar*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Olivia Dunn*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Sau-Ying Duong*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tjaden Alexander Durham*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Hughes Edwards*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart Whitfield Edwards Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Korb Ferris*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reagan Elizabeth Fleeher*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Sophia Fleri*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Joseph Ford*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Brace Foster*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace Gail Fouth III*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel Malone Funderburk III*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Ann Gallunas*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namrta M. Gandhi*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathi Ganesan*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William D. Garcia*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Williams Garcia Tepezila</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Wilson Gardner*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia Lee Garland*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Cosby George*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Harken Gerstein*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhruba Jeevan Ghosh*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman A. Gil*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Marlene Gneuss*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anvita Godavarthi*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Kenneth Goetz*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eden Gordon*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Lauren Graham*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Becket Granelli*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Grant*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine May Grant*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Elizabeth Guffey*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merytt Anderson Haney*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrett Katherine Harrington*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Alexander Harris*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Fitzgerald Harris*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Scott Harris*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Patrick Hastry*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anjalie Leilani Hatharasinghe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenan Rami Helbauoi*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Alice Hernandez*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigo Hernandez-Farrera*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly James Herndon*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Michael Hickey*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin James Hillesland Jr.*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Daniel Hockaday*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadley Jane Hodge*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aidan Douglas Hollidge*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Renee Holt*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyce Alexander Huckabee*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony J.Y. Hu*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braden Douglas Hunter*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Cranford Hunter*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Mark Jackson*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashi Kamleshkumar Jagani*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanelle Ayesha Jayawickreme*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Abigail Jenkins*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Elize Jimenez*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Yaoyu Jin*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Lawrence Jones*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Kalina Kalinowska*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashray Kallikadavil*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irfan Delgado Karim*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarika Rao Kasugantti*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naman Kejerwal*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Lee Kelker*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yonas Hussein Kemal*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Brooke Ketterer*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris W. Kim*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith L. King*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Evangeline Kolb*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Michael Ichiro Kouchi*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Lee Kulberg*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rishi Rajeev Kulkarni*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alessandra James La Barbera*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Labs*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saloni Pankaj Ladhe*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raghvendra Sumit Lahtoti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Margaret Lamberson*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Morris Landry*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Larkin*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ava Elena Lathan*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lia Victoria Lathan*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Jia-Yen Lee*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Louise Leshnock*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gexing (Aaron) Li*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maisie W. Li*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yichie Audrey Lin*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yun-Tung Lin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Claire Lisk*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Reese Ltvack*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Dahluhauser Lofus*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Langford Lorick II*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery Alexandra Love*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Thomas Loynes*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Shields Lynch*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| § Indicates candidate for degree from N.C. State University.       |                         |
| * Indicates probable candidate for degree with distinction or highest distinction based on grade point average going into the final semester. |                         |
| + Indicates Honors recipient.                                      |                         |
| ++ Indicates Highest Honors recipient.                             |                         |
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

Human Development and Family Studies
Benjamin Matthew Allison*++
Daly Allison Barnett+
Kristen Melissa Bass*
Mary Caroline Beam*
Shamarion Graham Blake
Emma Victoria Brockman*
Caroline Elizabeth Broderick
Emma Grace Brown*
Karina Castaneda Esparza*
Harriet Dunlap Christianson*
Kacey Raye Cooper*
Abigail Brooke Creasy
Emerson Rose Davis*
Kristina Esther Gaid De Jesus
Julia Scott Dow*
Bryce Fray Duncan*
Caroline Elizabeth Edmondson*
Pate Elizabeth Falter*
Madeleine Snow Fan*
Laney Brie Ann Fink*
Anne Elizabeth Flanagan
Anahi Galvan
Camryn Barrett Gang*
Marie Claire Gay*+
Nayeli Gomez*
Aleni Tarali Gray*
Amelia Kate Harris*
Sarah L. Harris*
Annabelle Rose Harvey*
Katherine Nicolle Hernandez*
Rebeca Raquel Hernandez-Castellanos*
Delaney Lynn Herron*
Britney Dao Hong*
Ryn Oliver Howell*
Cameron Elizabeth Hughes*
Taylor Nicole Hughes*
Anna Faith Idichandy*
Cailyn Grace Jackson*
Jacqueline Alexandra Jackson*
Caroline Claire Joyce*
Isabella Rives Kiefer*
Carolyn Parker King*
Nyjah Grace King
Samantha Joi Klukas*
Madeline Sara Langdon*
Anna Kate Lassiter*
Reese Elizabeth Layh*
Frederick Dalton Locklear
Alyssa Catherine Long
Giselle Lopez-Garcia*
Mia Dashona Lachae Mackie*
Catherine Fru Herwig*++
Sintya Ismar Martinez*
Alexandra Jamison McKinney*
Anna Catharine McMullen*
Rosalind Kate Meares
Olivia Kate Medlock
Daiana Yarumi Mendoza-Acosta*
Peyton Tracy Metzler*
Allison Marie Miller*
Sholeh Elizabeth Najafian*+
Samantha Halley Norris*
Ebelechukwu Onyeka Ozoma*
Abigail Hui Paquin*
Selah Grace Piper+++*
Anya Nykel Poole
Jennifer Prestegui-Martinez*
Anna Rachel Queen*
Rachel Ann Reynolds*
Jania Hollyanne Richards*
Bronte Hope Robinson
Katherine Marsh Roehrig*
Madison Ann Rogalski*
Hayley Katherine Rosewall*
Carolyn Elizabeth Roth*
Alejandra Salas*
Isabel Salas
Cate Summer Schultz*
Leslye Patiño Sierra
Sophie Ann Southerland*
Kylie Gabrielle Sparks*
Maya Storme Sterling*
Olivia Marie Stoltz
Alexander Nash Summer*
Caroline Grace Thompson*
Marlene Anahi Trejo*
Ashlyn Ruth Trotter
Payton Alexis Tucker*
Jordan Bradford Tuggle
Grace Abigail Walker*
Nell Elizabeth Watts*
Grace Mackenzie Whitemore*
Masita Amalia Wicakansa*
Braden Wilkinson*+
Kaleb Lee Williams
Parren Marie Williams
Hannah Jehee Woo*
Alexandra Lynn Wrenn*
Brooke Elyse Yingling*
Ana Paola Zurita Posas*++

THE SCHOOL OF INFORMATION AND LIBRARY SCIENCE

Est. 1931
Dean Jeffrey Bardzell

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SCIENCE

Naomi Daniel Admasu*
Huda Althololya
Jasmin Alvarez Martinez*
Navya Susan Babu*
Robert Dolan Barringer
Jaleah Dionne Battle
Nora Rawan Yiza Benallal
Ruth Daniel Berhana
Rebecca Lauren Bradenbaugh*
Nathan Allen Cavender
Andre Chiquito*
Stephen Hyuntae Cho
Pruthvi Chodisetty*
Katelyn Elizabeth Crespo*
Henry Alexander Cruz Reyes Jr.
Tyler James Dean
Sarah S. Dereje*
Ruiyi Di*
Elaine Dong*
Christian Michael Duggins
Ce’Niyah Raijine Ellison*
Deniz Atilla Erdal*
Macy Elizabeth Faw*
Georgeilton Fieldsend V
Hailey Karthina Flo*
Melina Mercedes Flores
Ian M. Gadow
Kiara Janet Garcia*
Luz Andrea Garcia Lara*
David Gonzalez Chavez*
Mary Alice Greer
Ronik Marcelo Grewal*
Thuy Thanh Ho
Kendall Xavier Howard*
Justin Huang*
Rashi Kamleshkumar Jagani*
Arnavan Jain*
Anna Jang*
Shanelle Ayeshia Jayawicketre*
Amulyavani Katragadda
Morgan Grace Kennedy
Gary D. Lee Jr.
Mikayah Rhianna Locklear
Krishana Makwana*
Krupa Mokwana*
Andrea A. McLendon
Sheena Meng*
Nehemiah Miggiani
Jennifer Modesto-Martinez*
Riley Paige Modlin*
Natnael Tefera Mulatu
Osman Mustafic
Joshua Chester William Myatt*
Anh Thuc Nguyen*
Neha Kaushik Patel
Sonia Manish Patel*
Nicholas Michael Payst*
Alison Marie Polito*
Emma Grace Quinn
Aifa Rahman
Madison Rank
Justin Henry Ray Robinson
Vincent Mark Rottger*
Fawaz Ali Sahib
Muktha Santhoshkumar*
Iteka Bibi Shah*
Alicia Christina Slater*
Sherin Stanley
Matthew Joseph Stavish
Owen M. Surett
Juliana Webster Surkin++*
Henry Wessels Swift*
Vivian Tran
Natalie Jane Tuinstra*
Isabella Ureh Ukarwio
Nara Aracely Valera-Simeon
Tyler Kao Weden*
Miles Clifford Wilkin III*
Isaac Miles Williamson
Sarah Engelbreton Wooster*
Norman Xie
Brian Yang
Boloholomonde A Herdan Yapo
Jack Ye*
Vicki Ye*
Ella Elizabeth Young*
Eastern Zheng

THE UNC HUSSMAN SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM AND MEDIA

Est. 1924
Dean Raul Reis

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MEDIA AND JOURNALISM

Taima Yousef Abu El Hawa
Juliana Kathryn Blake Aiken*
Mariam Ali*
Gabriella Jean Allen*
Reagan Abigail Allen
Marsalis Jahon Anderson
Tanner Michael Arter*
Myla Athitang
Jack Rieley Baddour
Lauren Bryant Baddour
Kelly Lauren Baker*
Julius Edmond Banzet V
Courtland Malin Bartosik
Est. 1931
Dean Jeffrey Bardzell

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SCIENCE

Naomi Daniel Admasu*
Huda Althololya
Jasmin Alvarez Martinez*
Navya Susan Babu*
Robert Dolan Barringer
Jaleah Dionne Battle
Nora Rawan Yiza Benallal
Ruth Daniel Berhana
Rebecca Lauren Bradenbaugh*
Nathan Allen Cavender
Andre Chiquito*
Stephen Hyuntae Cho
Pruthvi Chodisetty*
Katelyn Elizabeth Crespo*
Henry Alexander Cruz Reyes Jr.
Tyler James Dean
Sarah S. Dereje*
Ruiyi Di*
Elaine Dong*
Christian Michael Duggins
Ce’Niyah Raijine Ellison*
Deniz Atilla Erdal*
Macy Elizabeth Faw*
Georgeilton Fieldsend V
Hailey Karthina Flo*
Melina Mercedes Flores
Ian M. Gadow
Kiara Janet Garcia*
Luz Andrea Garcia Lara*
David Gonzalez Chavez*
Mary Alice Greer
Ronik Marcelo Grewal*
Thuy Thanh Ho
Kendall Xavier Howard*
Justin Huang*
Rashi Kamleshkumar Jagani*
Arnavan Jain*
Anna Jang*
Shanelle Ayeshia Jayawicketre*
Amulyavani Katragadda
Morgan Grace Kennedy
Gary D. Lee Jr.
Mikayah Rhianna Locklear
Krishana Makwana*
Krupa Mokwana*
Andrea A. McLendon
Sheena Meng*
Nehemiah Miggiani
Jennifer Modesto-Martinez*
Riley Paige Modlin*
Natnael Tefera Mulatu
Osman Mustafic
Joshua Chester William Myatt*
Anh Thuc Nguyen*
Neha Kaushik Patel
Sonia Manish Patel*
Nicholas Michael Payst*
Alison Marie Polito*
Emma Grace Quinn
Aifa Rahman
Madison Rank
Justin Henry Ray Robinson
Vincent Mark Rottger*
Fawaz Ali Sahib
Muktha Santhoshkumar*
Iteka Bibi Shah*
Alicia Christina Slater*
Sherin Stanley
Matthew Joseph Stavish
Owen M. Surett
Juliana Webster Surkin++*
Henry Wessels Swift*
Vivian Tran
Natalie Jane Tuinstra*
Isabella Ureh Ukarwio
Nara Aracely Valera-Simeon
Tyler Kao Weden*
Miles Clifford Wilkin III*
Isaac Miles Williamson
Sarah Engelbreton Wooster*
Norman Xie
Brian Yang
Boloholomonde A Herdan Yapo
Jack Ye*
Vicki Ye*
Ella Elizabeth Young*
Eastern Zheng

THE UNC HUSSMAN SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM AND MEDIA

Est. 1924
Dean Raul Reis
Zoe Alexandra Durland*
Joshua Aaron Dolgoff*
Ava Laurence Dobson*
Annabel Lee Dwyer*
Anne Carter Dehnert*
Alexandria Jean deRosset
Arianna Lahollie Darden*++
Anna Deane Cockerham*
William Archie Dees III*
Walker Jacob Brittain
Carson Grae Elm-Picard
Olivia Allbritten Elliott*
Olivia Grace Dela Cruz*
Caroline Elizabeth Daly*
Sophia L. Hogsed*
Giuli Ana Hoffmann*
Mia Donna Guthrie*
Sydney Gray Hardee*
Jaylen Demond Garrell
Tionna Sha’Nae Harrington
Alexandra Noel Marie Harris
Elizabeth Jo Hart*
Elizabeth Haddan Hartzog*
Theresa Marie Hemberger*
Ally Morgan Henson*
Russel Harris Herrington
Addison Blair Hichman
Nicole Elizabeth Hicks
Lindsey Hill
Bianna Rene Hillman
Emile Cooke Hofele*
Giuli Ana Hoffmann*
Sophia L. Hogsed*
Srincler Elise Holian*+
Kaitlin Elizabeth Holtz*
McClaren Louise Hopper
Rong Huang*
Anne Houston Crenshaw
Huffmann*
Mya Louise Hulse*
Kayden Suzanne Hunt*
Sarah Ruth Jackson*
Valerie Odessa Jackson
Anna Jang*
Nayeli Jaramillo-Plata
Jordan Danielle- Dejeorge Johnson
Amanda Lisa Jones
Madelyn A. Jones*
William Robert Jones*
Mackenzie Elizabeth Joyner*
Hannah Kaufman*
Grace Kayal
Caroline Kaynor*
Adbigail Sue Keller
Kelly Anne Kendall*+
Riley Patrick Kennedy
Abigail Rose Kessel*
Dabin Kayleigh Kim*
Jinsil Kim
Rebekah Christine Kirkman*
Ryan Charles Koluch*
Rebecca M. Kontos*
Allyson Riley Koop*
Timothy John Köstenberger
Caroline Claire Lammersen*
Caroline Elizabeth Landry*
Addison Elizabeth Lanter*
Justlyn Astorga Lavapie*
Tyler Omari Layne
Annie Gail Le Baron*
Amber Ryan Lee*
Lexi Marie Leviner*
Addison Carolyn Lewis*+
Josie Claire Lewis*
Wu Li*
Ann Margaret Licharew
Emma Rose Lindquist
Luke Thorin Linkel*+
Xiaoyue Liu*
Cassidy Emmeline Loeffler*
Sarita Lokesh*
Samuel Clayton Long
Laurny T. Lovett*
Brendan Hunter Lunga*
Emma Katherine Lyon*
Taylor Nicole Maffeo
Sophia Mohamed Mandour*
Daniel Patrick Masterson*
Melissa Sage Daniela Mayo
Lauren Nicole McClane*
Sara Overton McClure*
Cade Ryan McConnell
Benjamin James McCormick*
Natalie Katherine McCormick*
Isabelle Brame McGimsey*
Waverly Bynum McIver*++
Lacy Anne McKee*
Marea Nicole McKee
Micah Tyler McLaughlin*
Casey Lynn Medlin*
Casey Michaela Mentch
Lena Tramonte Miano*
Alexandra Kate Miller*
Ryan Alexander Mills
Samantha Kathleen Molloy*
Noah Graham Monroe*
Taylor R. Moseley*
Isabel Nanyathara Munnadannaye*
Shahad Ahmed Mustafa
Aidan Patrick Myers*
Hannah Denise Noel*
Gabrielli Esmeralda Nolasco
Marisol Lucia Nugent*+
Margaret Rosborough O’Kelley*
Story R. Oliver*
Danelisha Oliviaera-Herrera
Annika Padilla*
Grace Meredith Palmer*
Janie May Palmer
Raymond C. Pang*
Ashley Hanna Parsons*+
Aaman Snehal Patel*
Gray Bailey Perry*
Sierra Rose Pfeifer*
Alexander Brian Phillips
Allison Faye Pierce*+Abigail Hallie Pittman
William Bryce Polson
Lindsey Poole*
Elizabeth Macon Porterfield*
Maximilian Winston Poteat
Julia Prat Fernandez*
Ashley Nayeli Quincin-Marroquin*
Allyson Nicole Rabon*
Sonia Anjali Rao*
Isabella A. Reilly*
Olivia Taylor Reilly*
Walter Joseph Reinke*
Angela Ren
Ashlyn Elizabeth Rhyne
Lily Katherine Richardson*
Jahvaree Jae Ritzie
Nyah Paige Rizzi*
Auburn Griffin Robertson*
Adam Michael Rodgerson Bauer*
Erin Elizabeth Rogers*
Allison Jean Roland
Lily Faith Rosenberg*
Elizabeth Ula Jackson Rotchford*
Bryne Lauren Rozzi*
Rena Huntley Rummage
Ryan C. Saye*
Lia Starr Salvatiera*
Erin Nicole Schlachter*
Kayla Marie Schilt
Sarah Ruth Schulz*+
Nina Alexander Scott-Farquharson*+
Elizabeth Kathleen Scotty*
ChaVon Jolie Shade
Jamie Lauren Shearar*
Michael Christopher Shorb*
Henry Munro Shriver*
Caleb James Sigmon*
Lillian Pate Smith*
Lucy Kurtz Smithwick*
Tara Corrine Sneed
Kristen Alexi Snyder*
Shemariah Shauna Solomon
Ella Grace Speer*
Gabriella Marie Spina*
Frediick Hock Emley Stanley
Hailey Staton*
Elizabeth Caroline Strain
Lorelei Rose Sykes*
Chloe Elizabeth Teachey*
Colby Niles Teixeira
Lucas James Thomae*
Cameron T. Thomas
Sarah Frances Thompson*
Adrian Mitchell Tillman
Caroline Victoria Tolson*
Jennifer Tran*
Mikaela Lorelei Travis*++
Cameron Traylor
Brennen Paige Tripp
Sara Kent Trollinger*
Anna Katherine Tucker
Kai Davis Turk*
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Est. 1879
Dean Wesley Burks

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE
Savannah Skye Bonini
Jasmine Cendejas Hernandez
Rylee Elizabeth Cooper
Gabriela Josefa Dagenhart
Haoran Deng*
Jamin Flores
Colin James MacDougall*
Caitlin Margaret Raftery*
Joseph Restrepo
Mariam Ngoneh Saine
Kalee Lynn Sorber
Jennifer Marie Spores
Abigail G. Tallington
Janna Susan Thigpen
Leila Vafayi*
Eddy Martin Vasquez Vicente

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE
Khadijah A’mir Bizzell
Cindy Michelle Castaneda-Salazar*
Dana Nicole Garner
Emily Claire Green*
Shaneil Kaleem Hamid*
Flora Laura Ivanova*
Lauren Elizabeth Maloney
Kelsey Elizabeth Melton
Megan Vaun Moser
Taleayah Brianna Perry
Leah Audra Schwagerl

THE SCHOOL OF NURSING
Est. 1950
Dean Valerie Howard

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Christiana Bolanche Akinneyemi*+
Olivia Anastasia Aldridge*+
Lauren Elizabeth Annabel*+
Lizbeth Arvizu-Benavidez*+
Lauren Grace Ruoyu Aycoc
Neena Jade Baker*
Jasmine Barnes*+
Sydney Tania Barnette*+
Jala Dazel Battle*+
LaTiana A. Best
Megan T. Brinkman
Solomon James Bruton
Sydney Alexis Cardona*
Cameron Alyssa Crossby*
Tammy Dang*
Naethan John De Guzman
De Los Reyes
Hannah Nicole Delgado*++
Kristyna Amethyst Chin Tien
Derezinska-Choo*
LeAnne Ding*+
Abigail Sheppard Dixon*
Katherine Louise Downing*+
Andrew Vance Ehrler*+
Emily Renee Esposito*++
Olubube Misheal Ezeani*++
Chloe Amelia Farmer
Mary Emmalyn Fleming*+
Isabella Erskine Amari Fry*
Lanie Erin Fulk*++
Mirely Gisselle Funez*
Abigail Galindo-Mota*+
Leticia Ruby Garcia
Melina Adamari Gonzalez*
Lauren Hope Grosshandler*
Leslie Magaly Hernandez-Chavez
Abigail Rose Hinson*
Melissa Ludelia Marie
Mae Holloway
Madelyn Elise Holmes*+
Jamella Tedah Jackson*
Robert Pierce Janiczek*+
Olivia Madison Jones*
Gabriel Jacob Kaluzny*++
Emmalee Niven Kendrick
Mollie Pierce Kilpatrick*++
Olivia Mei King+
Kaitlin R. Kuenzi*+
Erika Nicole Lambeth
Caroline Elizabeth Laws*+
Seung Min Lee*
Delaney Blythe Long
Alyssa Grace Thomas*++
Avery Le Mataka*
Ela Haddock Mayfield*
Kayla Nicole McFarland*+
Makenzie Brooke McGuire*++
Elizabeth Melendez
Cari Lee Miller
Abbey Sommer Mitchell*+
Abigail Nkembo Mobombo*
Leslie Montalban Petatan*++
Itzel Montes Ruiz
Alayna Jayni Moos*
Sklor Nichole Moseley*
Asha Kalpana Mullis*
Rachele Ilana Muñoz*
Morgan Olivia Neugent*
Allie Emerson Nichols*+
Ashley Rae Ann Oliver-Loftin
Anahi Stephanie Paz
Isaiah Judiel Caballero Perez*
Jatzyri Shelyn Perez Garcia
Abigail Lee Poe*++
Iman Anastasia Poland*
Rachel Helena Quade*
Alexa Denise Quiroz
Maria Catherine Ramage*+
Aaron Walter Redmon*+
Kara Nicole Revis*++
Riley Marshall Rich*
Pedro Rigau
Emily Ann Roper*
Brenda Lais Rosa*
Lucy Ferrell Rose*
Caroline Elizabeth Roseman*+
Christine Patricia Salcedo*+
Madison Danielle Salloum*
Sahar Ahmad Sayess*
Bryanna Marie Schutz*++
Rebecca Joy Sharda*
Hyerin Shin
Amy Helen Simmel*++
Olivia Jane Skritch*+
Jaden Heather Slattery*+
Audra Diane Smith*
Hayden Maclane Stuart*
Lizbeth Arvizu-Benavidez*+
Mollie Pierce Kilpatrick*++
Olivia Ruth Tseng
Haley Marie Turner*+
Ondjakachi Victoria Uhewgu*+
Maria Ana Villafranco Espinoza*+
Emmalee Rose Wages
Madison Marie Weller*+
Grace Marie Wiggs*
Courtney Blessed Destiny Wilkins*+
McKayla Ann Williams*+
Miller Warren Williamson*++
Liam Raymond Wimett*+
Rachel Lynn Wixted*
Chloe Wright*
Yuting Yang*++
THE UNC GILLINGS SCHOOL OF GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH

Est. 1939
Dean Nancy Messonnier

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH

Biostatistics
Alzahraa Mustafa Al Bayati*
Ambika S. Bhatt*
Nikita Bipin+
Jerryl Christopher*
Claire Yijen Chu*
Aryan Dalal*
Advait Sandeep Kulkarni*
Harrison Oneil Meigs*

Health Policy and Management
Ghita Alemerwork Ambellu*
Kelsey Renee Boyd*
Kathryn Ann Chetwynd*
Rami Zahi Darawsheh++
Charlotte Josephine Ellis++
Caroline Ann Furrier++
Fabrice Harry Gray
Jessica Sallette Holloway++
Claire Virginia Hollowell++
Ler Hser*
Cloris A. Huan++
Renny Clare Ingals++
Wasan M. Issa++
Emilie Madison Jones*
Hannah Mary Jones*
Hannah Courtney Kim*
Madison Caroline Kirby*
Emily Liu++
Caroline Leigh Locklear*
Michael Q. Maizel++
Amanda Grace Martin++
Inga M. Morken*
Anna Charles Mudge*
Christopher Tri Nguyen*
Diya Dharmesh Patel*
Cade Newton Patterson*
Rashika Rahman*
Emily Christine Regelsberger*
Shaista Sayeed++
Eun Gyeol Seo*
Zoe Paige Shipley*
Remi Kate Short*
Anna Taylor Stillwell*
Jacob John Thayil++
Summer Aileyen Thoma*
Manuela Uppalapatip*
Karina Vasudeva++
Marie Joy Vaughan*
Phillip Vo*
Nathaniel Michael Webb*
Shamar Maurice Wilson*
Megan Taylor Wohlfarth++
Mary Yin++

Environmental Health Sciences
Raj N. Aghera*
Keenan Reez Andrade*
Dannys Daimar Ayala Terrones*
Toheedat Ademeribakare++*
Sarah E. Comb*
Shubhankar Darbari*
Halle E. Evans*
Tess Isabelle Geiselhart*
Julian Ruben Goldner++
Evan Croly Goodman*
Pema A. Herr*
Kayla Dora Hill*
Emery Anne Hoos++

Nutrition
Rishi N. Aghera*
Marie Prohaska Landevaern Andersen*
Madeline Elizabeth Atchison*
 Numair Attaar++*
Michelle Wing Yan Auyeung Avni Bannuru++*
Tatem Connor Blackburn*
Sophia Lynn Bowers*
Gracie Elizabeth Brown*
Heidi Huan Cao++*
Fangxin Chen++*
Checkna Bagayoko Diawara*
Aastha Shah Dubal*
Gabriella Torsone Ercolino+++*
Anna Jiaying Feng++*
Grace Huyu Fu++*
John Brandon Garcia*
Elianne Anne Geiselhart*
Rebecca Kristine Gonzalez*
Margaret Elizabeth Griffin Gourley*
Sarah Grace Haughey*
Sophia Theresa Hayes
Denislav Krasimirov Kasaivanov*
Nicole Lauren Kimmel*
Reva Kodre++*
Caroline Marie Kypson
Sajan Avinash Lamba++
Ashley Marie Leonard*
Aliyah Malazarte*
Marisa Madison McGovern*
Penelope Cameron Mewborn
Paula Onohi Omokhomion*
Isha Chetan Patel++*
Shreena S. Patel++*
Erin Beck Pearson*
Emily Qu*
Devanshi Nikul Raval++*
Laith Anwar Rayyan++*
Katelyn Victoria Rodriguez
Kristhika Alagu Senthil++*
Navkaran Singh++*
Pranav Kumar Singla*
Charles Horacio Steward*
Victoria Anne Strickland*
Preina Prashant Suriti*
Lana Woodall Taylor*
Cheyenne
Kaleonahaneokuhawiwinii Thaxton
Miranda Diem My Tran++*
Aditya Bhasker Tripathi*
Sara Elizabeth Vandersisp++*
Riya Paresh Vasa
Corinne Debord Walker*
Yingquan Wang
Olivia Lauren Ward*
Molly Caroline Warren++
Alyssa Eve Weninger++*
Chloe Michelle Worner*
Lefan Xuan*

CANDIDATES COMMISSIONED IN THE ARMED FORCES

May 2024

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE SECOND LIEUTENANT
Connor Johnson Collins
Kaitlyn E. Goldman
Vivian Caimile Lane
Claire Alainn Louches
Kylee Mae Simonowski
Kristen Alexis Snyder
Tupshin Zhu

UNITED STATES ARMY SECOND LIEUTENANT
Harrison John Abernathy
Raymond Adjah
Melanie Amber Cooke
Noah Go
Katherine Nicole Hernandez
Viridiana Hernandez
Mackenzie G. Jensen
Damaris Ray-Vaughn Locklear
Zachary Michael Miller
Joshua Kingsley Millsop
Mohammad Suheil Qassem
Ethan Eli Tupas San Pedro
Casimir Alexander Szupica
Joseph Lloyd Thompson
Can Tunceli
Mary Ramsey Ward

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS SECOND LIEUTENANT
Jace Trenton Bean

UNITED STATES NAVAL ENSIGN
Hannah Grace Collett
Rory Nicholas Moran
Thomas Alexander Vangelopoulos
MEDALS, PRIZES, AND AWARDS

MAY 2024

STUDENT ACTIVITIES AWARDS

The Class of ’56 George R. Livas Award* Miller Williamson
The Cornelius O. Cathey Award* Matthew Tweden
The Donald T. Lysle Award* Caroline Clofdelter
The E. Eugene Jackson Award* Mary Miller
The Earl Slacum Band Award** Andrew Kuntz
The Edward Kidder Graham Award* Manaal Fatima Iqbal
The Ernest H. Abernathy Prize in Student Publication Work* Emmy Martin
The Ferebee Taylor Award** Matthew Koenigshofer
The Frank Porter Graham Award Colby Taylor
The George C. Marshall Award*Can Tunceli
The George H. Cocoslas Pharmacy Student Body Award* Taysir Chamern
The Hampton Shaping Prize* Andrew Jin
The Howard W. Odum Undergraduate Sociology Award* Halley (Zhe) Zhang
The Interfraternity Council Man of the Year Award* Luke Louis
The Irene F. Lee Award* Makayla Key
The J. Maryon Saunders Award* Andrew Spratley
The Jacques Hardrè Undergraduate Award for Excellence in French* Madeleine Genova
The James O. Cansler Service Award* Juliette Palacios Perez
The Jim Tatum Memorial Award* Alyssa Ustby
The John Johnston Parker Jr. Medal for Unique Leadership in Student Government* Andrew Gary
The Keith Shawn Smith Award for Community Development and Mentorship* Alex Haven MacLeod
The L. Richardson Preyer Award for Excellence in Political Science* Rosa Elias
The Louis D. Rubin Jr. Prize in Creative Writing* Delaney Phelps
The Marc Adam Eisdorfer Award in Linguistics* Annika Herlant
The Marty Pomerantz Sport Clubs Council Achievement* Ryann Breslin
The Mary Turner Lane Award in Women’s and Gender Studies* Elizabeth Belter
The McNally Award for Excellence in Geography* Amelia Loeffer
The Multicultural Greek Council Award* Asucena Vargas

* Indicates Chancellor's Award

CHANCELLOR’S AWARDS

The Albert Suskin Prize in Latin* Bradley Sadowsky
The Alexander Julian Prize* Qiaoan Gu
The Albert and Gladys Hall Coates Award* Andrew Gary
The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award* Malak Dridi
Alisha Rehmam
The Archibald Henderson Mathematics Medal* Abel John Abraham
The Bernard Boyd Memorial Prize* Christina Georgiou
The Boka W. Hadzija Award for Distinguished University Service* Janay Hunt
Kendall Winter
The Brenda W. Kirby Award* Anna Coley
The Camões Prize in Portuguese* Marcos Gregorio
The Cazel Prize for Excellence in History* Andrew Gary
The Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Entrepreneurial Studies* Jim Appiah

The Class of ’56 George R. Livas Award* Miller Williamson
The Cornelius O. Cathey Award* Matthew Tweden
The Donald T. Lysle Award* Caroline Clofdelter
The E. Eugene Jackson Award* Mary Miller
The Earl Slacum Band Award** Andrew Kuntz
The Edward Kidder Graham Award* Manaal Fatima Iqbal
The Ernest H. Abernathy Prize in Student Publication Work* Emmy Martin
The Ferebee Taylor Award** Matthew Koenigshofer
The Frank Porter Graham Award Colby Taylor
The George C. Marshall Award*Can Tunceli
The George H. Cocoslas Pharmacy Student Body Award* Taysir Chamern
The Hampton Shaping Prize* Andrew Jin
The Howard W. Odum Undergraduate Sociology Award* Halley (Zhe) Zhang
The Interfraternity Council Man of the Year Award* Luke Louis
The Irene F. Lee Award* Makayla Key
The J. Maryon Saunders Award* Andrew Spratley
The Jacques Hardrè Undergraduate Award for Excellence in French* Madeleine Genova
The James O. Cansler Service Award* Juliette Palacios Perez
The Jim Tatum Memorial Award* Alyssa Ustby
The John Johnston Parker Jr. Medal for Unique Leadership in Student Government* Andrew Gary
The Keith Shawn Smith Award for Community Development and Mentorship* Alex Haven MacLeod
The L. Richardson Preyer Award for Excellence in Political Science* Rosa Elias
The Louis D. Rubin Jr. Prize in Creative Writing* Delaney Phelps
The Marc Adam Eisdorfer Award in Linguistics* Annika Herlant
The Marty Pomerantz Sport Clubs Council Achievement* Ryann Breslin
The Mary Turner Lane Award in Women’s and Gender Studies* Elizabeth Belter
The McNally Award for Excellence in Geography* Amelia Loeffer
The Multicultural Greek Council Award* Asucena Vargas

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award

The Class of ’56 George R. Livas Award* Miller Williamson
The Cornelius O. Cathey Award* Matthew Tweden
The Donald T. Lysle Award* Caroline Clofdelter
The E. Eugene Jackson Award* Mary Miller
The Earl Slacum Band Award** Andrew Kuntz
The Edward Kidder Graham Award* Manaal Fatima Iqbal
The Ernest H. Abernathy Prize in Student Publication Work* Emmy Martin
The Ferebee Taylor Award** Matthew Koenigshofer
The Frank Porter Graham Award Colby Taylor
The George C. Marshall Award*Can Tunceli
The George H. Cocoslas Pharmacy Student Body Award* Taysir Chamern
The Hampton Shaping Prize* Andrew Jin
The Howard W. Odum Undergraduate Sociology Award* Halley (Zhe) Zhang
The Interfraternity Council Man of the Year Award* Luke Louis
The Irene F. Lee Award* Makayla Key
The J. Maryon Saunders Award* Andrew Spratley
The Jacques Hardrè Undergraduate Award for Excellence in French* Madeleine Genova
The James O. Cansler Service Award* Juliette Palacios Perez
The Jim Tatum Memorial Award* Alyssa Ustby
The John Johnston Parker Jr. Medal for Unique Leadership in Student Government* Andrew Gary
The Keith Shawn Smith Award for Community Development and Mentorship* Alex Haven MacLeod
The L. Richardson Preyer Award for Excellence in Political Science* Rosa Elias
The Louis D. Rubin Jr. Prize in Creative Writing* Delaney Phelps
The Marc Adam Eisdorfer Award in Linguistics* Annika Herlant
The Marty Pomerantz Sport Clubs Council Achievement* Ryann Breslin
The Mary Turner Lane Award in Women’s and Gender Studies* Elizabeth Belter
The McNally Award for Excellence in Geography* Amelia Loeffer
The Multicultural Greek Council Award* Asucena Vargas

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award
The Wallace Ray Peppers Award in Performance of African-American Literature*
The Willie P. Mangum Medal
The William Stevens Powell Award*
The Worth Award*
The William S. Carlton Intramural Sports Employee Award*
Parker Jones
The Willie P. Mangum Medal in Oratory*
Valerie Calvo
The Worth Award*
Ellis (Ellie) Riggsbee
Amery Smith

STUDENT ORGANIZATION AWARDS

CAROLINA CENTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE

Arts in Public Service Fellows
Delfino Benitez Jr.
Shruti Temkar

Buckley Public Service Scholars
Alexander Acosta
Abigail Marie Allred
Avery Noelle Baker
Lizabeth Oregoluwa Bamboye
Julia Ley Pei Barnett
Delfino Benitez Jr.
Evan Berkowitch
Kennadi Genevieve Bernard
Ambika Bhatt
Meredith Leigh Braddy
Maddysyn Taylor Braun
Chloe Breedlove
Emma Brown
Sarah Brodhil
Dana Bumbalo
Tessa Buscher
Danielle Cannon
Caroline Mary Samantha Chandler
Karthik Eswar
Halle Evans
Mia FogleSong
Grace Huiyufu
Andrew Gary
Christina Elizabeth Georgiou
Margaret Elizabeth Griffin
Gourley
Annika Gregg
Ricardo Hernandez-Lopez
Britney Dao Hong
Catherine Hunter
Flora Ivanova
Guzin Karagöz
Jeny Khadka
Huarna Kider
Nyjah King
Reva Kodre
Aleigha Dream Peterson Kozlik
Reese Layh
Miranda Layne
Casey Lepley
Emily Liu
Emma Kaye Loizzo
Madeline Loops
Lucia Lynch
Michael Maizel
Pallavi Maladkar
Christopher Stephen Manzano
Dalia Yamthe Marquez
Amanda Martin
Lacy Anne McKee
Matthew Elijah Mills
Carson Ryan Moore
Alayna Moose
Valentina Morales
Erika A. Munguia
Bergen Murray
Sydney Murray
Isabel Myers-Miller
Isabel Simmons Nichols
Erik David Norloff
Ogugua Nwaanchiegwe
Torin Kathleen O’Brien
Juliana Bea Oringel
Jackson Pace
Brenda Abigail Palacios Rodriguez
Ainsleye Kaye Paradise
Sneha Subba Pasupula
Divya Patel
Tulsi Nishith Patel
Yash Amishkumar Patel
Nya Patton
Eun Gyeol Seo
Divy Patel
Cate Schultz
Aimee Yan

MacDonald Community Fellowship
Phuong Nam Phuong Bao
Andrew Gary
Nya Patton
Steph Pierson
Eun Gyeol Seo
Cate Schultz
Soorya Vasan
Daniel Zhong

Projects for Peace Award
Brooke Chow
Grace May
Divya Patel
Cate Schultz
Aimee Yan

Community Service Scholars
Alexander Acosta
Andrew Gary
Nya Patton
Stephanie Pierson
Eun Gyeol Seo
Kathryn Mauck

Man of the Year*
Luke Kenneth Louis

Joint Senate President
Deniz Attila Erdal

Joint Senate President Emerita
Valerie Argentina Calvo

Marie Thron

Willie P. Mangum Medal in Oratory*
Valerie Argentina Calvo

President of the Dialectic Society
Kathryn Elizabeth Haenni

Senator of the Societies
Gianluca Ciuffreda

Eleanor Elizabeth Jones

Matthew Dean Twedden

Benjamin Van Wilson

OFFICE FOR UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH

Carolina Research Scholars
Sterling Van Adams
Timothy J. Anderson
Mary Alexandra Beverly
Breanna Denise Bowman
Caroline Mary Samantha Chandler
Ha Eun Choi

Christian Alexander-Kun Chung
Grayson Markert Coleman
Rami Zahi Darawsheh
Aastha Shah Dubal
Abigail Marie Egnatz
Hallie E. Evans
Mia Liann Foglesong
Isabella S. Gamez
Maya Groff
Verina Guirguis
John Edgar Hinkle

OFFICE FOR FRATERNITY AND SORORITY LIFE

Interfraternity Council
Man of the Year*

Luke Kenneth Louis

Multicultural Greek Council Award*
Asucena Vargas

National Pan-Hellenic Council Award*

Halah Jafar Al-Ameen Ballard

Panhellenic Council
Woman of the Year*

Cameron Kathleen Somerville
Kendra Lynette Honey
Sundeep Kaur
Reva Kodre
Robert Wilson Lewis
Chloe Louie Lind
Jiaqi Liu
Michael Q. Maizel
Zhuoyu Shi
Kyle Jacob Sorensen
Sarah Kathryn Torzone
Natalie Jane Tuinstra
Sarah Ellen Vickers
Mariam Ehab Wahba
McKinley Windram

UNIVERSITY DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR GRADUATES

Advantage Scholars
Zaphra Davis
Adam Doyle
Wallace Fouch
Alce Knight
Lawrence Weindorf

Blue Sky Scholars
Isaac Brown
Sophia Cooper
Brenda Palacios Rodriguez
Jordan Purvis
Brittney Rutherford

Mark Braswell
Distinguished Scholar
Zenaida Bryant

Carolina Scholars
Osagie Aimiwu
Jim Appiah
Lizabeth Bamgboye
Thomas Barry
Sarrah Belhadj
Rami Darawsheh
Noah Davis
Benjamin Gordon
Aidan Holland
Nathnael Kahassai
Lasyasri Kambhampati
Patrick Kaper-Barcelata
Noa Lawrence
Tyler Layne
Christopher Lipscomb
Matthew Lu
Christine Mendoza
Pranish Pantha
Hayden Patel
Maximillian Potteat
Gaurav Rao
Abel Salas
Srilekha Vennamaneni
Karissa Webb
Shamar Wilson
Charles Wisdom
Megan Wohlfarth
Aimee Yan

Eve Marie Carson
Memorial Scholarship
Brooke Chow
Ferras Dahoum
Britney Hong
Guzin Karagöz
Ogugua Nwaeziegwe
Daniel Zhong

Chancellor’s Science Scholars
Oyindentola Ajasa
Bilal Azzam
Toheedat Bakare
Felipe Chiavegatto
Afra Faraz
Lamis Hammouda
Jessica Holloway
Manaal Iqbal
Julius King
Madison Milotte
Danielle Owens
Jarvis Richardson
Marina Rodriguez
Dain Ruiz
Ryan Smith
Dan Tsuma
Shanya Vong
Morgan Watson
Alyssa Weningwer

Coker-Fox Scholar
Jane Durden

College Fellows
Maribel Aragon Lucero
Micah Baldonado
Jala Battle
Chloe Breedlove
Claire Chu
Stefano Dongowski
Ce’Niyah Ellison
Macy Faw
Anahi Galvan
Divine Iroha
Caroline Locklear
Dheyia Madhani
Earl McBride

Frank A. Daniels Jr. Distinguished Scholar
Abraham Alonge
Yonas Kemal
Amelia Milano

Founders Scholars
Sophia Alexander
Aisha Bynum
Aadi Mehasanewala
Abraham Alonge
Amelia Milano

James M. Johnston Undergraduate Nursing Scholars
Lizbeth Arvizu-Benavidez
Neena Baker
Oluebube Ezeani
Mirelly Funex
Leticia Garcia
Alondra Lopez-Trejo
Ashley Mangum
Leslie Montalban Petatan
Anahi Paz
Chloe Wright

William R. Kenan Jr. Music Scholars
Monet Jowers
Frances Norton
Ryan Phillips

Margarison Family Distinguished Scholars and Carolina

Margarison Scholar
Amelia Loefler
Megan Wohlfarth
Danny Zepeda-Martinez

Meisenheimer Scholarship
Samuel Noel

Curtis and Enid Meltzer Scholars
Jonathan Garcia Cortez
Shahad Mustafa
Lydia Silverstone

OFFICE OF DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARSHIPS

Rangel Fellowship
Courtney Halverson

Schwarzman Scholars
Lizabeth Bamgboye
Maria Fernanda Silva

HONORS GLOBAL FELLOWSHIPS

Carolina Blue Honors Fellowships in Sports Entrepreneurship
Catherine Hunter

Lucius E. Burch III Fellows
Anna Baechold
Madison Marks
Cate Schultiz
Annabel Steiner

Anne L. and S. Epes Robinson Honors Fellows
Graham Hill
Jordan Mundy
Alyssa Parnelli
Annie Veum

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award
Earl Nelson Mitchell Scholar
Abigail Dunnigan

Columbus Morrison Scholars
Jamil Andrade
Belamy Counou
Valentina Morales

Peachtree Scholar
Sandra Thiengo

Herbert and Mayme Pegg
Distinguished Scholars
Hannah Brown
Kathryn Lorenz
Allie Nichols

Joseph E. and Grace Needham
Pogue Scholars
Abigail Adams
Nyami Aghedo
Sarah Beck
Brooke Chow
Henry Cruz Reyes
David Gonzalez Chavez
Priyash Haliz
Braeden Harper
Jaylen Harrell
Selah Piper
Rashika Rahman
Nina Scott-Farquharson
Charisma Stevens
Jada Young

Old Well Scholars
Ella Coxe
Emily Hendrix

Colonel John H. Robinson Scholars
Rishi Aghera
Amaliya Brown Doyoyo
Simon Ellington
Jacob Ferrebee
Isaiah Harris
Joshua Horton
Alasia Jenkins
Jasmine Jimenez
Gary Lee
Mia Mackie
Te’aja McCoy
Alexandra Miller
Claribel Ordaz-Rios
Jenny Qiu
Meredith Respess
Claudia Sandoval
Logan Selph
Krithika Senthil
William Stevens
Madeline Underwood
Connor Vines
Courtney Wilkins
Lilly Williams
Nate Worley

Dr. Thomas and Caroline Royster
Distinguished Scholars
Winter Earnhardt
Savannah Edmisten
Ryan Morris
Rexen Venevongsoth

Marvin B. Smith Jr.
Distinguished Scholars
Rodrigo Hernandez-Farrera
Chris Kim
Maisie Li

Soles Family Scholar
Margaret High

Tar Heel Merit Scholars
Sadie Allen
Matthew Bunn
Jaelyn Davis
Soul Dayan
Kamryn Dixon
Vidya Gadiokota
McKenna Griffin
Caroline Hoover
Alejandra Jaramillo
Jovon Langley
Raina Lee
Ashley Logue
Savanna Mathis
Toni-Ann Oclo
Diya Patel
Tulsi Patel
Jaeson Renion
Koushik Sridhar
Manas Takalpati
Colby Taylor
Adrian Tillman
Hallie Turner
Jacob Wallihan
Harry White

Alice and George Welsh Scholar
Lunden Mandigo

William Whitaker
Distinguished Scholars
Oluwatobi Adio
Makayla Gosnell
Kimberly Navarro
Janna Townsend

B. Robert Williamson
Distinguished Scholars
Vivian Clarke
Nayeli Gomez
Erika Mungua
Chloe Riley

Thomas Wolfe Scholar
Jennifer Gartland

Wood-Cole and Wood Family
Scholars
Galilee Ambellu
Elena Carabeau
Kaitlyn Champion
Landon Collins
Gustavo Gonzalez
Irfan Karim
David Niu

GENERAL ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
SCHOLARSHIPS

The J. Maryon Saunders Award*
Andrew Spratley

MOREHEAD-CAIN
FOUNDATION

Morehead-Cain Scholars
Class of 2024
Senam Mwiza Yawo Adedze
Heidi Marie Al-Koutami
Lindley Bradyn Andrew
Kayris Anna Baggett
Avni Bannuru
Evan Maxwell Berkowitch
Grace Walker Berry
Emma-Katherine Almeida Bowers
Lwazi Alwaba Bululu
Sadie Arlene Cheston-Harris
Eugenia Arlene Chow
Anna Elizabeth Connors
Andrea Lynn Cornel
Evelyn Ashley Dalton
Morgan Jack Davies
Soul Jade Dayan
Vivian Ying Deng
Matthew Linley Michael Deo
John Rees Dewey
Annabell Virginia Fisher
Nina Simone Fisher
Caroline Ann Furrier
Julian Ruben Goldner
Jack Landman Goldsmith IV
Virginia Claire Griffin
Maya Groff
Christopher Gantt Holliday
Emerson Fant Houser
Jonathan Suwen Huang
Kayden Suzanne Hunt
Ryan Matthew Osborne
Jaida Jett
Milena Almitra Jojic
Maya Alleson Key
Evelyn Louise McCrady
Patrice Miranda McGlone

Carson Ryan Moore
Shuhud Abdelhabi Mustafa
John Garnett Nelson
Michael Garrett O’Brien
Savannah Jane O’Brien
Richard Ekene Okoro
Jonathan Paul Osborne
Ruta Gabriele Petrakis
Olivia Kelly Pitt
Jared Seth Pittman
Sarah Grace Prosser
Kelly Ann Ray
Alexander Forbes Reid
Allison Nicole Reilly
Ashton Lee Rieser
Lia Starr Salvatierra
Luis Salvador Sanchez
Emily Ann Schmidt
Jasper Munro Schutt
Emily Rednall Smith
Jackson Thomas Stone
Mary Katherine Stukenberg
Brandon Sean Torng
Karina Vasudeva
Nicholas Hunter Vaughan
Katherine Grace Waddell
Helena Rose Walsh
Symone Elise Welch
Richard Lowder Whitfield
Ira Stone Wilder
Daughter Reid Williams

SCHOLASTIC HONOR
SOCIETIES

PHI BETA KAPPA

Officers
President: Isaiah Horton
Vice President: Varad Gurude
Recording Secretary: Shandan Farris

2023–2024 Initiates
Abigail Rose Adams
Andrew Clark Adams
Van Wesley Adamson-Thompson
Senam Mwiza Yawo Agedze
Boatema Adaowaa Han Mee
Agyeman-Mensah
Isabella Ahn
Divya Aikat
Oyinkansola Ajasa
Andrea Elizabeth Alesce
Hana Ali
Isabella Allara
Ana Margarita Altman
Helen Johanna Alvis
Diya Amin
Malika Amoruso
Isabelle Lilly Anderson
Lindley Bradyn Andrew
Emiko Lynn Andrews
Andrew Tudor Atanasiu
Numair Attaar
Emily Anne Baker
Jordanna Mary-Elle Balsauf
Sarah Ball
Pleasant Woodfin Ballenger
Lizbeth Oreluwu Bamgboyce
Aryaman Bana
Aydin Bandukwala
Jordan Opal Barish
Jenna LeAnn Barnes
Erica Bass
Jessica Avery Bates
Sarah Grace Beck
Sophia Raja Bellavia
Elizabeth Bennett
Emmeline Lydia Berridge
Mary John Beyer
Kruti Bhargav
Akash Bhowmik
Kathryn Elise Blair
Taryn Madeline Blecher
Aidan Michael Blevins
Andrew W. Boettcher
Eleanor Lindsay Bolton
Jonathan Grant Borneman
Joshua Daniel Bourque
David Bouslov
Alyssa Lauren Braddy
Kenna Jane Noonan Bradley
Eleanor Breiner
Rebecca Lauren Bridenbaugh
Albert Bright III
Zoë Luce Brockenbrough
Lauren Brodeur
Hannon Lydia Brown
Peyton Keely Brown
Caroline Hans Bowne
Sarah Broyhill
Zachary Buckler
Lwazi Alwaba Lwandile
Sithethi Bululu
Meredith Grace Burton
Anna Marie Butler
Alessandra Caroline
Caceres Torres
Melissa Leigh Cad
Zachary Cairns
Elizabeth Cake
Paige Mary Cameron
Avery Grace Carrick
Nicholas Chay Carter
Olivia Grace Cassidy
Jaxin Chang
Hadley Nelson Chapman
Emile Charles
Isabella Chase
Tia Malika Chawla

Cyndi Shiuye Chen
Megan Chen
Shu Cheng (Bernie) Chen
Ila L. Chilberg
Emma Sou-Ian Chow
Eugenia Chow
E. Greer Christy
Ana Lucia Ciro
Coleman Hutch Clark
Sean Christian Joseph Clayton
Emma Pearl Cohn
Anna Elizabeth Coley
Foyer Elizabeth Collis
Evelyn Concepcion
Jacob Dagoberto Concepcion
Dalton Connolly
Charles John Constantine
Margaret Austin Cook
Simon Asher Cook
Jane Quo Luan Corah
Louise Celeste Covington
Ethan Michael Crook
Ethan Joel Cummings
Eden Shanley Curtiss
Joseph Dalola
Surabhi Damle
Meredit H. Daughtridge
Cate Taylor Davis
Andrew John Degele
Andrew Deger
Vrina Sandipkumar Desai
Angelo Joseph DeSanto
Dex Dexter
Karina Nicole Dick
Kamryn Denise Dixon
Adrian Glenn Donatelli
Elaine Dong
Adam Doyle
Corinne Drabenstott
Yinchen (Rebecca) Du
Alexandra Karlinl Dunbar
Dylan Blue Richardson Dunn
Katherine Olivia Dunn
Blakely Durham
Sydney Durner
Sloan Lily Duvall
Merry Duwel
Sreenidhi Elayaperumal
Rosa Elias
Eleanor Jones
Madline Kate Ellis
Emily Renee Esposito
Claire Evans
Sebastian Parker Farris
Dane Alexander Fekete
Lauren Jacqueline Feldman
Max Feldman
Anna Jaying Feng
Julia Katherine O’Neil Finke
Kenneth James Fischer
Annabelle Virginia Fisher
Lauren Ashley Flach
Anne Flanagan
Caitlin Ceil Flanagan
Samantha Erin Flores
Charles Robert Freeman
Ganrong Fu
Taylor Ann Gailunas
Sashank Ganapatiharaju
Zhihan Gao
William Davidson Garcia
Gabrielle Wells Garner
Hannah Garner
Maja Gavia
Quintin Avery Gay
G. R. George
Christina Elizabeth Georgiou
Juniper D. Rahaman Gerardi
Alana Rachel Goldman
Julian R. Goldner
Katherine Ayn Golson
Gabriel Zheng Gong
David Alejandro Gonzalez Chavez
Noah Joseph Gottlieb
Ann Hook Goulain
Margaret Elizabeth Griffith
Gourley
Gwendolyn Gowan
Cameron Faith Grant
Collin McKinney Graves
Savannah Faith Grizzard
Maya Groff
Julie Lynn Gu
Jose David Guevare Hernandez
Lauren Sage Guillemette
Robert Andrew Guskiewicz Ill
Foster Hager
Kareem Anwar Haidary
Lauren Ainsley Haines
Wesley Adam Hall
Gabrial Isaac Hammond
Hope Hanson
Bhavshya Shri Hariharans Yasodha
Adelaide Ingram Harper
Joshua Harper
Charles Jackson Harris
Caroline Frances Heffern
Arwen Helms
Ryan Helms
Lucas Scott Hendershot
Carly Herndon
Melissa Hierman
Benjamin Austin Hinkle
John Edward Hinkle
Megan Hnilica
Dorian Ho
Rachel Caroline Hodakowski
Andrew James Hoffman
Madison Grace Holcomb
Emmaus William Holder
Katherine Mackenzie Holland
Christopher Gantt Holliday
Jeremy Grant Holliday
Thaddeus Theodore Holt
Caroline Hover
Karissa Ming Hoover
Elia Horowitz
Emerson Fant Harrison Houser
Leah MacKenzie Howell
Dylan Ting-Yuan Hsu
Ryan Huang
Bennett Lathan Hubbard
Elsa Z. Huesbch
Jack Xuechen Huo
Spencer Thomas Hurley
Aubrey Ella Hydelah
Adaeez Ashley Rosemary Ibeanu
Joe Danica Ingo
Eliza Pearl Jackson-Wald
Martha-Grace Elizabeth Jackson
Max Austin Jacobson
Jacob Michael James
Ruth Elizabeth Jeffers
Eleanor Jane Jeffries
Joanna Nithila Jeyachandran
Andy Jin
Anna (Huizi) Jin
Katherine Elizabeth Johnson
Milena Joicy
Emmi Se’Ri Jung
Zoe Millicent Kang
Patrick Kaper-Barcelata
Neal Arjun Kapur
David Karash
Joshua Kasher
Hannah Kaufman
Hariv Kaur
Andrew Kay
Caleigh Jude Kelly
Connor A. Kerr
Jason Thomas Kerr
Alexa Brooke Ketterer
Makayla Alleson Key
Sania Khazi
Isabella Rives Kiefer
Ethan Joseph Kim
Yu-Ha Kim
Ruby Caroline Kinder
Zachary Francis Kingery
Adrian Gray Kirkman
Sarah Tovar Kirsh
Evelyn Grace Kitchens
Avi Kissousar
Lea Kissousar
Willem Kloempken
Alice McCracken Knight
Andrew Robert Knotts
Anish Kodali
Aryan Thavanesh Kokkanti
Sprhaa Kolanukuduru
Marvin Burke Koonce IV
Pranav Krishnan
John Kurz
You-Wei Lai
Kathleen Arann Lane
Mia Kleberg Larkin
Anna Elizabeth Lassiter
Reese Elizabeth Layh
Henry Douglass Leasure
Jessica Grace Lee
Joanna Haeun Lee
Jonathan Jia-Yen Lee
Tiffanie Ann Lee
Yeelim Lee
Abigail Caroline Lehr
Grace Olivia Lena
Hoyt Worthy Lewis
Josie Claire Lewis
Henry Yuheng Li
Kaiyan Li
Patrick Li
Sylvie Li
Bethany Lida Liles
Bridget Lin
Wancheng Lin
Audrey Lin
Zhan Lin
Mary Beatrice Linares
Sarah Elizabeth Lindsay
Eliza Jean List
Michelle Liu
Anna Elizabeth Lloyd
Liczha Fabela Lobo
Ashley Kathleen Logue
Amelia Kinga Lojewski
Madeline Loops
Matthew Lu
Tai Li
Sophia Terese Luna
Wenqin Luo
Annie Luong
Erin Ma
Eloise G. MacLean
Elizabeth Anne Maguire
Campbell Wonchul Mah
Reilly A. Major
Pallavi Maladkar
Zan Jake Maley
Anant Malpani
Shriya Mandal
Christopher Stephen Manzano
Brittany Amanda Marcus
Jacob Mareno
Madison Reilly Marks
Gianna Louise Maroney
Sydney Kates Martin
Aydin Seanna Massey
Carsen Olivia Masterton
Baylee Rose Materia
Caroline Elizabeth Mays
Maxwell Tripp McCarty
Parker William McConnell
Shelby Marcella McDuffie
Lacy Mckee
Mary Slade Mckee
Nora McKenzie
Madelyn McLain
Duncan Craddock Meccan
Connor McManus
Makayla McMinn
Bruce Clay McRae
Aarav Mehta
Yidan Mei
Daiana Mendoza-Acosta
Baylor Gerald Merritt
Madeline Rose Metz
Ethan Joshua Meyerhofer
Caroline Marie Miller
Mary Stewart Miller
Anika Mittal
Marilyn Elizabeth Mohr
Charles Preston Moseley
Salma Waal Mourad
Boyang Mu
Erin Mueller
Shourya Mukherjee
Kyle Vincent Murphy
Evan Murray
Isabel Myers-Miller
Kimberly Mercedez Navarro
Chigozirim Jessica Ndukwe
Emma Elizabeth Neal
Audra Nelson
Long Nguyen
Phu Gia Nguyen
George John Nielsen
Alec James Nipp
Yi Niu
Bailey Daynes Noble
Katherine Elizabeth Noble
Erik David Norloff
Steven Michael Nuzzolo
Kaan Anthony Nyman
Aidan Xavier O’Brien
Kaylee Anne O’Brien
Torin Kathleen O’Brien
Toni-Ann Ocloo
Benjamin Anthony Oh
Hannah Min-Young Oh
Jonathan Paul Osborne
Jacob Paul Palmer
Jonathan Park
Sneha Subba Pasupula
Amay Patel
Divya Patel
Krutik Patel
Shreya Patel
Tulsi Patel
Yeshu Patel
Jake Weber Patterson
Alexandra Margaret Patton
Franklin Payne
Erin Beck Pearson
Audrey Celia Peck
Jackson Hutchings Peden
Alexandra Florence Peeler
Yiwen Peng
Garrison Peppers
Selah Grace Bekele-Piper
Lauren Pippin
Jared Seth Pittman
Lauren Elise Poore
Lillian Marie Potter
Alexander Orion Prakken
Claus Pringle
Jackson Miles Prochaska
Aneesh Purohit
Mallie Clara Purvis
Emily Qiu
Yutong Qiu
Lillian Layne Quady
Samuel Quesada
Rashika Rahman
Siddharth Krishna Ramanathan
Vidyja Ramesh
Rishi Reddy Ranabothu
Sonia A. Rao
Nihith Ravikanti
Alycin Ray
Kelly Ann Ray
Adithi Reddy
Siddharth Babu Reddy
Katherine Grace Redenbaugh
Alexander Forbes Reid
Lillian Reid
Allison Nicole Reilly
Thomas Robert Reinhardt
Ciara Renaud
Julia Marie Renberg
Zachary Todd Reubel
Rachel Ann Reynolds
Tanner Allen Richards
Matthew William Ricks
Helen Arlene Rippy Roehrer
Hannah Rosenberger
Jake Bridger Rosy
Mae Elizabeth Ruddy
Bradley Sadovsky
Victoria Sagasta Pereira
Neha Simran Saggi
Abel Antonio Salas
Lia Starr Salvatierra
Zahria Elise Sanders
Yinping Sang
Victoria Sansone
Jose Martin Santiago
Martin Jose Santiago
Hannah Marie Santos
Rachel Marie Sarvey
Shaista Sayeed
Sara Schaecher
Kate Avery Schild
Ethan Schroeder
Jasper Munro Schutt
Kaylee Alexs Scott
Vijay Reddy Seethana
Rebecca Segal
Elizabeth Gail Seith
Shreya Dutta Selvavel
Aditya Alagu Senthil
Eun Gyeol Angela Seo
Pratyush Seshadri
Ethan Kim Severson
Eka Pankaj Shah
Amir Shaheen
Neil Sharma
Harrington Dean Shaw
Alina Shcherbakova
Allen Shen
Ahmed Shezad
Alaina Shields
Georgia Cleo Shipley
Emelyn Zoe Shopmyer
Nathaniel Gregory Shue
Isabella Jade Siesel
Lydia Silverstone
Navkaran Singh
Joshua Singleton
Kenza Sloui
Brett Rutledge Smith Jr.
Tyler Patrick Smith
Abigail Marie Smiths
Clarisse Corpuz Sobremonte
Isabella Sofia Soluri
Harini Somanchi
Anurag Siriram
Carson Scott Denis
Megan Ruth Stanfield
Callie Stevens
Noah Stilwell
Kate Stukenberg
Trevor Clark Srumlin
Hanj Sun
Meghan Lei Sun
Mingling Sun
Arjun Suresh
Elena Marin Sutker
Madison Grace Swanson
Roarker Anthony Swenson
Anna Marie Switzer
Nicole Alaina Tamol
Manasa Tandri
Kaibo Tang
Glorianna R. Tarlton
Evan Davis Tarr
Caroline McKenzie Teague
Hunter Luke Teague
Claudia Elizabeth Telke
Brooke Katherine Thibault
Emily Grace Thomas
Olivia Mae Thomas
Lauren Anice Thompson
Kristen Hannah Thrower
Mason Tyler Tilly
Ashley Titus
Josiah Stephen Townsend
Annie Nih Tran
Bridget Treanor
Elise Trexler
Payton Tucker
Hallie Turner
Rachel Elizabeth Turner
Rebecca Lynn Turner
Zoe Renee Turner
Nicholas Tutwiler
Mackie Tate Tygart
Ella Caroline Vail
Sydney Marie Van Buren
Sophie Elisabeth van Duin
Joshua Douglas Van Mater
Mahesh Vankineni
Grace Elizabeth Villanueva
Fiorela Villegas
Rahul Viswanath
Steven John von Dohlen
Lydia Erin Waddell
Gurleen Kaur Wahra
Joshua Michael Wall
ORDER OF THE
GOLDEN FLEECE

Officers
Jason: Jessica Holloway
Hyparchos: Chisom Uozkwe
Christophor: Jordyn Francis Earl
Grammateus: Vivian Caimile Lane

Members
Sarah Broyhill
Christian Alexander-Kun Chung
Christopher Holliday
Kayden Hunt
Makayla Key
Frederick Dalton Locklear
Katherine Noble
Neil Sharma
Kenza Slaoui
Karina Vasudeva

KAPPAOMICRON
CHAPTER OF DELTA
SIGMA THETA
SORORITY INC.

South Atlantic Regional
Representative: Kamryn
Denise Dixon
President: Jessica Sallette
Holloway
Second Vice President: Maya
Lauren Mitchell
Recording Secretary: Jada
Cimore Young
Corresponding Secretary:
Cameron Alyssa Crosby
Sergeant-at-Arms: Oyinlola
Adebanke Mariam Lawal

HONORS CAROLINA

2023–2024 Honors
Carolina Laureates
Abigail Rose Adams
Oluwatobi Adeyemi Adio
Tucker Blair Adkins
Naomi Daniel Admasu
Nyami Adesuwa Aghedo
Raj N. Aghera
Rishi N. Aghera
Manasi Agrawal
Osagie Kingsley Aimiwu
Oyindamola O’temu Ajasa
Penelope Natassja Aiberdi
Sadie Jane Allen
Eymani L. Alston
Sedalia Arlene Seeley Amato
Gelila Alemeework Ambellu
Jackson Hedrick Ammons
Malika Michele Amoroso
Timothy J. Anderson
Jamil Helder Andrade
Lindley Bradyn Andrew
Alex Anton
Jim Appiah
Corina Jain Argiry
June E. Arricastraes
Numair Attaar
Neyha Baddigam
Lauren Bryant Baddour
Anna Katherine Baechtold
Madeleine Bagshaw
Toheedat Aderemi Bakare
Micah Jogit Alvaro Senturias
Baldonado
Macey Rose Balk
Lizabeth Oreluwu Bamgboyie
Avni Bannuru
Suryadyuti Baral
Julia Ley Pei Barnett
Sydney Tania Barnett
Julia Doria Bowrow
Angelina Bayarak
Launie-Anne Bazinet
Alexander Samuel Bean
Sarah Grace Beck
Chloe Marie Bell
Elizabeth Searce Bennett
Evan Maxwell Berkowitz
Emmeline Lydia Beridge
Grace Walker Berry
Ambika S. Bhatt
Tatem Connor Blackburn
Laith Louai Blan
Jessica Areeya Blumenthal
Lucas De Campo Bonomo
Ethan Sengupta Botts
Emma-Katherine Almeida Bowers
Sophia Lynn Bowers
Hawley Price Bronson
William Conner Brossnan
Amalaysia Shongo Brown Doyoyo
Sarah Broyhill
Katherine Caroline Bryan
Aidan Emerich Buehler
Max Joseph Buglisi
Lwazi Alwaba Lwandile
Sithethi Bululo
Matthew Franklin Bunn
Tessa Grace Buscher
Alessandra Caroline
Caceres Torres
Stephanie Marie Caddell
Carlyns Alexandra Calayan
Isaiah Deante Caldwell
Elena M. Carabeau
Megan Elizabeth Castle
Taylor Williamson Charles
Andrea Dahila Chavez
Jiaqi Chen
Sadie Arlene Cheston-Harris
Parker Thomas Childers
Albert Minseok Choi
Brooke Tience Chow
Eugenia Cheuk Yin Chow
Claire Yijen Chu
Catherine Chubb
Olivia-Ray Roslyn Clark
Vivian Jean Clarke
Caroline Grant Cockrell
Ava LaBrecque Cohen
Emma Pearl Cohn
Grayson Markert Coleman
Andrew Brennan Conroy
Charles John Constantine
William Harris Crawford IV
Lara Crochik
Eden Stanley Curtis
Olivia Christian Dagenhart
Joseph Palmer Dalola
Evelyn Ashley Dalton
Noor Moahad Dar
Rami Zahi Darawsheh
Shubhankar Darbari
Arianna Laholllie Darden
Valerie Abena Darrey-Hayford
Neha Das
Meredith Haven Daughtridge
Jaelyn Lonnae Davis
Eduardo de la Parra Polina
Chekna Bagayoko Diawara
Kamryn Denise Dixon
Anna Mahin Donahoo
Yinchen Du
Alexandra Kaitlin Dunbar
Jordan Elaine Duncan
Jane Randolph Durden
Ritsbhum Dutta
Annabel Lee Dwyer
Winter Lee Earnhardt
Frank Hughes Edwards
Elena Boccardi Ersaudni
Simon Wilkes Ellington
Ce’Niyah Raijine Ellison
Gabriella Torsone Ercolino
Christopher Lawrence Everett
Afran Faraz
Henry Vivona Farnham
Omar Ahmed Farrag
Macy Elizabeth Faw
Ella Savannah Feathers
Jacob Michael Ferreeb
Rachel Korb Ferris
Annabelle Virginia Fisher
Nina Simone Fisher
Caitlin Ceili Flanagan
Caroline Ann Furnier
Anahi Galvan
William D. Garcia
Charlotte Michelle Geier
Rachel Elizabeth Gentile
Katherine Cosby George
Madelyn Kay Germanto
Matthew Dean Gimbel Jr.
Julian Ruben Goldner

** Indicates Chancellor’s Award
David Gonzalez Chavez
Gustavo Daniel Gonzalez
Brett Gray Goodman
Benjamin Jacob Gordon
Lior Tai Gordon
Margaret Elizabeth
Griffin Gourley
Madison Lynn Grajzar
Katherine May Grant
Collin McKinney Graves
David Sarber Green
Ronik Marcelo Grewal
McKenna Rochelle Griffin
Virginia Claire Griffin
Maya Groff
Juli Lynn Gu
Jose David Guevara Hernandez
Verina Guirguis
Juhi Gulati
Varad Devadatta Gurude
Kathryn Elizabeth Haenni
Priyash Noor Hafiz
Adelaide Ingram Harper
Jaylen Demond Harrell
Barrett Katherine Harrington
Joseph Harris
Yseult Laure Hedlund
Cobi Madison Henry
Elisabeth Cres Wren
Ricardo Hernandez-Lopez
Christopher Thomas Hewgley
Graham Paul Hill
Kayla Dora Hill
Hadley Jane Hodge
Andrew James Hoffman
Aidan Patrick Holland
Christopher Gantt Holliday
Jessica Sallette Holloway
Joseph C. Holmes
Caroline Ansley Hoover
Joshua I. Horton
Emerson Fant Harrison Houser
Nicole Judith Hudson-Pineda
Eleanor Keith Huffines
Kayden Suzanne Hunt
Catherine Cranford Hunter
Manaal Fatima Iqbal
Wasan M. Issa
Alejandra Jaramillo
Vandanaa Jayaparakash
Tala Jazairi
Alasia Nikia Jenkins
Ryan Matthew Jensen
Jaida Jett
Sanjana Jha
Jasmine Elize Jimenez
Andrew Yaoyu Jin
Milena Almtra Jejc
Evan Rhys Mcmillan Jones
Rithika Kasialakshmi Jonnalagadda
Nupur Joshi
Zoe Millicent Kang
Patrick Kaper-Barcelata
Anchita Deepak Karwanede
Sundeep Kaur
Alisha Kelkar
Caleigh J. Kelly
Alexa Brooke Ketterer
Makayla A. Key
Ji Won Kim
Samantha Jio Klukas
Matthew Koenigshofer
Shri Kolanukuduru
Jillian Kate Lancaster
Elsa Fernanda Landeros
Lia Victoria Lathan
Tyler Omani Layne
Jonathan Jia-Yen Lee
Rina Y. Lee
Yulee Leon
Lavender Lewis
Josie Claire Lewis
Kasey Elizabeth Linton
Eliza Jean List
Emily Liu
Caroline Leigh Locklear
Frederick Dalton Locklear
Amelia Jane Loefller
Ashley Kathleen Logue
Luke Kenneth Louis
Matthew Lu
Charles Shields Lynch
Dheya Vidula Madhani
Michael Q. Maizel
Hudson Reed Malsch
Lunden Andrew Mandigo
Zainab Javed Maniya
Christopher Stephen Manzano
Brittany Amanda Marcus
Guilherme Moreira
Peixoto Marinho
Dalia Yamthe Marquez
Sarah Elizabeth Martin
Earl Nathaniel McBride II
Taylor Ann McCarthy
Evelyn Louise McCrady
Kamryn Campbell McDonald
Allison Marie McDowell
Simone Natalie McFarlane
Jake Patrick McGillon-Moore
Marisa Madison McGovern
Duncan Craddock McLean
Sara Marie Meehan
Aadil Raashid Mehasanewala
Brenna Nicole Mehl
Christine Isabelle Mendoza
Mira Ambady Menon
Emily Ruth Metcalfe
Julia Maureen Milkins
Alexandra Kate Miller
Susan Kate Miller
Madison Ann Millette
Anika Mittal
Brooke Leland Molbreak
Carson Ryan Moore
Valentina Morales
Margaret Tribble Moseley
Anushka Mary Mukerji
Karl-juulius Mueller
Erika Azucena Munguia
Mason C. Murray
Shuhud Abdelhadi Mustafa
Isabel Blythe Myers-Miller
Neha Nataraj
Chigozirim Amachukwu
Jessica Ndulwe
Mercy Lindon Neal
John Garnett Nelson
Margaret Cecelia Newton
Jackqueeline Tu-Uyen Nguyen
William Preston Nichols
Jacqueline Nectaria Nikas
Františka Nutárová
Tenley Marie Nystrom
Torin Kathleen O’Brien
Toni Ann Sedina Ocloc
Claribel Ordaz-Rios
Juliana Bea Oringle
Jonathan Paul Osborne
Nicholas Powers Osborne
Naomi Ovrutsky
Eric Ogai Oyugi
Brenda Abigail Palacios Rodriguez
Cristina Pastor Valverde
Hayden Thomas Patel
Tulsi Patel
Nya Amina Patton
Yifei Pei
Ruta Gabriele Petrikis
Remi Eliza Philips
Ryan Daniel Phillips
Stephanie Paulella Pierson
Selah Grace Piper
Olivia Kelly Pitt
Lindsey Poole
Noah C. Price
Lillian Grace Prince
Sarah Grace Prosser
Abigail Jane Pugh
Anesh Purohit
Emily Qiu
Jenny Qiu
Catherine Elizabeth Ragland
Rashika Rahman
Sejal Rai
Maria Catherine Ramage
Eleanor Gale Rankin
Gaurav Madhusudan Rao
Elise Victoria Ray
Kelly Ann Ray
Adithi Reddy
Katherine Grace Redenbaugh
Katherine Brittain Reeves
Allison Nicole Reilly
Meredith Marie Resspes
Sofia Cole Rhodes
Lamar Gregory Richards
Ellis Lee Riggsbee
Atlas Bradley Rodgers
Mariana Rodriguez
Nicolette Bella Rojas
Mae Elizabeth Ruddy
Dain Armand Ruiz
Nicole Angelique Sagarana
Abel Antonio Salas
Christopher J. Salazar
Megan Ashley Schleigner
Lenya Schmidt-Neuhau
Cate Summer Schultz
Jasper Munro Schutt
Nina Alexandria Scott-Farquharson
Logan Paul Selph
Sonali Senapati
Krithika Alagu Senthil
Un Gyeol Seo
Aditi Ashish Shah
Luke Alexander Shehee
Mikaela Jade Sherry
Emily Yifei Shi
Lauren Sideling
Lydia Silverstone
Sachdev Singh
Simcha Ravi Singh
Kenza Siaoui
John Spencer Sloan
Blair Johnson Smith
Tyler Patrick Smith
Emily Rednall Smither
Clare Abigail Snider
Anna Katelyn Snyder
Ning Soong
Louisa Sarah Sperrazza
Ellora Mae Srbani
Hailey Staton
Annabel Price Steiner
Callie Elizabeth Stevens
Melanie Ann Stevens
Mary Katherine Stukenborg
Juliana Webster Surkin
Casimir Alexander Szupica
Manas M. Takalpati
Benjamin K. Tawmbe
Evans Davis Tarr
Colby Ryan Taylor
Lauren Simone Taylor
Caroline McKenzie Teague
Lucien William Tessier
Lauren Anice Thompson
Julia Claire Torresgrosa
Cameron Traylor
Dan Mutugi Tsuma
Jacob Larsen Turner
Mackie Tate Tygart
Madeline Joyce Underwood
Sydney Marie Van Buren
Karina Vasuveda
Nicholas Hunter Vaughan
Srilekshya Vennamanneni
Sarah Ellen Vickers
Connor Roberson Vines
Samuel Trippe Vlahopoulos
Phillip Vo
Katherine Grace Waddell
Lydia Erin Waddell
Ayah Wahab
SCHOOL AWARDS

THE KENAN–FLAGLER
BUSINESS SCHOOL

Undergraduate Business
Recognitions Of Excellence

The Estelle and Abraham
Balbirer Undergraduate Business
Scholarship
Anagha Veliyatt

The John Duke Baldrige Jr.
Scholarship
Tanner Bailey
Dhruva Ghosh
Katherine Grant
Andrew Jin
Gexing Li
John Loftus
Win Lei Phyu Sin
Ankitha Shenoy
Louisa Sperrazza
Carley Wiley

The L. David and Barbara
D. Berryhill Jr. Fund
Parker Childers
Wallace Foutch III
Namrta Gandhi
Maisie Li
William Nichols
Tenley Nystrom
Summer Sledzieski
Leyi Wang
Yingqi Xia

The Alvin M. Bodford
Undergraduate Assured Admission
Scholarship Fund
Robert Landry

The Brown Assured Admit
Scholarship
Ethan Botts

The Carl and Janice Brown
Upperclass Academic Scholarship
Fund
Sarah Brooks
Haley Hanks
Chiaia Kellogg
Emma Lisk
Nayeli Reyes

The Global Education and
Internship Fund
Veda Choudary
Katherine Grant
Lia Lathan
Shichen Wang

The Eric D. Campbell Undergraduate
Global Studies Fund
Sam Henderson

The Erie Windsor Cass
and Jessamine Brown Cass
Undergraduate Scholarship
Animesh Acharya
Kunika Aggarwal
Sean Archer
Angelina Bayrak
Camri Bulls
Ellie Grace Castoral
Victoria Du
John Duffy
Kevin Hillesland
Alessandra La Barbera
Yichie Lin
William Motley
Remi Philips
Madeleine Reiter
Valeria Schad
Maggie Wilder

The Wayland H. Cato Jr. Merit
Scholars Endowed Scholarship Fund
Riley Johnson
Nicole Vilas Boas

The A. Donald Christopher
Scholarship Fund
Tanner Bailey

The Gene Clark Memorial
Scholarship
Angelina Bayrak
Riley Bean
Rithvik Chelasani
Parker Childers
Rathi Ganesan
Merytt Haney
Thomas Hockaday
Sarika Kasuganti
Anirudh Kompella
Yichie Lin
Christopher Manzano
Isabel McGowan
Nicholas Osborne
Boyd Poelke
Tejas Sagubadi
Dishita Sen
Jocelyn Snodgrass

James Wilford Clark Jr.
Undergraduate Scholarship Fund
Robert Donnelly
Colby Doreen
Charlotte Geier
Brett Goodman
Katherine Grant
Merytt Haney

The Hayden Clay Global
Scholarship Fund
Amy Wozniak
Global Learning Opportunities
in Business Education
Victoria Du
Kush Shah
Surya Zutshi

The N. Courts Cooledge Family
Endowment
Christopher Manzano
Tatum Pryor

The Curtis Cover Memorial
Scholarship
Anvita Godavarthi
Kaitlyn Goldman
Kayan Hunt
Braden Hunter
Andrew Jin
Julia Labs
Yichie Lin
Tianxing Ma
Catherine McCaffery
Isabel McGowan
Ogechi Nwobu
Juliana Oringel
Nicholas Osborne

The Curtis Cover Memorial
Global Learning Opportunities
in Business Education
Victoria Du
Kush Shah
Surya Zutshi

The Curtis Cover Memorial
Endowment
Christopher Manzano
Tatum Pryor

The G. Morrison Creech and
Elizabeth J. Creech
Family Scholarship
Derek Brown
Benjamin Kulberg
Macon Shoemaker

The Thomas W. Dana III
Undergraduate Scholarship
Alec Mulvaney

The William G. Daughtridge Jr.
Study Abroad Fund
Andrew Jin
Virginia Troutman
The Marion Dixon BSBA Scholarship Fund
Mia Garland

Patricia Dowdy Draughon Study Abroad Scholarship
Frank Edwards
Joshua Remeis
Alexandra Reynolds

The Wade S. Dunbar Jr. Undergraduate Scholarship Fund
Gabrielle Guffey
Jonathan Lee
Elena Sutker
Tyler Trexler
Lydia Waddell
Carley Wiley
Matthew Works

Evans Family Scholarship
Macon Shoemaker

The Jimmy W. Garrell Tabor City Endowment Fund
Colleen Brown
Sarika Kasuganti
Anderson Tao

General BSBA Scholarship
Dhruva Ghosh
Siun Kang
Macon Shoemaker

Global BSBA Scholarship
Cole Barnes
Robert Donnelly
Rachel Ferris
Barrett Harrington
Lauren Langley
William Motley
William Nichols
Aryonna Rice
Allen Shen
Elena Sutker
Carley Wiley
Freddie Woltz
Aimee Yan

The Ewing Schleeter Harris BSBA Scholarship Endowment
Kunika Aggarwal
Luke Atkinson
John Duffy
Jonathan Moran
Anagha Velliyatt
Lydia Waddell

The Charles Glenwood Hawley Scholarship Fund
Susan Miller
Joseph Cooley and Kathleen Cullins
High Koinonia Scholarship
Isaac Cannon

The Roy W. Holstein Assured Admission Scholarship
Amit Parikh
Kenneth Felton Howard Jr. Undergraduate Scholarship Fund
Vivian Clarke
Irfan Karim
Joseph Marmaud

The Kenneth Bartlett Howard BSBA Scholarship
Christopher Holliday
Rachel Kolb
Yochie Lin
Megan Miller
Carly Rein
Louisa Sperrazza

The Long Family UK Experience Scholarship
Rachel Ferris
Benjamin Gordon
Carly Rein
Lily Rowland
Noah Smith
Russell Tabor

The Margerison Study Abroad Scholarship
Neha Nataraju

The Margerison Distinguished Business Scholarship
Charles Mitchum
Neha Nataraju
Amber Russell

Edison E. Marley Undergraduate Business Scholarship
Jose Camacho
Mike Garcia Tepezila
Yonas Kemal
Paul Matanovic

The Ernest E. Mayo Undergraduate Fund
Luke Atkinson
Yinchen Du
Anthony Hui
Meredith Jenkins
Gexing Li
Charles Lynch
Christopher Manzano
Kush Patel
Win Lei Phyu Sin
Caleb Turner
Anthony Valentino

The James K. McLean Scholarship Fund
Corina Argiry
Luke Atkinson
Ethan Botts
Colleen Brown
Anna Carmichael
Julia Chaverin
Rithvik Chelasani
Robert Dimitrov
Henry Foster
Rathi Ganesan
Parker Harris
Katie Hunter
Irfan Karim
Sarika Kasuganti
Saloni Ladhe
Ava Lathan
Isabella Malick
Bishop Miles
Megan Miller
Carson Moore
Jonathan Moran
Ogechi Nwobu
Tenley Nystrom
Juliana Oringel
Amit Parikh
Kush Patel
Joshua Remeis
Dishita Sen
Ankitha Shenoy
Macon Shoemaker
Ann Caton Smith
Louisa Sperrazza
Holly Springate
Tyler Trexler

The McMichael Family Study Abroad Scholarship
Neha Nataraju

The McMichael Family Study Abroad Scholarship
Nicole Vilas Boas
Adam Weber
Timmy Yeung
Virginia York
Ruth Mary-Ella Zieverink
Kesin Zimmerman

The Medlin Scholarship for Business and the Liberal Arts
Suzy Brito Lagunas
Colleen Brown
Emily Caprioglio
Anna Carmichael
Brooke Chow
Emma Dorsch
Katherine Grant
Anthony Hui
Andrew Jin
Irfan Karim
Alexa Ketterer
Isabella Malick
Susan Miller

William Nichols
Garrison Peppers
Caroline Prendiville
Sejal Rai
Kush Shah
Emily Shih
Louisa Sperrazza
Alexandra Warren
Charles Williamson
Gu Wei Tian Xie

The Amy and Jonathan Merrill Global Experiences Scholarship
Adam Weber

The Kenneth Rhudar Miller Undergraduate Global Learning and Leadership Fund
Guilherme Marinho
Vibha Sarabu
Emily Shih
Louisa Sperrazza

The Norona Family Global Experiences Scholarship
Ashray Kalikadavil

Kenan-Flagler Global Scholarship
Hala Ballard Al-Ameen Ballard
Sierra Brinkley
Jose Camacho
Patrick Chan
Amy Chen
John Cherkez
Javon Davis
Abigail Fieri
Taylor Giilunas
Mike Garcia Tepezila
Chris Kim
Brylie Major
Zainab Maniya
Claribel Ordez-Rios
Mira Rajesh
Edgar Rodriguez
Yudi Yao
Sophia Zheng
Kaylee Zuniga

The Perry Family Scholarship
Bishop Miles
Lillian Thurmond

The Michael J. Peterson Scholarship Fund
Brylie Major
The June and L. Gordon Pfefferkorn Jr. BSBA Study Abroad Scholarship
Angelina Bayrak
Soul Dayan
Anjallie Hatharasinghe
Sofia Parra Borges
Lydia Thomas
Matthew Yan

The G. Martin Poole Study Abroad Endowment
Vivian Deng
Wallace Foutch
Nickolas Horkey
Olivia Leshnock
Tenley Nystrom
Nicholas Osborne

The Greer and Bryan Pope Global Experiences Fund
Charles Lynch

Pringle Global Business Education Scholarship
Robert Dimitrov
Sanika Kasuganti
Erin Singleton
Ramesh Srividiya
Lydia Waddell
Matthew Yan

The Jason Ray BSBA Global Scholarship
Harrison Abernathy
Parker Childers
Victoria Graham
Aadil Mehasanewala
Parker Mendenhall
Allegra Parker
Gu Wei Tian Xie
Frank Zheng

The Barry Roberts International Fund
Namrta Gandhi
Raghvendra Lahoti
Mary Miller
Louisa Sperrazza
Devin Wu

Rodger D. Robison Family Scholarship (Global BSBA)
Harrison Northrup

The William H. Rogers Jr. Financial Wellbeing Scholarship
Javen Davis
Gabrielle Guffey
Jonathan Lee
Zainab Maniya
Joseph Marmaud
Sejal Rai
Sophia Zheng

The Edmund B. Ross III BSBA Endowment
Isaiah Caldwell
Akum Dhillon
Anvita Godavarthi
Kaitlyn Goldman
Carly Herndon
Kayed Hunt
Braden Hunter
Anirudh Kompella
Jonathan Lee
Guilherme Marinho
Catherine McCaffery
Rebecca Milligan
Brayden Nolley
Ogechi Nwobu
Madison Ross
Tejas Sagubadi
Maxwell Sutker
Colby Teixeira
Kesandu Ucheya
Devin Wu
Gu Wei Tian Xie
Daniel Zhong

The E. Jackson Sapp Scholarship
Madeline Alt
Smith Catherine
Akum Dhillon
Alexa Ketterer
Charles Larkin
Jenkins Meredith
Lydia Waddell

The Bob and Teresa Scheppegrell BSBA Study Abroad Endowment
Rithvik Chelasani
Maya Mitchell
Ann Caton Smith
Kesandu Ucheya
Nicole Vilas Boas
Matthew Works

The Schomberger Family Scholarship
William Garcia

Hampton Shuping Memorial Scholarship
Benjamin Kulberg

Hampton Shuping Memorial Prize*
Andrew Jin

Frank and Shelayne Sutton Excellence Fund
Carson Baker
Vivian Clarke
Anna Cornelius
Katharyne Mascia
Alexandra Reynolds

James H. Toy Scholarship
Wesley Barnett
Tyler Clayton
Tenley Nystrom
Allegra Parker
Emily Shih

Triangle Advertising Federation Scholarship
John Duffy
Charlotte Geier
Mary Miller
Tyler Trexler

Ulrich Family Scholarship Fund for Study Abroad
Carolina Barros
Juliana Oringel
Connor Selle

The Watson Family Expendable Scholarship Fund
Bishop Miles
Madeleine Reiter
Ruth Mary-Ella Zieverink

Edwina D. Woodbury Business Endowment
Lia Lathan
Anna Marks
Rebecca Thompson

Frank Ervin Young Jr. and Mae T. Young Undergraduate Business Fund
Abraham Alonge
Luke Atkinson
Wesley Barnett
Jalen Brooks
Isaiah Caldwell
Salazar Christopher
Gabrielle Guffey
Anthony Hui
Julia Kalinowska
Majisie Li
Bishop Miles
Sejal Rai
Mira Rajesh
Holly Springer
Vanessa Valencia
Sophia Zheng

THE ADAMS SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Advanced Dental Education

American Academy of Cariology Student Research Award
Adam Hoxie

American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology Albert G. Richards Award
J. Colin LaPrade

American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology Centennial Scholarship Award
J. Colin LaPrade

American Association of Orthodontists Foundation Research Aid Award
Christine Bode
Joy Gerasco
Adam Hoxie

American Association of Orthodontists Table Clinic Award
Joy Gerasco

American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Samuel D. Harris Research and Policy Fellowship
Mark Veazy

American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Transition Advisory Group Appointment
Mark Veazy

American Prosthodontic Society Student of Merit Award
Leela Breitmann

Anne and Henry Harrelson Fellowship
Jesse Woon

Brooks Fellowship
Thomas Patrick III

Childcare Scholarship Program
Francesco DeMayo

Delta Dental Community Care National Leadership Award
Mark Veazy

Dental Foundation of North Carolina Advanced Education Fellowship
Alaa Aljohani
Yaser Ikhlayel
Sud Shameih

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award
Dental Foundation of North Carolina Ann and G. Randolph Babcock Fellowship
Amjad AlGhaithab
Riley Allen
Christine Bode
Leela Breitman
Claire Carney
Akshay Chhana
Joy Gerasco
Adam Hoxie
J. Colin LaPrade
Koby Martin
Jaqueline Massouda
Mark Veazy
Ye Wan
Jesse Woon

Dental Foundation of North Carolina Smiley Award
Adam Hoxie

Dentsply Sirona/ADHA Graduate Student Clinician’s Research Award
Ye Wan

Derek T. Turner Research Excellence Award
Christine Bode
Joy Gerasco
Adam Hoxie

Diane C. Dilley Fellowship
Mark Veazy

Dr. Eugene F. Howden Pediatric Dentistry Fellowship
Sungmin Sohn

Dr. Neil Kessel Fellowship
Christine Bode

Dr. Mike Roberts Fellowship
Sungmin Sohn

Dr. Shizuko Yamauchi Endodontics Graduate Student Award
Jackson Seagroves
Damian Slaczka

Elsie and Dexter Sapp Fellowship
Amjad AlGhaithab
J. Colin LaPrade

Fetner Family Fellowship
Claire Carney

Freedland Advanced Dental Education Fellowship
Francesco DeMayo
Jackson Seagroves
Damian Slaczka

Jack and Renee Dunlevy Fellowship
Jaqueline Massouda

Jacob Freedland Scholarship
Francesco DeMayo
Jackson Seagroves
Damian Slaczka

Jim Conlear Foundation Fellowship
Mark Veazy

Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental Disorders Fellowship
Mark Veazy

Mary Jean Breeland Fellowship
Sungmin Sohn
Mark Veazy

Menius Fellowship
Claire Carney

Orthodontics Pediatric Dentistry
San Francisco Lee and Pang Fellowship
Claire Carney

Sandy Marks Fellowship
Sungmin Sohn
Mark Veazy

Southern Association of Orthodontists Resident Research Award
Christine Bode
Joy Gerasco
Jaqueline Massouda

Southern Association of Orthodontists Resident Research Grant
Adam Hoxie

Sturdivant Research Award
Alaa AlJohani
Suad Shameh
Theodore Olendorf Fellowship
Claire Carney

Sturdivant Research Award
Alaa AlJohani
Suad Shameh
Theodore Olendorf Fellowship
Claire Carney

UNC-Chapel Hill Master of Orthodontics Graduate Merit Assistantship
Joy Gerasco

Worth Gregory Fellowship
Francesco DeMayo
Jackson Seagroves
Damian Slaczka

Doctor of Dental Surgery

Academy of Dentistry International Student Servant Leadership Award
Tatiana Cambio

Academy of General Dentistry Award
Lauren Bunch Wilson
William Wilson

Academy of Operative Dentistry Award
Jared Floyd

Academy of Osseointegration Award
Mabry Griffin

American Academy of Esthetic Dentistry Award
Christine Sulzer

American Academy of Oral Medicine Graduate Award
Jackie Le

American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Award of Merit
Samantha Glover

American Academy of Periodontology Dental Student Award for Achievement
Christine Sulzer

American Academy of Women Dentists Eleanor Bushee Award
Jasmine Nevil

American Association of Public Health Dentistry Award
Achievement in Community Dentistry and Dental Public Health
Sylvette Ramos-Diaz

American College of Dentists Student Leadership Award
Kennedy Chioma

American College of Prosthodontics Award
Junior Jaramillo

Deah and Yusor Abu Salah Barakat Award
Allison McLeod Spillers

Dr. Murray Holland and Mrs. Helen Holland Award in Prosthodontic Dentistry
Savannah Buchanan

Grover C. Hunter Award
Skylar McCaughey

International College of Dentists Student Humanitarian Award
Karen Zhao

International Congress of Oral Implantologists/Sullivan Schein Award
Jackie Le

Jeanne Craig Sinkford Student Leadership Award
Briawna Dildy

John D. Moriarty Award for Excellence in Clinical Periodontology
Robby Wuo

Monte Miska Award in Fixed Prosthodontics
Landon Guy

North Carolina Dental Society Student Leader Award
Lauren Bunch Wilson

Omicron Kappa Upsilon Honor Society
Savannah Buchanan
Briawna Dildy
Pinar Adimici Dogani
Jackie Le
Skylar McCaughey
Margaret McGuire
Bruno Segovia-Chumbeze
Fatemeh Sayyady
Christine Sulzer
Karen Zhao

Pierre Fauchard Academy Award
Sylvette Ramos-Diaz

Quintessence Award for Clinical Achievement in Periodontics
Adita Kakkar

Robert E. Tormey Jr. Memorial Award
Rachel Maynor

Southeastern Academy of Prosthodontics Award
Pinar Doganci

Whip Mix “Best of the Best” Award in Prosthodontics
Karen Zhao

Dental Hygiene

American Association of Public Health Dentistry Award
Jazmine Ibarra Soltero

American Association of Public Health Dentistry’s Dental Hygiene Student Merit Award for Outstanding Achievement in Community
Coco Guo
Mya Sales

Carolina First Scholarship
Jessica Torain

Colgate Star Award
Delaney Wallace

Dental Hygiene Alumni Award
Mya Sales
Fiona Wallace

Derek T. Turner Student Research Award
Jazmin Ibarra Soltero

Eleanor Forbes Clinical Achievement Award
Eternity Moore

Honors Carolina
Jazmine Ibarra
Lauren Ryall

THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

The Debbie Andrews English Education Scholarship
Katherine Leonard

The Black Alumni School of Education Fellowship (BASE)
Simone Wilson

The Hob Brown and Erwin Parrott Boyd Trust Fund Award
Eliah Anderson
Michael Berro
Corey Bray
Tia Byers
Rosario Castillo
Jamie Elsner
Caitlin Kearney
Eric Kirk
Siki Narae Lim
Vitaly Radsky
Ross Ramsey
Sirui Ren
Luz Robinson
Clara Thorne

The V. Mayo Bundy and Norma M. Bundy Scholarship
Delaney Goard

The Gail Weaver Bunn Endowed Fellowship
Madison Marks

The Patrick W. and Janet R. Carlton Endowed Award for Dissertation Research in Education Leadership
Lisa Williams Ashe

The Barbara Holland and John Franklin Chapman Jr. Graduate Fellowship and Ira J. and Esther L. Gordon Fellowship
Chelsea McGraw

The Frank R. Comfort Scholarship
Josie Delellis

Fred Pfohl Crouch Sr. and Marjorie Mulligan Crouch Scholarship
Cameron Lynch

The Dr. Robert Eaves Scholarship
Mary Lacey Holmes

The Fellows for Inclusive Excellence
Nissa Bennett Wells
Hailee Bryan
Katie Carder
Lorenzo Davis
Cora Hirschfeld
Laura Holmes
John Koket
Grace Landrum
Dawson Leviner
Lauren Lloyd
Kayla Means
Bri Ooley
Marissa Spears
Elijah “Cole” Stanley
Madison Sturdivant
Jennifer Tong
Molly Wells
Leah Welsh

The Galassi-Brown Award
Justin Pini

The Virginia Carter Gabbel Graduate Student Scholarship
Jennifer Petty

The Maggie Gravelle Scholarship
Eliah Anderson

The Samuel M. Holton Graduate Fellowship
William Pryor

The Barry and Ann Hounshell Fund Scholarship
Ian Kirven

The Lynn Boyette Hutchinson Scholarship
Caroline Fox

The Nancy J. Farmer and A. Everette James Jr. Graduate Student Support Scholarship
Kimberly Scales

The Frances F. Johnson Student Travel Award (through Gary G. Koch and Carolyn Johnson Koch)
Mary Beam
Tehya Bullard
Harriet Christianson
Kristina De Jesus

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award

Katerine Hernandez
Jayla Jackson
Rachel Reynolds
Alejandra Salas
Isabel Salas
Marlene Trejo

The Light A Candle Scholarship
Alexa Tomlinson

The Carol and William Malloy Travel Fund Award
Isai Garcia-Baza
Nicole Hernandez
Taylor Schmidt
Cole Smith
Jamie Storyward
Linyu Yu

The Michaela Reedy McIntosh Award
Masita Wicaksana

The Alan Coningsby Moore Expendable Scholarship
Kaelyn Hixson

The Waynell Boggs Morris Scholarship
Lauren Lloyd

The Nath Family UNC BEST Endowed Scholarship
Alexander Marler
Angel Lopez

The George W. Noblit Graduate Scholarship Endowment Fund in the School of Education
Simone Wilson

The Nancy Blanche Norman Scholarship
Stephani Nummelin

The Carol Matthews Peeler Student Teacher Scholarship
Cameron Lynch

The PERRY Family Award
Rebekah Lester

The Guy B. Phillips Scholarship
Prentice Hargrove

The Priddy Family Award
Darren Williams

The Melissa R. Rasberry Scholarship in Education
Jasmyne Yeldell

The James Yadin Joyner Fellowship in Educational Policy
Emma Miller
THE SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

Master of Public Administration Program
Deil S. Wright Research Paper Award
Jonathan Douglas Hill

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

Distinguished Dissertations/Fellowships
Lovick P. Corn Dissertation Fellowship
Mekhala Dissanayake, Epidemiology
Dean’s Distinguished Dissertations
Isaac Mehaffl, Political Science
Sarah Miles, History
Brittany Rickard, Toxicology
Cole Sorenson, Chemistry
Jessie Ball duPont Dissertation Fellowship
Siki Narae Lim, Education
Paul Hardin Dissertation Fellowship
Andrew Adair, Mathematics
Ross and Charlotte Johnson Family Dissertation Fellowship
Mira Markham, History
Lyle V. Jones Dissertation Fellowship
Stephanie Betancur Grondona, Nursing
Benjamin Rice, English and Comparative Literature
William R. Kenan Jr. Fellowship
Michael Baird, Art
Ryan Brooks, Political Science
Youngmin Cho, Nursing
Vincent Curtis, Materials Sciences, CASE
Chelsea Ducille, Maternal and Child Health
Samantha Eiffert, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Alexandra Forte, Social Work
Yutong Gao, Education
Sarah Godoy, Social Work
Peter Hase, Computer Science
Hunter Hughes, Geological Sciences
Heesoo Jang, Media and Communication
Stephanie Kaczynski
Theo Kassebaum, Anthropology

Caroline H. and Thomas S. Royster Fellowship
Andrew Adair, Mathematics
Assanatou Bamogo, Maternal and Child Health
Stephanie Betancur Grondona, Nursing
Elisabeth Bernhardt, Nursing
Courtney Blackington, Political Science
Caroline Blount, German Studies
Adrienne Bonar, Psychology
Julia Brom, Chemistry
Clara Busse, Maternal and Child Health
Jian Chen, Nursing
Harrison Chicas, Business Administration
Seonghyun Choi, Religious Studies
Matthew Clayton, Psychology
Laura Cox, History
Angie Cristello, Nutrition
Natalie Croftor, Business Administration
Amjad Dabi, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology
Aashka Dave, Information and Library Science
Tara Di Cassio, Geography
Mekhala Dissanayake, Epidemiology
Mekhala Dissanayake
Arianne Ekinci, History
Tianyuan Ge, Musicology
Patrick Golden, Information and Library Science
Amanda Gomez, Maternal and Child Health
Emily Harmon, Biology
Rebecca Harris, Nursing
Katharine Henry, English and Comparative Literature
Steven Houang, Health Behavior
Emily Hynes, Musicology
Lucas James, Neuroscience
Mark Jarzeczk, Chemistry
Carnayla Johnson, Epidemiology
Jonathan Larach Bonilla, Religious Studies
Yifan Li, Philosophy
Siki Narae Lim, Education
Andrew Malki, Geography
Sehdia Mansaray, Anthropology
Mira Markham, History
Alexander Marshall, Physics and Astronomy
Kelsey Martin, Art
Christine Mikeska, Anthropology
Joshua Miller, Nutrition
Jose Moreno Vega, History
Camille Morgan, Doctor of Medicine Program
Rebecca Patterson-Markowitz, Geography
Kierra Peak, Occupational Science
Abhik Pramanik, Public Policy
Mark Radin, Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Ana Ramirez, Anthropology
Saumitra Sinha, City and Regional Planning
Zara Surrratt, Religious Studies
Katherine Walker, English and Comparative Literature
Caitlin Williams, Maternal and Child Health
Thomas S. and Helen Borda Royster and Snowden and Elisabeth Merck Henry Dissertation Fellowship
Saumitra Sinha, City and Regional Planning
Sequoyah Dissertation Fellowship
Jose Moreno Vega, History
Zara Surrratt, Religious Studies
Carol and Edward Smithwick Dissertation Fellowship
Julia Brom, Chemistry
GEAB Impact Awards
Eric Brown, Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Clara Busse, Maternal and Child Health
Mark Ciesielski, Marine Sciences
Mekhala Dissanayake, Epidemiology
Clara Eichler, Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Xijing Li, City and Regional Planning
Nicole Ochandarena, Neuroscience
Ximena Perez-Velazco, Nutrition
Allie Reimold, Health Behavior
Molly Remch, Epidemiology
Shuang Xu, Materials Science
William Zahran, Education
Graduate and Professional Student Government Executive Board
Lauren Hawkenson, President
Katie Heath, Senior Vice President
Abhigna Rao, Chief of Staff
Andrew Worrell, Vice President for Advocacy and Government Affairs
Andrew Wright, Vice President for Finance
Luke Conners, Vice President for Communications
Ashley Addison, Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion
The Boka W. Hadzija Award for Distinguished University Service*
Janay Hunt
Kendall Winter

THE SCHOOL OF INFORMATION AND LIBRARY SCIENCE

Akers Fellows
Amrut Ashok Dagade
River Zorich
Simone Gillespie
Samantha Killmer
Isabella Luongo
Fiona Pauline Lynch
Jillian Wallis MacKinnon
Alexandra Martin
James McKinnell III
Moham Ram Rajendran
Andrew Sadler
Shreyasri Siralupu

ALA Spectrum Scholars
Denise Mantey
Rachel Priesman Marquez

Ally Tech Scholar
Yuyu Zhang

Asheville Fellows
Taylor Michelle Brannan
Ella Ute Frankenstei Breed
Carrie Dean

Alaina Economus
Sophia Grace Hutchens
Kensington Bay Laube
Andrew Sadler
Shreyasri Siralupu

Association of Research Libraries Kaleidoscope Fellow
Alona Madrea Norwood

Bourne Family Excellence Award
Ce’Niyah Rajine Ellison

Burmeister Fellow
Chandramouli Velicheti

Carolina Academic Library Associates
Denise Mantey
Alona Madrea Norwood
Saija Denay Wilson

Carolina Covenant Scholars
Ce’Niyah Rajine Ellison
Melina Flores
Nara A. Valera-Simeon

Carolina Graduate Certificate in Innovation for the Public Good
Nishitha Bottu

Carolina Research Scholar
Natalie Jane Tuinstra

Carolina Technology Associate
James McKinnell III

Center for the Integration of Research, Teaching and Learning Associate
Sarah Costello Dwyer

Diolectric and Philanthropic Societies President
Deniz Erdal

EPA-RTP Library Interns
Destry Adams
Joel Collier
Samantha Skylar Titus

Hanes Graduate Fellowship
Zachary Ryan Boyce

Health Informatics Student Association
Yachna Goyal, Vice President
Ashley Victor, President

Honors Carolina
Ronik Grewal
Julianna Surkin
Sarah Wooster

Incubator Award Research Grant for Creative Artists, Wilson Library
Sarah Costello Dwyer

Kalp Fellowship
Mudrula Chavali
Sarah Costello Dwyer

Kenyatta Aisha D’Nise McDonald
Victoria Nicole Neff
Elizabeth Simonton Williams

Library of Congress Junior Fellow
Hannah Rachelle Whitaker

Líder Fellow
Melina Flores

Lookout Scholar
Nora Rawan Yiza Benallal

NC Fellows
Luz Garcia Lara
Ronik Grewal

Phi Beta Kappa
Natalie Jane Tuinstra

Phillips Travel Scholarship Recipient
Melina Flores

Pogue Scholars
David Gonzalez Chavez
Henry Alexander Cruz Reyes

Poole Study Abroad Endowment
Ronik Grewal

Primary Sources Fellows
Teaching Fellowships
Zachary Ryan Boyce
Sarah Costello Dwyer

Psi Chi
Natalie Jane Tuinstra

Renwick Academic Scholars
Ruth Berhana
Ce’Niyah Rajine Ellison
Alicia Christina Slater

SILS IDEA Advocate Certificates
Nishitha Bottu

SILS IDEA Committee Representative
Lauren Crowe
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Class of 1963/Elizabeth S. Mann, MD Loyalty Fund Scholarship
Jessica Blanks

Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society
Habiba Ahmed
Catalina Berenblum Tobi
Adèle Bernard
Jessica Blanks
Santosh Bodepudi
Danielle Brathwaite
Caroline Buse
Dylan Davis
Michael Daw
Amir Feinberg
Elise Fernandez
Margaret Fisher
Wilson Fisher
Clewell Fogleman
Deveney Franklin
Sarah Glier
Sarah Holdren
Reaves Houston
Yoshiko Iwai
Othmane Jadi
Akshatha Kiran
Kristen Larson
Catherine Leiner
Evans Lodge
Kayden Maddox
Sophia McFarlane
Maria del mar Melendez
Cecelia Mizella
Meghan Pavelka
Stephanie Peres-da-Silva
Sahana Raghunathan
Aitana Rizzo
Laura Ruesegger
Nathan Shenkute
Charlotte Smith
Ben Succop
Clark Williamson

American Academy of Neurology's Medical Student Prize for Excellence in Neurology
Maria del mar Melendez

The Brett J. Pearce and Lauren K. Brown Memorial Award
Caroline Buse
Joline Hartheimer

Christopher C. Fordham III Student Award
Amir Feinberg

Deborah C. Leary Research Paper Award
Emily Long

Eugene S. Mayer Honor Society for Community Service Social Justice Award
Yoshiko Iwai
Emma Taylor

First Gen Fellows
Santiago Bejarano Hernandez
Heather Swain
Joshua Tanner

Family Medicine Student Award
Neil Cornwell

F.I.R.S.T. Scholars
Lauren Askew
Patrick McLane
Claire Namboodri
Dimitry Shitarev
Emma Taylor

Frank Lee Dameron Award
Luis Acosta
Ken Murillo Brizuela
Reese Willingham

Gilbert J. Cuthbertson, MD and Megan C. Danton, MD Memorial Award
Caroline Buse

Gene Orringer, MD/PhD Excellence Award
Danielle Brathwaite

George F. Sheldon, MD Award for Excellence in Surgery
Yoshiko Iwai

George C. Thrasher Jr. Award for Psychiatry
Megan Walsh

The Georgette Dent Accelerating Change Student Award
Brittany Cureton

Gold Humanism Honor Society Inductees
Habiba Ahmed
Aidin Alejo
Kelli Avalos
Adèle Bernard
Jessica Blanks
Caroline Buse
Neil Cornwell
Sarah Glier
Joline Hartheimer
Yoshiko Iwai
Akshatha Kiran
Nicole Knape
Joseph Larabee
Catherine Leiner
Emily Long

Sophia McFarlane
Mike Newton
Jacob Pascual
Annie Peacock
Sahana Raghunathan
Aitana Rizzo
Laura Ruesegger
Charlotte Smith
Madelaine Thornton
Megan Walsh
Kristen Willingham
Jennie Yang

Heusner Pupil Award
Yoshiko Iwai

Howard Holderness Distinguished Medical Scholars
Othmane Jadi
Taylor Stack
Ambika Viswanathan
Tika Zbornik

Interprofessional Education and Practice Award
Natalie Browne
Heather Swain

James Bell Bullitt Award
Yoshiko Iwai

James Bell Bullitt Award
Alexis Flen
Amir Feinberg

June C. Alcott Fellowship
Tin The Phan

Leonard Tow Humanism in Medicine Student Award Presented by the Arnold. P. Gold Foundation
Annie Peacock

Lucius Blanchard Carolina Family Loyalty Fund Scholars
Christina Goodwin
Cecelia Mizelle
Samuel Raines

Medical Alumni Loyalty Fund Scholars
Julia Kuno

Patient Voice in Family Medicine Award
Christina Frederick

Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Physiatry Excellence Award
Santosh Bodepudi

Salber-Phillips Award
Caroline Buse

Scott Neil Schwirck Research Fellowship
Jessica Hu

Society for Academic Emergency Medicine's Excellence in Emergency Medicine Award
Julia Kuno

William deB. MacNider Award
Annie Peacock

William Hersey Davis Scholarship
Catalina Berenblum Tobi
THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

The Class of '56 George T. Livas Award*

Miller Williamson

Interprofessional Education and Practice Distinguished Scholars

Jasmine Barnes
Dana Bjuro
Krystyna Derezinska-Choo
Kat Downing
Mary Emmalyn Fleming
Jean Hammer
Melissa Holloway
Mary Emmalyn Fleming
Jean Hammer
Melissa Holloway

THE ESHELMAN SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

The George H. Cocolas Pharmacy Student Body Award

Taysir Chamem

The Boka W. Hadzija Award for Distinguished University Service*

Janay Hunt
Kendall Winter

THE GILLINGS SCHOOL OF GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH

Alumni Association Scholarship in Public Health/Spirit of Giving

Hartlee Johnston

Annual Fund Award

Oluwabusolami Ale
Adriana Alvarez
Teya Davis
Olivia Ferguson
Abigail Foes
Bucky Foster
Cristine Gutierrez
Youmna Hashem
Chimdi Muoghalu
Tessel Peterson
Amanda Schmid
Aditya Shetye
Luis Torres Torija Arguelles
Esme Trahair

Atkinson Endowed Scholarship

Kwame Adjei-Sefah

B. Erik and Mabel S. Johansson Endowment Fund

Adriana Alvarez

Barbara K. Rimer Cancer Fellow Program

Taylor Ellington
Shaun Jones
Kewei (Sylvia) Shi
Allison Verbyla

Brendle Brothers Scholarship for Veterans

Charles Bruner

Carolina Home State Public Health Scholars Expendable Fund

Heather Pack

Atkinson Endowed Scholarship

Kwame Adjei-Sefah

B. Erik and Mabel S. Johansson Endowment Fund

Adriana Alvarez

Barbara K. Rimer Cancer Fellow Program

Taylor Ellington
Shaun Jones
Kewei (Sylvia) Shi
Allison Verbyla

Brendle Brothers Scholarship for Veterans

Charles Bruner

Carolina Home State Public Health Scholars Expendable Fund

Heather Pack

* Indicates Chancellor's Award
Anthony Wang
Samira Zahedrozegar
Global Health Acceleration Fund
Vaidhevi Ravi Shettigar
Global Practice Award — Global Pub Health Travel Fund
Leeann Ji
Harry A. Guess Scholarship
Amarnath Marthi
Inclusive Excellence Scholarship
Isabel Morgan
Esme Trahair
James Imhotep Irving Public Service Scholarship
Joel Begay
Jamie Kimble Scholarship for Courage
Venessa Fuentes
Jean Tower Lassiter Scholarship
Alyssa Blackwell
Jill and Michael Kafriessen Scholarship in Aging and Public Health
Caroline Shubel
Joan M. Truby Scholarship
Quetzabel Benavides
Kerr L. White and Edward H. Wagner Scholarship in Health Care Research
Cambray Smith
Koch Merit/Public Health Student Scholarship/Inclusive Excellence
Clayton Ulm
Lynas Sisters Scholarship
Qiang An
MAHEC Scholarship (Legacy Program)
Caralee Sadler
MAHEC Scholars (Joint MPH)
Adriana Alvarez
Juhi Barot
Natalie Beach
Ryan Bostic
Albert Chow
Dakotah Fozzard
Vanessa Howe
Chasity Leake
Nikita Maness
Claire Maybin
Jai Essence McEachin
Kerstan Nealy
Isla Neel
Michael Ratiff
Imani Saya
Taylor Young
Mary S. Thompson Scholarship
Chimdi Muoghalu
Michel A. Ibrahim Fellowship
Quan Sun
Priscilla Alden Guild Scholarship
Hartlee Johnston
Public Health Student Scholarship
Carlie Sulpizio
Public Health Student Travel Endowment Award
Dailihana Aftonseca
David Bodden
Nathaniel Erskine
Tara Fitzpatrick
Catherine Horrigan
Helen Lindsay
Hannah Mitchell
Abbigail Pearman
Lisa Regula
Montana Scott
Robert and Kristen Greczyn Scholarship Fund in Public Health
Sarah Vasa
Robert Verhalen Endowed Scholarship in Injury Prevention and Trauma Management
Frank-Leonel Tianyi Tianyi
Sherry D. Milan Environmental Justice Scholarship
Jenna Christine Frey
Student Global Initiatives Award
Ting Chen
Anna Emilia Goland
Quenla Haehnel
Sarah Lebu
Juliana Spector
Susanne Moulton and Thomas Wong Endowed Scholarship Fund in Health Policy
Monique Villamor
Tellus Leadership Scholarship
Oluwatumilara Akeke
Vanessa Akosah
William Thomas Small Jr. and Rosa Williamson Small Scholarship
Wei Yi Kong
THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Master’s Level
The Kristen and Marc Abbey Scholarship Fund
Eddita Alpha Pessima
Deans Scholarship Award
Pearl Ebubechukwu Bobby-Tasie
Katherine Marie Chappell
Andres Camilla Escobar Ascencio
Kendelle Rae Harder
Peyton Stewart Lockridge
Lydia Ruth Phelps
Hayman Linn Lae Zaw
Alumni Development Award
Gianna Louise Seminara
Carl and Susan Baumann Scholarship
Anna Maretta Banke
Makenna Montgomery Brandt
Darian René Buck
Berg Scholars Award
Daija Monet Antone-Hatcher
Annie Kizer Bost Award
Lydia Ruth Phelps
Gianna Louise Seminara
Katherine Diane Senn
Amy Louise Brannock, MSW
Jordyn Elizabeth Kathmann
Brett Chavis Memorial Scholarship
Amber Lynn Waake
Kimberly Crews Scholarship
Daija Monet Antone-Hatcher
Pearl Ebubechukwu Bobby-Tasie
Kendelle Rae Harder
Joanna Finkelstein
Garham Scholarship
Paula Milena Castellanos
Sarah Elizabeth Litzinger
Abigail Katherine Williams
Kirsten E. Hewitt Scholarship
Tsedenia Teshome Aboste
Tom and Larry Hines Military Social Work Scholarship
Lior Vered
Alan Keith-Lucas Scholarship
Whitley Simone Harris
Jeffrey Langston Scholarship
Abigail Grace Gillis
James and Connie Maynard Scholarship
Darian René Buck
Robert Ernest McClemon Memorial Fund
Kristin Leigh Henry
Alexandra Ortiz Velazquez Belisario
Harry A. Guess Scholarship
Amarnath Marthi
Inclusive Excellence Scholarship
Isabel Morgan
Esme Trahair
James Imhotep Irving Public Service Scholarship
Joel Begay
Jamie Kimble Scholarship for Courage
Venessa Fuentes
Jean Tower Lassiter Scholarship
Alyssa Blackwell
Jill and Michael Kafriessen Scholarship in Aging and Public Health
Caroline Shubel
Joan M. Truby Scholarship
Quetzabel Benavides
Kerr L. White and Edward H. Wagner Scholarship in Health Care Research
Cambray Smith
Koch Merit/Public Health Student Scholarship/Inclusive Excellence
Clayton Ulm
Lynas Sisters Scholarship
Qiang An
MAHEC Scholarship (Legacy Program)
Caralee Sadler
MAHEC Scholars (Joint MPH)
Adriana Alvarez
Juhi Barot
Natalie Beach
Ryan Bostic
Albert Chow
Dakotah Fozzard
Vanessa Howe
Chasity Leake
Nikita Maness
Claire Maybin
Jai Essence McEachin
Kerstan Nealy
Isla Neel
Michael Ratiff
Imani Saya
Taylor Young
Mary S. Thompson Scholarship
Chimdi Muoghalu
Michel A. Ibrahim Fellowship
Quan Sun
Priscilla Alden Guild Scholarship
Hartlee Johnston
Public Health Student Scholarship
Carlie Sulpizio
Public Health Student Travel Endowment Award
Dailihana Aftonseca
David Bodden
Nathaniel Erskine
Tara Fitzpatrick
Catherine Horrigan
Helen Lindsay
Hannah Mitchell
Abbigail Pearman
Lisa Regula
Montana Scott
Robert and Kristen Greczyn Scholarship Fund in Public Health
Sarah Vasa
Robert Verhalen Endowed Scholarship in Injury Prevention and Trauma Management
Frank-Leonel Tianyi Tianyi
Sherry D. Milan Environmental Justice Scholarship
Jenna Christine Frey
Student Global Initiatives Award
Ting Chen
Anna Emilia Goland
Quenla Haehnel
Sarah Lebu
Juliana Spector
Susanne Moulton and Thomas Wong Endowed Scholarship Fund in Health Policy
Monique Villamor
Tellus Leadership Scholarship
Oluwatumilara Akeke
Vanessa Akosah
William Thomas Small Jr. and Rosa Williamson Small Scholarship
Wei Yi Kong
THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Master’s Level
The Kristen and Marc Abbey Scholarship Fund
Eddita Alpha Pessima
Deans Scholarship Award
Pearl Ebubechukwu Bobby-Tasie
Katherine Marie Chappell
Andres Camilla Escobar Ascencio
Kendelle Rae Harder
Peyton Stewart Lockridge
Lydia Ruth Phelps
Hayman Linn Lae Zaw
Alumni Development Award
Gianna Louise Seminara
Carl and Susan Baumann Scholarship
Anna Maretta Banke
Makenna Montgomery Brandt
Darian René Buck
Berg Scholars Award
Daija Monet Antone-Hatcher
Annie Kizer Bost Award
Lydia Ruth Phelps
Gianna Louise Seminara
Katherine Diane Senn
Amy Louise Brannock, MSW
Jordyn Elizabeth Kathmann
Brett Chavis Memorial Scholarship
Amber Lynn Waake
Kimberly Crews Scholarship
Daija Monet Antone-Hatcher
Pearl Ebubechukwu Bobby-Tasie
Kendelle Rae Harder
Joanna Finkelstein
Garham Scholarship
Paula Milena Castellanos
Sarah Elizabeth Litzinger
Abigail Katherine Williams
Kirsten E. Hewitt Scholarship
Tsedenia Teshome Aboste
Tom and Larry Hines Military Social Work Scholarship
Lior Vered
Alan Keith-Lucas Scholarship
Whitley Simone Harris
Jeffrey Langston Scholarship
Abigail Grace Gillis
James and Connie Maynard Scholarship
Darian René Buck
Robert Ernest McClemon Memorial Fund
Kristin Leigh Henry
Alexandra Ortiz Velazquez Belisario
Harry A. Guess Scholarship
Amarnath Marthi
Inclusive Excellence Scholarship
Isabel Morgan
Esme Trahair
James Imhotep Irving Public Service Scholarship
Joel Begay
Jamie Kimble Scholarship for Courage
Venessa Fuentes
Jean Tower Lassiter Scholarship
Alyssa Blackwell
Jill and Michael Kafriessen Scholarship in Aging and Public Health
Caroline Shubel
Joan M. Truby Scholarship
Quetzabel Benavides
Kerr L. White and Edward H. Wagner Scholarship in Health Care Research
Cambray Smith
Koch Merit/Public Health Student Scholarship/Inclusive Excellence
Clayton Ulm
Lynas Sisters Scholarship
Qiang An
MAHEC Scholarship (Legacy Program)
Caralee Sadler
MAHEC Scholars (Joint MPH)
Adriana Alvarez
Juhi Barot
Natalie Beach
Ryan Bostic
Albert Chow
Dakotah Fozzard
Vanessa Howe
Chasity Leake
Nikita Maness
Claire Maybin
Jai Essence McEachin
Kerstan Nealy
Isla Neel
Michael Ratiff
Imani Saya
Taylor Young
Mary S. Thompson Scholarship
Chimdi Muoghalu
Michel A. Ibrahim Fellowship
Quan Sun
Priscilla Alden Guild Scholarship
Hartlee Johnston
Public Health Student Scholarship
Carlie Sulpizio
Public Health Student Travel Endowment Award
Dailihana Aftonseca
David Bodden
Nathaniel Erskine
Tara Fitzpatrick
Catherine Horrigan
Helen Lindsay
Hannah Mitchell
Abbigail Pearman
Lisa Regula
Montana Scott
Robert and Kristen Greczyn Scholarship Fund in Public Health
Sarah Vasa
Robert Verhalen Endowed Scholarship in Injury Prevention and Trauma Management
Frank-Leonel Tianyi Tianyi
Sherry D. Milan Environmental Justice Scholarship
Jenna Christine Frey
Student Global Initiatives Award
Ting Chen
Anna Emilia Goland
Quenla Haehnel
Sarah Lebu
Juliana Spector
Susanne Moulton and Thomas Wong Endowed Scholarship Fund in Health Policy
Monique Villamor
Tellus Leadership Scholarship
Oluwatumilara Akeke
Vanessa Akosah
William Thomas Small Jr. and Rosa Williamson Small Scholarship
Wei Yi Kong
Linda M. Summer Scholarship
Sam (Samantha) Stalter
Leah Tannenbaum Scholarship
Tamara McLaughlin
Ellen Black Winston Scholarship
Olivia Huckel

**Doctoral Level**

American Academy of Psychotherapists Executive Council
Hayden Cedric Dawes

Brown School at Washington University — Pilot Project
Innovative Research Award from the Center for Innovation in Child Maltreatment Policy, Research, and Training (2021-2023)
Claire Ruth McNellan

The Children’s Data Network — Doctoral Merit Assistantship
Claire Ruth McNellan

Cornell University Feeding America Research Fellowship
Alexandria Bianca Forte

Duke University’s Rev. Dr. Paul Murray Sexual and Gender Minority Wellness Outstanding Dissertation Award
Hayden Cedric Dawes

Ellen J. Fox Scholar Award, Philanthropic Education Organization (P.E.O.) Foundation
Sarah Michele Godoy

Health Policy Research Scholar Conference Travel Award
Hayden Cedric Dawes

Melissa Institute — Belfer-Aptman Scholars Award for Dissertation Research
Sarah Michele Godoy

Michigan Center for Urban African American Aging Research Summer Mentoring Fellowship
Alexandria Bianca Forte

Outstanding Doctoral Student
Alexandria Bianca Forte

ResearchTalk Qualitative Research Summer Intensive Conference Ambassador
Hayden Cedric Dawes

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Health Policy Research Scholars Fellowship
Hayden Cedric Dawes

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation — Health Policy Research Scholar’s Dissertation Research Grant Award
Hayden Cedric Dawes

Royster Society of Fellows
Alexandria Bianca Forte

Royster Society of Fellows, William R. Kenan Jr. Fellowship
Sarah Michele Godoy

UNC Chapel Hill Graduation Tuition Incentive Scholarship
Hayden Cedric Dawes

UNC Chapel Hill Injury Prevention Research Center Fellowship (2021-2022)
Claire Ruth McNellan

UNC Chapel Hill Graduate Tuition Incentive Scholarship
Hayden Cedric Dawes

UNC North Carolina Excellence Fellowship
Hayden Cedric Dawes

UNC Center for Health Equity Research — Health Equity Research Intensive Scholarship (2022)
Stefani Nicole Baca-Atlas

UNC Graduate School and Diversity and Student Success — Degree Advancement Award (2021)
Stefani Nicole Baca-Atlas

UNC Graduate School and Diversity and Student Success — Degree Advancement Award (2021)
Stefani Nicole Baca-Atlas

UNC Graduate School — Summer Research Fellowship (2023)
Stefani Nicole Baca-Atlas

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award

**DEPARTMENT AWARDS**

**DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES**

Kenneth C. Royall Jr. Scholarship*
Olivia Keating Huckel

**DEPARTMENT OF AMERICAN STUDIES**

Peter C. Baxter Memorial Prize in American Studies*
Lindley Andrew

Creative Writing Awards
See Department of English and Comparative Literature

**DEPARTMENT OF ART AND ART HISTORY**

Alexander Julian Prize*
Qiaoan Gu

Anderson Undergraduate Studio Award
Marin S. Carr-Quimet

George and Joyce Kachergis Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship
Charlotte Blaine Allsbrook
Grace Zhang Fei
Isabella S. Gamez
Isabel Ruby Schomburger

**DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS**

Jim Tatum Memorial Award*
Alyssa Ustby (Women’s Basketball)

Wells Fargo Postgraduate Scholarship
Christopher Holliday (Football)

Johnathan E. Sharpe Scholarship
Sasha Neglia

Marisol Nugent (Wrestling)
Carson Overbeck (Volleyball)
Kiannah Pierce (Softball)
Boyd Poelke (Men’s Swimming and Diving)
Chris Salazar (Wrestling)
Elizabeth Scotty (Women’s Tennis)
Jamie Shearer (Gymnastics)
Ryan Smith (Men’s Golf)
Alyssa Ustby (Women’s Basketball)
Kat Ward (Women’s Swimming and Diving)

**2023-2024 Team Captains**

Baseball
Jackson Van De Brake
Jake Knapp

Men’s Basketball
Armando Bacot
RJ Davis

Women’s Basketball
Deja Kelly
Alyssa Ustby

Men’s Fencing
Jack Kambeles
Jake McGillion-Moore
Alec Mulvaney
Noah Shepanek

Women’s Fencing
Tarleton Hunt
Sophia Kovacs
Erica Oake
Field Hockey
Katie Dixon
Romea Riccardo

Football
John Copenhaver
Power Echols
Corey Gaynor
Cedric Gray
Drake Maye
Kaimon Rucker

Men’s Golf
Peter Fountain
Austin Greaser
Dylan Menante
Kenan Poole

Women’s Golf
Natalia Aseguinolaza
Crista Izuzquiza
Kayla Smith

Gymnastics
Kate Greene
Ally LaNasa
Jamie Shearer
Cory Shinohara
Hallie Thompson

Men’s Lacrosse
Alex Breschi
Lance Tillman
Max Cooney
Collin Krieg
Logan McGovern
Andrew Tyeryar

Women’s Lacrosse
Alex Breschi
Lance Tillman
Max Cooney
Collin Krieg
Logan McGovern
Andrew Tyeryar

Softball
Skyler Brooks
Lexi Godwin
Talia Hannappel
Anesia Jordan
Bailey McCachren
Destiny Middleton
Autumn Owen
Kiannah Pierce
Abby Settlemyre
Carsyn Snead

Women’s Tennis
Fiona Crawley
Abby Forbes
Sara McClure
Elizabeth Scotty
Reilly Tran
Anika Yarlagadda

Wrestling
Gavin Kane
Lachlan McNeil
Jayden Scott
Max Shaw

Samantha Lynn Watson
Yilan Yin

BME REU Award
Angelina Lucille Vasselli

Buckley Public Service Scholar
Ameen Rasheed Zafiruddin

Burke Endowment 2
Kaelyn Quinn Grace Nelson

Delta Phi Alpha
Avanti Charudatta Panajkar

Departmental Honors
Stacy Cristine Ban
Michelle Dixit
Robert Lee Kobrin
Varun Kochar
William Douglas Mclain
Tian Zi Wang

Dr. Peter Mente Undergraduate
BME Scholar
Angelina Lucille Vasselli

EAGL All-Academic Team, 2020
Tina Ghashghaei

EAGL All-Scholastic Team, 2022
Tina Ghashghaei

Engineer Your Experience Award
Alexandra Margaret Patton

Fulbright Scholarship
Abel John Abraham

Henderson Medal*
Abel John Abraham

Holtzman Scholarship
Avanti Charudatta Panajkar

Interprofessional Education and Practice Distinguished Scholar
Ameen Rasheed Zafiruddin

Johnson Scholar
Carly Morgan Rauch

Kelly Green Nursing Service Honor
Ameen Rasheed Zafiruddin

Lucas Scholars
Abel John Abraham
Xinyi Li
Pooja Devang Shah

Matthews Medal
Rebecca Jo Renfrow

National Eagle Scout Association
Academic Scholarship
Ameen Rasheed Zafiruddin

National Finalist — National Center for Women in Technology, Aspirates in Computing Collegiate Award
Jenievie Webster Surkin

NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program
Robert Lee Kobrin
Xinyi Li

Office of Undergraduate Research Award
Carter Edward Gamble
Angelina Lucille Vasselli

Order of Omega Greek Honor Society
Geneva Grace Bostian

Phi Beta Kappa
Isabella Grace Allara
Michelle Dixit

EAGL All-Academic Team, 2021
Tina Ghashghaei

EAGL All-Scholastic Team, 2022
Tina Ghashghaei

Powers Manufacturing Scholarship
Kaelyn Quinn Grace Nelson

Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship Scholar
Sara Marie Meehan

Taylor Fellow
Sara Marie Meehan

WCGA Scholastic All-American, 2021
Tina Ghashghaei

Women and Minority Engineering Research Program REU Award
Jill Marie Jessup

*Finalist for Outstanding Senior"
DEPARTMENT OF BIOSTATISTICS

Bernard Greenberg Scholarship Fund in Biostatistics
Abigail Foes

Brenda K. Edwards Fellowship
Madeline Tobias

John and Diane Fryer Fellowship in Biostatistics
Julian Sim

Max Halperin Scholarship Fund
Rahul Kumarasinghe

ACS Undergraduate Award in Inorganic Chemistry
Madison Stewart

ACS Undergraduate Award in Organic Chemistry
Michael Eng

ACS Undergraduate Award in Physical Chemistry
Nicholas Boyer

ACS Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry
Meredith Daughtridge

ACS Undergraduate Award in Biological Chemistry
Ruta Petrikis

Carrier Ann Largent Scholarship (Fall 2023)
Ethan Hatfield
Benjamin Nguyen
Kelly Yun
Aleigha Kozlik
Anthony Bello

David L. Stern Scholar Award (Fall 2023)
Kelly Yun
Elias Arroyo

Emmett Gladstone Rand Premedical Scholarship
Abel Salas
Zoe Claytor
Edison Zhou
Anthony Bello
Ruta Petrikis

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award

Francis P. Venable Medal*
Meredith Daughtridge
Maya Groff

James H. Maguire Memorial Award (Fall)
Emily Barkley
Nicholas Boyer
Michael Eng
Thomas Redvany
Jack Roche
Madison Stewart
Daniel Obafemi

Jason D. Altom Memorial Award (Fall)
Anthony Bello
Meredith Daughtridge
Elsa Huebsch
Ruta Petrikis

Linda Spremulli Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Research (Fall)
Melissa Yu

Sophomore Chemistry Award (Fall)
Madison Stewart

Tanya R. Ellison Scholarship Award (Fall)
Savannah Grizzard
Anna Vu

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

ACS Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry
Meredith Daughtridge

ACS Undergraduate Award in Biological Chemistry
Ruta Petrikis

Carrier Ann Largent Scholarship (Fall 2023)
Ethan Hatfield
Benjamin Nguyen
Kelly Yun
Aleigha Kozlik
Anthony Bello

David L. Stern Scholar Award (Fall 2023)
Kelly Yun
Elias Arroyo

Emmett Gladstone Rand Premedical Scholarship
Abel Salas
Zoe Claytor
Edison Zhou
Anthony Bello
Ruta Petrikis

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award

The Albert Suskin Prize in Latin*
Bradley Benjamin Sadowsky

The B. L. Ullman Prize in Latin
Adrian Gray Kirkman

The Cecil W. Wooten Award for Graduate Student Excellence in Teaching
Ryan Masato Baldwin

DIVISION OF CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE

CLS Scholarships Supported by Raleigh Pathology Lab Associates and WakeMed Health and Hospitals
Michelle Jie
Caitlin Margaret Raftery
Marion Ngoneh Saine
Janna Susan Thigpen

CLS Service Society
Kalee Lynn Sorber, President
Janna Susan Thigpen, Vice President
Colin James MacDougal,
Treasurer

Jesse C. and Allene W. Alphin Clinical Laboratory Scholarship
Jasmine Cendejas Hernandez
Leila Vafayi

Outstanding Senior in the Division of Clinical Laboratory Science
Colin James MacDougal

Susan Lanning-Taylor Scholarship Award
Kalee Lynn Sorber, President

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION

Wallace Ray Peppers Award in Performance of African American Literature*
Sydney Van Buren

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMATIC ART

Virginia and George Ferguson Award in Honor of David Hammond Jamar Charles Everette Jones

The Kathy Perkins Award
Bronwyn Kate White

The Joseph Haj Merit Award in Dramatic Art
Caroline Carvalho Marques

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award

DEPARTMENT OF DENTISTRY

Vinaho L. Bui

DEPARTMENT OF DENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING

Division of Clinical Rehabilitation and Mental Health Counseling
Sydney Burford
Alexa Deslauriers
Brooke Feinstein

DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICS

The Eben Alexander Prize in Greek*
Keith Xavier Theisen

The Eppes Prize in Greek Studies, Graduate
Sarah Elizabeth Needham

The Eppes Prize in Greek Studies, Undergraduate
Emma Rose Carpenter

The Herington Prize in Greek
Bradley Benjamin Sadowsky

The Herington Prize in Latin
Erik Andrew Hanson

The Herkington Scholarship
Leah Louise Dawson

The Nims Scholarship
Amelia Kinga Lojewski
Rachel Marie Sarvey
Jacob Robert Schwier

The Snow Award for Student Travel and Research
Adrian Gray Kirkman

DIVISION OF CLINICAL REHABILITATION AND MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING

Association of Schools Advancing Health Professions (ASAHP)
Colin James MacDougal

Susan Lanning-Taylor Scholarship Award
Kalee Lynn Sorber

Outstanding Senior in the Division of Clinical Laboratory Science
Colin James MacDougal

DEPARTMENT OF DENTISTRY

Vinaho L. Bui

DEPARTMENT OF DENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING

Division of Clinical Rehabilitation and Mental Health Counseling
Sydney Burford
Alexa Deslauriers
Brooke Feinstein

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMATIC ART

Virginia and George Ferguson Award in Honor of David Hammond Jamar Charles Everette Jones

The Kathy Perkins Award
Bronwyn Kate White

The Joseph Haj Merit Award in Dramatic Art
Caroline Carvalho Marques

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

The Undergraduate Award in Economics* Aidan Buehler


DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH AND COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

Ann Williams Burrus Prize Blaine Michael Purcell Honorable mention Beni Talbot Kroll

Blanche Armfield Prize in Poetry Boatemaa Aboagya Agyeman-Mensah

Bland Simpson Prize Tasso Hartzog

George B. Wynne Award in Creative Writing Victoria Sara Wlosok

Louis D. Rubin Jr. Prize in Fiction Creative Writing* Delaney Lynne Phelps

Marianne Gingher Award Rachel Faith Donnan

Max Steele Prize in Fiction Valerie Ruppert

Mini-Max Short Fiction Award Sydney Mar Bean Brainard Ryan Daniel Phillips Audrey Zhou Honorable Mentions: Kelsey Bell Luna Mingyue Hou Anna Marie Switzer

Robert B. House Memorial Prize in Poetry* Amelia Jane Loeffer

Suzanne Bolch Literary Award Luna Mingyue Hou

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING

Alan and Linda Rimer Scholarship in Environmental Science Sarah Rachita

B.B. Parker Fellowship Herbert Kabogggoza Grant Palmer Sarah Rachita Lauren Sprouse

Callis H. Atkins Scholarship in Environmental Sciences and Engineering Chimdi Muoghalu

Charles M. and Shirley F. Weiss Fund for Environmental Sciences and Engineering Nicolas Buchenau Surendra Kunwar

Chen-Yu Yen and Ray-Whay C. Yen Graduate Fellowship Herbert Kabogggoza

Daniel A. Okun Scholarship Caitlin McHugh

Donald and Jennifer Holzworth Premier Fellowship in Environmental Sciences and Engineering Charles Burnett Sun Joo Hwang

DEPARTMENT OF EPIDEMIOLOGY

Cornoni-Huntley Scholarship in Epidemiology Brooke Bullington

H. Michael and Barbara Arrighi Endowed Scholarship Courtney Maierhofer

Harry A. Guess-Merck Scholarship in Pharmacoepidemiology I-Hsuan Su

James A. Merchant Family Scholarship Amelia Martin

Marilyn and Al Tyroler Memorial Scholarship Daeun Kim

Nancy A. Dreyer Scholarship in Epidemiology Kristen Cowan

Dr. Ellen Gilinsky and Leonard Smock Scholarship in Water Research Lauren Sprouse

Edward Kuenzler Endowed Scholarship in Field Ecology Chimdi Muoghalu Sarah Rachita

Emil T. Chanlett Fund Chimdi Muoghalu

Herman G. Baity Bicentennial Fellowship Chimdi Muoghalu

Richard Hazen Fellowship in Environmental Sciences and Engineering Jiahi Guo

Robert A. Mah and Adeline Yen Mah Student Support Endowment Fund Sarah Rachita

World Vision Fellowship Fund Rita Gyimah Syed Anjurerul Islam Silvia Landa Sarah Lebu Lucy Tantum

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND ENVIRONMENT

The McNally Award for Excellence in Geography* Amelia J. Loeffer

DEPARTMENT OF GERMANIC AND SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

The Paul Debreczeny Prize in Slavic Languages and Literatures* Aden K. Laws

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH BEHAVIOR

Elizabeth E. Mumm Fund Sable Watson

Godfrey M. and Lore Hochbaum Endowment Fund Laura Limarzi

Lucy S. Morgan Fellowship Award Helen Keshishian Paris Wiechecki Vergara

DEPARTMENT OF EXERCISE AND SPORT SCIENCE

The McNally Award for Excellence in Geography* Amelia J. Loeffer

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND ENVIRONMENT

The McNally Award for Excellence in Geography* Amelia J. Loeffer

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH BEHAVIOR

Elizabeth E. Mumm Fund Sable Watson

Godfrey M. and Lore Hochbaum Endowment Fund Laura Limarzi

Lucy S. Morgan Fellowship Award Helen Keshishian Paris Wiechecki Vergara

Susan T. Ennett Doctoral Scholarship Sable Watson

Rebecca James Baker Scholarship in Epidemiology Sarah Haight

Shults Injury Prevention Scholarship Monica Swilley-Martinez

DEPARTMENT OF EXERCISE AND SPORT SCIENCE

Patrick F. Earey Award* Corinna Erin Collins

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND ENVIRONMENT

The McNally Award for Excellence in Geography* Amelia J. Loeffer

DEPARTMENT OF GERMANIC AND SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

The Paul Debreczeny Prize in Slavic Languages and Literatures* Aden K. Laws
### DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH POLICY MANAGEMENT

Arthur B. Holzworth Endowed Scholarship in Health Leadership  
Tegan Henke

AUPHA McGaw Masters Scholar  
Carlsile Dunnam  
Bryan Lester

Benjamin Rodin Scholarship  
Selena Bahta

Birken Award for Excellence in Research by a Caregiver  
James Kim

Charles A. Veatch Endowed Scholarship in Health Leadership  
Kristin Kelling

Clive Boxhill Jr. Scholarship in Health Policy  
Michyala Greene  
Mahima Reji

Cohort B Endowed Fund for Innovation  
Monica Rojas

Davis Watson Scholarship  
Jordan Dalton

Deniese May Chaney Endowed Fellowship in Health Policy and Administration  
Oaga Tebehaevu

Dental Public Health  
Apanthi Konda

Francine and Harry Weinberger Award for Social Justice  
Gellia Ambeliiu  
Tiffany Francis

Yicong Liu  
Karina Vasudeva  
Austin Waters

Gerald D. Studer Undergraduate Student Award  
Wasan Issa

Health Policy and Management Recruitment Award  
Oluwabosilami Ale  
Sandesh Dhanju  
Jackson Holmes  
Lanting Smith

Outstanding Teaching by a Doctoral Student  
Cambray Smith

Jacob Koomen Public Health Practice Award  
Christian Bergevin

James P. Dixon Award for Excellence in Education  
Claire Hollowell  
Shamar Wilson

Jean G. Yates Health Policy Award  
Laura McFadyen

Jean G. Yates Outstanding Doctoral Student Award  
Austin Waters

Madison DeVries Award for Community Building  
Ler Hser

Margaret Dardess and T.E. Smith Scholarship  
Michael Jensen

McCauley ACHE Leadership Award  
Catherine Horger

Melton Family Scholarship  
Dumebi Uba

Peggy Leat and George Pink Fellowship in Health Policy and Management  
Michael Jensen

Peggy Leat Award for Excellence in the BSPH Junior Year  
Jaya Dayal  
Harini Somanchi

Razier Health Services Award  
Feyi Odehunmi

Sandra B. Greene Scholarship in Health Leadership  
Senait Tekeste Fekadu

Terese S. and Mark H. Merrill Endowed Fund in Health Policy and Management  
Jamie Halula

W.N. Zelman Scholarship in Health Care Administration  
Jadaivan King

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award

### DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

The Boyatt Award  
Calvin Mueller

The Cazel Prize for Excellence in History  
Andrew Gary

The Faherty Award  
Nancy Andoh  
Marlon Londoño  
Ariel Wilks

The Joshua Meador Prize  
Ariela Leventhal

The Kusa Award  
Stephanie Pierson

Phi Alpha Theta History Honors Society 2023–2024 Initiates  
Isabelle Anderson

William Brosnan  
Andrew Gary  
Zachary Moore  
Katherine Noble  
Jacob Schwier  
Evelyn Shea  
Jingqi Su

UNC College of Arts and Sciences Mellon Fellowship  
Kyrie Broderick  
Julia Fournier

The Frank Ryan Prize  
Elia Horowitz

### CAROLINA CENTER FOR JEWISH STUDIES

Carolina Center for Jewish Studies Graduate Research and Travel Grant  
Emily Branton

Oskar Czendze  
Rachael Greiner  
Morgan Morales  
Ellen Perleberg  
Aria Tsoulouhas

Carolina Center for Jewish Studies Top Up Grant  
Elena Müller  
Julia Wedge

Frances Carol Eizenstat Student Excellence in Jewish Studies Travel Grant  
Morgan Morales

Philip L. and Melinda R. Kirstein Student Excellence in Jewish Studies Grant  
Lauren Reklelman

Howard R. Levine Student Excellence in Jewish Studies Grant  
Rachel Greiner  
Julia Wedge  
Madison Zehmer

Peter and Barbara Schneider Student Excellence in Jewish Studies Grant  
Emily Branton  
Morgan Morales  
Lauren Reklelman

Elise Kaplan “Mother” Shapiro ZBT Undergraduate Student Research and Travel Grant  
Sasha Green

Lori and Eric Sklut Graduate Student Research and Travel Grant  
Alison Curry  
Rachel Greiner  
Tara Jordan  
Julia Wedge

Lori and Eric Sklut Undergraduate Experiential Learning Grant  
Sasha Green  
Gouryue Yuan

Jack O. Spies and Family Graduate Student Summer Stipend Grant  
Victor Knight  
Ameliaah Leonhardt

Tou Epsilon Phi Graduate Student Fellowship in Jewish Studies  
Rachel Greiner

Uhlman Fellowship in Jewish Studies Public Humanities  
Oskar Czendze

### DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

The Boyatt Award  
Calvin Mueller

The Cazel Prize for Excellence in History  
Andrew Gary

The Faherty Award  
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Marlon Londoño  
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The Joshua Meador Prize  
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Isabelle Anderson

William Brosnan  
Andrew Gary  
Zachary Moore  
Katherine Noble  
Jacob Schwier  
Evelyn Shea  
Jingqi Su

UNC College of Arts and Sciences Mellon Fellowship  
Kyrie Broderick  
Julia Fournier

The Frank Ryan Prize  
Elia Horowitz

### CAROLINA CENTER FOR JEWISH STUDIES

Carolina Center for Jewish Studies Graduate Research and Travel Grant  
Emily Branton

Oskar Czendze  
Rachael Greiner  
Morgan Morales  
Ellen Perleberg  
Aria Tsoulouhas
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Elena Müller  
Julia Wedge
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DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS
Marc Adam Eisdorfer Award* 
Annika Marie Herlant 
Emma Cosette Wrenn

Phi Beta Kappa
Gabriel Hammond 
Joanna Haen Lee 
Tianyi Niu
Lucien William Tessier

DEPARTMENT OF MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH
Carolina Global Breastfeeding Institute Endowed Special Fund for Students 
Hiba Fatima

Cynthia H. Cassell Doctoral Dissertation Award in Maternal and Child Health 
Laurem Caton 
Stephanie Chung 
Anna Emilia Goland

Dr. Sue Hollowell Lee Scholarship Expendable Fund 
Precious Ikejiaku

Early and Gladys Siegel Student Support Fund in Maternal Child Health 
Laura Page 
Ariel Snyder

Edem Effiong Memorial Scholarship for Student Travel 
Isabella Balma 
Danielle Jefferson

Jimmie Lee Rhyne Scholarship 
Annika Kruse 
Audra Nicola

John and Sallie Shuping Russell Scholarship in Global Health 
Kaitlyn Hare 
Gideon Kapalasa

Katherine Ann Wildman Memorial Scholarship in Maternal and Child Health 
Shruti Pant

MCH HRSA Center of Excellence (CoE) Award 
Laura Hergenrother 
Olivia Hoynes 
Verdant Julius

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
Alfred T. Brauer Prize 
Ethan Ebbighausen

Archibald Henderson Mathematics Medal* 
Abel John Abraham

J. Burton Linker Award 
Joseph Compton

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
D. Gordon Sharp Graduate Innovator Award 
David Aponte-Diaz

Dissertation Completion Fellowship 
Lillian Christine Lowrey 
Liliana Sarah McKay

G. Philip Manire Graduate Student Award for Excellence in Research 
Lillian Christine Lowrey

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease NRSA Predoctoral Fellowship (F30) 
Amanda Zoyla Velez

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease NRSA Predoctoral Fellowship (F31) 
David Aponte-Diaz 
Drake Thomas Philip

NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program 
Leslie Kent

DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE
Distinguished Military Graduates 
Mohammad Suheil Qassem 
Casimir Alexander Szupica 
Can Tunceli

General George C. Marshall Leadership Award* 
Can Tunceli

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
Benjamin Swalin Orchestra Award 
Monet Thérèse Jowers 
Frances Marie Norton 
Siana Y. Wong

Danielle Elizabeth Liotta Marching Tar Heel Award 
Madison Marks

UNC Bonds Director's Award 
Jonathan Thomas Bost Jr. 
Ariana Marquita Stephenson

The Earl Slocum Band Award* 
Andrew Wilson Kuntz

The Joanne and Victor Marshall Bluegrass Award 
Kay Jarvis Livesay

Kenan Music Scholars 
Monet Thérèse Jowers 
Frances Marie Norton 
Ryan Daniel Phillips

Major John Yesulaitis Athletic Band Award 
Daniel Ji-Hwan Horn

UNC Bands Seamster-Sheinhaus Public Service Award 
Reese Morgan Gray

UNC Symphony Orchestra Concerto Competition Winners 
Isabelle Rose Kosempa 
Frances Marie Norton

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
Worth Award* 
Katie Leonard (2023) 
Ellis Riggsbee 
Amery Smith

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
Daniel C. Johnson Outstanding Junior Award in Physics 
Sicheng Xing

Outstanding Graduate Teaching Assistant Award 
Heaven Laramy-Jade Burel 
Megan Dubay

Outstanding Undergraduate Teaching Assistant Award 
Grace Huiyu Fu

Paul E. Shearin Outstanding Senior Award in Physics* 
Andrew Hanan Mattson

Physics and Astronomy Undergraduate Achievement Award 
Oliver Kimsey

Physics and Astronomy Excellence Award 
Sarah Ellen Vickers
Robert N. Shelton Award for Outstanding Research
Joy Melody Harrison
Andrew Hanan Mattson
Logan Paul Selph

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

Pi Sigma Alpha Honor Society
Andrea Elizabeth Alecsa
Meredith Metcalf Anderson
Jordanna Baldau
Eric Bass
Sophie Bresnicky
William Brosnan
Andrew Bryant
Carly Alexandra Calayan
Isabella Chase
Grace Cleveland
Margaret Austin Cook
Simon Asher Cook
Lara Crohik
Maria Eduarda Dantas Leite
Thomas C. Decker
Andrew Umul Deger
Adrian Donatelli
Logan Dumke
Rosa Elias
Jasmin Gil
Richmond Lee Griner III
Robert Andrew Guskeiwicz III
Jeremiah Russell Lee
Higginbotham
Katherine (Kate) Raleigh Hodgin
Skyeler Jackson
Guizn Karagoz
Caleigh Kelly
Dallas Louise Knight
Caroline Lee
Anna Lloyd
Ashley Logue
Lauryn Lovett
John Macejka
Carsen Masterton
Te’Aja McCoy
Anna Katherine Morris
Jordan Mundy
Audra Nelson
Toni-Ann Ocloo
Jacob Palmer
Sneha Pasupula
Natalie Gail Pattan
Kara Elizabeth Petitt
Zachary Todd Reulbach
Camilla Rivas
Elijah Roberts
Radiah Renee Robinson
Neil Sharma
Olivia Anne Shelton

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award

Ellis Dean Smith
Brendan Sullivan
Kristen Hannah Thrower
Mason Tilly
Stefany Torres
Fiorella Vallegas
Jake Wallihan
George Wasson
Christopher Burke Westcott
Zachary Sloan Westmoreland
Audrey Zuck
Alyssa S. Zuckerman
Shepard Jones Award in International Relations
Zane Mehta

Terry Sanford Award for Excellence
Jonathan Osborne

The L. Richardson Preyer Award for Excellence in Political Science
Rosa Anna Elias

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY AND NEUROSCIENCE

David Bray Peele
Undergraduate Award

Psychology
Cate Schultz

Neuroscience
Clara Mellows
Isabel Myers-Miller
Ann Marie Sawires
Melinda Somers

Honoars
Penelope Alberdi
Royal Bao
Suryadyuti Baral
Idl Baran
Brenna A. Curtis
Akum Singh Dhillon
Ritsirhee Dutta
Karthik Eswar
Camilla Mcallister Feeley
Nina Simone Fisher
Mia Liann Fogleson
Vidya Gadikota
Verina Guirguis
Adelaide Ingram Harper
Amelia Kate Harris
Jordan Ashley Hillard
Hyejung Huang
Manaal Fatima Iqbal
Macey Lane Johnson
Jack Mitchell Journeycake
Kathryn Kapfer
Sanvi Korsapathy
Samanyu Sriram Kunchanapalli
Reese Elizabeth Layh
Brooke Alison Lester
Wu Li
Susan Ziqi Lin
Rowena Luo
Tekla Maisashvili
Dalia Yamthe Marquez
Earl Nathaniel Mcbride
Clara Lynn Melilows
Isabel Blythe Myers-Miller
Analyse Nicole Ney
Yifei Pei
Rohan Ray
Phoebe Anne Rodda
Laith Eyad Sawaqde
Ann Marie Shenoda Sawaires
Cate Summer Schultz
Zhuoyu Shi
Melinda Corinne Somers
Aidan Riley Spelbring
Carson St. Denis
Sidney Marie Steinsberger
Pwint Thinzar
Natalie Jane Tuinstra
Kaylor R. Udaiyar
Camila Vallette
Masita Amalia Wicaksana
Jada Grace Wilse
Brandon Hyun-Kyu Yoo

J. Steven Reznick Diversity and Psychological Research Grant
Jazlyn Dunn
Dalia Marquez
Emma Chow
(Honorable Mention)
Sholeh Najafian
(Honorable Mention)

Karen M. Gil Interns

Spring 2024 Cohort
Adunuluwa Akinola
Neyha Baddigam
Noor Dar
Richie Gray
Yifei Pei
Katy Waddell

Fall 2023 Cohort
Stephanie Forlemu
Reese Gray
Yinuo Liu
Carson St. Denis
Kaylor Udaiyar
Camila Vallette

Spring 2023 Cohort
Vishal Eswar
Mia Fogleson
Jack Journeycake
Samanyu Kunchanapalli

Spring 2024 Cohort
Peneoleo Alberdi
Foster Hager
Jake McGillion-Moore
Tulsi Patel
Zhuoyu Shi

Fall 2021 Cohort
Jessica Ndukw

Lindquist Undergraduate Research award

Fall 2023
Maya Arora
Grace Chow
Victoria Jackson
Jade Jones
Yifei Pei
Zhuoyu Shi
Kaylor Udaiyar
Zhao Yun Song

Fall 2024
Royal Bao
Julia Bondareva
Dujana Buheis
Jennifer Fan
Mia Fogleson
Adelaide Harper
Yijing Lin
Shriya Pokala
Lillian Reid
Anuragh Sriman
Camila Vallette
Neha Venkatesh
Mariam Wahba
Zhao Yun Song
Nu Rho Psi

Officers
President: Melinda Somers
Vice President: Varun Indugula
Treasurer: Isabel Myers-Miller
Secretary: Nathan Moots

Members
Katherine Barrett
Laurie-Anne Bazinet
Lauren Bedard
Ritsirhee Dutta
Karthik Eswar
Mia Fogleson
Charles Hall
Melody Harmon
Hyejung Huang
Mia Keller
Xinwei Li
Katrina Murch
Allan Nguyen
Macy Parmelee
Sara Schaecher
Regan Shoemaker
Mariela Vargas
Elena Vargas

Phi Beta Kappa

**Fall 2023**
Paige Mary Cameron
Meredith Haven Daughtridge
Sydney Elizabeth Durner
Annabelle Virginia Fisher
Gabrielle Wells Garner
Hannah Rebecca Garner
Gwendolyn Ballew Gowan
Collin McKinney Graves
Foster Elizabeth Hager
Adelaide Ingram Harper
Aubrey Ella Hyldeahl
Evelyn Grace Kitchens
Sprhha Saileela Kolanukuduru
You-Wei Lai
Kathleen Arann Lane
Eliza Jean List
Christopher Stephen Manzano
Baylee Rose Materia
Chigozirim Amarachukuw Jessica
Emma Elizabeth Neal
Alec James Nipp
Shreya Harish Patel
Tulsi Nishith Patel
Yesha N. Patel
Kelly Ann Ray
Katherine grace Redenbaugh
Julia Marie Renberg
Zachary Todd Ruelbach
Rachel Ann Reynolds
Hannah Marie Santos
Sara C. Schaecher
Shreya Dutta Selvavel
Alina Eldarovna Shcherbakova
Abigail Marie Smits
Carson St Denis
Megan Grace Swanson
Nicole Alaina Tamol
Brooke Katherine Thibault
Ashley Seatta Titus
Payton Alexis Tucker
Leah Rebecca Whitfield
Masita Amalia Wickaksana
Diana Zhou

**Spring 2024**
Jessica Avery Bates
Kruti Bhargav
Kenna Jane Bradley
Melissa Caid
Elizabeth Grace Cake
Emma Sou-Lan Chow
Lauren Jacqueline Feldman
Samantha Erin Flores
Sashank Ganapathiraju
Gabriel Zheng Gong
Julie Lynn Gu
Kareem Anwar Haidary
Westley Adam Hall
Joe Danica Inigo
Max Austin Jacobson
Isabella Rives Kiefer
Anish Kodali
Reese Elizabeth Layh
Xinwei Li
Bethany Lida Liles
Mary Beatrice Linares
Wenqin Luo

Nora Grace Mckenzie
Yidan Mei
Madeline Rose Metz
Isabel blythe Myers-Miller
Audra Leigh Nelson
Steven Michael Nuzzolo
Jackson Hutchings Peden
Claire Alexandra Pringle
Aneesh Purohit
Nihith Ravikanti
Lillian Belle Reid
Helen Arlene Rippy Rohrner
Zahria Elisa Sanders
Kate Avery Schild
Elizabeth Gail Seith
Clarisse Corpus Sobremonte
Anurag Krishna Sirram
Emily Grace Thomas
Eileen Griffin Whelan
Hadlie Rose Winslow
Margaret Hayden Wollen
Brandon Hyun-Kyu Yoo
Margaret Lening Zhang

Psi Chi, The International Honor Society in Psychology

**Officers**
President: Brooke Alison Lester
Vice President: Vishal Easwar
Secretary: Sarah Grace Linville
Treasurer: Ellora Mae Srabani
Social Media Chair: Jada Grace Willse
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusivity Chair: Mia Linn Fogle songs
Student-Faculty Liaison: Nathan Mothes

**Professional Development Chair:**
Sakshi Kanani

**Volunteering Chair:**
Jacob Cole Beam

**Members**
Penelope Natazza Alberdi
Laurie-Anne Bazinet
Jacob Cole Beam
Kenna Jane Noonan Bradley
Cameron Grace Brown
Jennifer Chavez-Cha vivo
Sydney Elizabeth Durner
Vishal Easwar
Grace Elizabeth Edwards
Ellie Faith Fatzaun
Mia Linn Fogle songs
Kristen Anne Garland
Reese Morgan Gray
Melody Marie Harmon
Macey Lane Johnson
Sakshi Kanadier
Sakshi Kanani
Reese Elizabeth Layh
Sarah Grace Linville
Nathan Mothes
Katrina Michelle Murch
Audra Leigh Nelson
Ellisa Okoth
Halin Pearson
Lexi Perry
Lillian Reid
Rechel Ann Reynolds
Wasef Ali Shah
Madison Brooke Sokolik
Ellora Mae Srabani
Megan Ruth Stanfield
Nicole Alaina Tamol
Natalie Jane Tuinstra
Karolina Tuska
Jada Grace Wilise
Chloe Michelle Worner
Elizabeth Mary Yates

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH LEADERSHIP AND PRACTICE
David Steffen and Jill Kerr
Family Scholarship
Luis Torres Torija Arguelles
Imogene Pence Klingenstein Endowment Fund
Megan Long
Margaret Blee-Ruth Warwick
Hay Scholarship
Megan Long
Rachel H. Stevens Scholarship in Public Health Leadership
Ashley Hester
Shanghong Wang

DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS STUDIES
The Bernard Boyd Memorial Prize*
Christina Georgiou

DEPARTMENT OF ROMANCE STUDIES
Camões Prize for Excellence in Portuguese*
Marcos Gregorio
Jacques Hardré Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in French*
Madeleine Genova
Kimberley Kyser Award for Excellence in Italian
Adrian Gray Kirkman
Lucia Lynch
Phi Beta Kappa
Isabelle Lilly Anderson
Simon Asher Cook
Merry Elizabeth Duwel
Melissa Grace Hierman
Audrey Celia Peck
Pi Delta Phi, the National French Honor Society
Yseult Hedlund
Melissa Grace Hierman
Grace Pawloski
Sigma Delta Pi, the National Hispanic Collegiate Honor Society
Edward Tate Bennett
Marisela de Jesus Vera
Charlotte Easty
Jacob M. Ferreebee
Autumn Hiller
Shanelle Jayawickremesiri
Nicole Kimmel
Reva Kodre
Susan Miller
Toni-Ann Ocloo
Sierra Pfeifer
Millie Pulliam
Seo-Eun Gyeyeol
Regan Shoemaker
Erin Singleton
Taylor Smith
Hailey Staton
Brandon Turner
Mia Velazco
Sterling A. Stoudemire Prize for Excellence in Spanish*
Haley Bohn
Sophia Luna
Stephanie Pierson
Julia Renberg
Alexa Tomlinson

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
Howard W. Odum Undergraduate Sociology Award*
Hailey Zhang

DEPARTMENT OF WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
Mary Turner Lane Award*
Elizabeth Grace Belter

DIVISION OF SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES
American Academy of Audiology — Empowering Students Scholarship
Amanda Tolen
American Academy of Audiology Student Scholarships
Chloe Gratzek
Jenna Van Bosh
American Speech Language Hearing Foundation — Graduate Student Scholarship
Amanda Tolen
Foreign Language and Areas Studies Fellowship
Chavely Gonzalez
Erika Knorr
James J. Gallagher Dissertation Award
Jennifer Stone
North Carolina Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental and Related Disabilities Trainees
Chloe Gratzek
Alexandra McCormick
Madison Rock
Jenna Van Bosh
Sertoma Scholarship
Jenna Van Bosh
University of North Carolina Graduate School Doctoral Merit Assistantship
Danielle Nader
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